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“Our consuming attention to detail and improving the yachting  

experience drives us forward.” – David Marlow, Chairman Marlow Yachts LTD

Marlow Explorer® yachts are the envy of the yachting world. 

MarlowExplorer ®  Euro-Transom

49E   |   58E   |   62E   |   66E   |   70E   |   74E   |   80E   |   88E   |   97E

Shown with optional command bridge which is available on all models.

MIAMI2015
Come visit us at the Miami International Boat  
Show at the Sea Isle Marina – Pier 1.



All MarlowExplorer® series yachts 
are semi-displacement, with Velocijet Strut 

Keel® incorporated for a more stable, economical and 
protective hull design. Through the use of our proprietary 

hull and strut keel design, as registered and protected under 
the Vessel Hull Design Protection Act, we have solved many of the 

frustrating problems of a full-displacement hull. By introducing the 
struts, we gained superior stability, comfort, safety and performance in all sea conditions 

including heavy following seas, while providing the best running gear protection from debris 
and grounding in the industry. Inner and outer Kevlar skins with modified epoxy resins assure 

integrity and strength far beyond industry standards. In fact, a Marlow is the only cruising yacht 
we are aware of that is able to dry out and remain upright, avoiding fuel spills and serious damage to 

the low side of the grounded vessel. The performance benefits from significant drag reduction and directional 
stability have resulted in higher cruising speeds, increased comfort and reduced fuel consumption.

Marlow Explorers are all constructed from three major molds, as opposed to the 20 to 30 molds used by our competitors. It just 
made more sense; less seams, increased structural integrity and less places for water to find a way in. Our proprietary Full-Stack 
Infusion® RIVAT system also ensures our hulls are lighter and stronger than traditional fiberglass construction techniques. A side 
benefit for our owners, is that due to our design and construction techniques, they are able to enjoy anchorages, waterways and 
ocean conditions that full displacement cruisers or generic semi displacement boats cannot. Discover the world of coves, bays, 
sounds, rivers and the deep blue ocean at the helm of your own Marlow Explorer. For more information from the bright minds at 
Marlow products visit us at www.marlowyachts.com.

North American Inquiries International Inquiries
www.marlowyachts.com  sales @ marlowyachts.com www.marlowyachts.com • sales @ marlowyachts.com
Marlow Marine Sales, Inc.
800.362.2657
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Best PassageMaker 60’–80’
“It is this attention to detail and the underlying philosophy 

of continuous incremental refinement that explains why 

Marlow yachts stay competitive for so long: The 62E is 

engineered without compromise.” —  Judge’s*

A word about hull design and construction
Semi-Displacement hull combined with our proprietary Velocijet Strut Keel®



40 feet to 40 meters

not just refined but redefined

North American Premiere at the 2015 Miami Yacht & Brokerage Show, February 12th to 16th. 

Visit the Princess Showcase located between the 4200 and 4300 Blocks of Collins Avenue, Miami Beach.

PRINCESS 68



PRINCESS YACHTS AMERICA 

(877) 846-9874 · info@princessyachtsamerica.com

Over 45 Authorized Sales and Service Centers in North America, Central America, and the Caribbean

princessyachtsamerica.com





True luxury is more than a pretty face. 

It’s eff ortless performance. 

Superior livability. 

Personalized customer service. 

And form that marries 

seamlessly with function. 

S O U L

LU X U RY
W I T H

BEGIN YOUR JOURNEY 

WITH AN L-CL ASS 

C ONCIERGE TODAY.

S E A R AY. C O M / L - C L A S S

L650 Fly
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◦44◦

S U N S E E K E R  8 6

This oceangoing, luxe 
cruiser’s hybrid hull 

design off ers long-range 
capability and speed 

when you want it.

◦56◦

S PA IN

Looking for a diff erent 
type of charter experi-

ence? Explore the many 
colors of Barcelona and 

the Balearic Islands.

◦62◦

FA S T  YAC H T S

If you have a need for 
speed, or just like

it, here are the charter 
yachts that should be on 

your short list.

◦68◦

T H E  R O U N DU P

When you’re planning 
that once-in-a-lifetime 
trip, these 25 top yachts 

are ready, willing and 
able to get you there.

◦50◦

DY N A  6 0

Here’s a new entry into 
the stateside 60-foot 
segment. This Asian 

import features serious 
style and performance.

ON THE COVER: Apache II  is a 144-foot Baglietto that hits 29 knots and charters through Edmiston and Company.   



  W112' | 34M        W125' | 38M        W130' | 40M        W164' | 50M

WWW.WESTPORTYACHTS.COM

TEL +1 954 316 6364

YACHTS SINCE 1964
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◦32◦

N AU T IC A L  L I F E

Legendary tenor Andrea 
Bocelli fi nds

perfect harmony aboard 
his Gamma Yachts 20.

◦19◦

C U R R E N T S

Cool cuff  links for dinner ashore. Custom china for a yacht. A sub. They’re here. 

◦34◦

C H A R T E R  C H E F S

The heat is on, literally, 
for these yacht chefs at the 

Antigua Charter
Yacht Show’s cook-off .

◦30◦

N E W YAC H T S

Bavaria Yachts’ Virtess 
420 Fly is a versatile 

and voluminous midsize 
family cruiser.

◦24◦

G E A R

Whether you’re into pad-
dle boarding or kayaking, 

there’s a water shoe for 
the job. And we have them.

◦38◦

ON B OA R D

Princess Yachts builds
on the legacy of its 42 Fly

with this exquisitely
reimagined 43-footer.



  Hundreds of boats will race to Bermuda, but only one will 
lead the fleet before she even leaves the dock.

That is the destiny of the new Bermuda 50.  

Easy sail handling, a lifting keel, carbon fiber construction.
 And one fierce pedigree.

View the progress of the first Bermuda® 50 here:
WWW.HINCKLEYB50.COM

WWW�(INCKLEY9ACHTS�COM¬s¬3OUTHWEST(ARBOR3ALES (INCKLEY9ACHTS�COM¬s¬������������

ON THE HORIZON FOR 2015

Bermuda 50®
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FINDING UTOPIA

 A
 long the two-lane highway from Costa Rica’s San Jose airport to-

ward the country’s Pacifi c side, the mesmerizing shades of green changed 

as rapidly as my car’s tires rolled over the narrow, winding road. It was 

about a two-hour ride down from the airport’s 3,900-foot elevation to 

sea level, and after a six-hour fl ight, my stomach reminded me it was snack time. Fruit 

peddlers stacked along the roadside every few miles caught my eye. They were all selling 

oblong-shaped, tasty-looking objects called jocotes.

Picking up a bag of the fruit for what amounted to a handful of change, I wasted no 

time in sampling them. Mine were red-tone and ripe, making for a palate-pleasing and 

refreshing vitamin-C-fi lled treat. (I was told later that jocotes are also served unripe 

and green, with salt and vinegar.) This roadside gastronomic discovery was rivaled only 

by crossing a small bridge where a crocodile colony swam below. A passel of cars had 

stopped, with tourists snapping pictures and gawking. I’m not immune to astounding 

animal moments, so I followed suit, watching as some of these throwback reptiles slept 

soundly while others cruised slowly in the chocolate-milk-colored water toward a small 

cattle farm, seeming eager for an unfortunate bovine to get too close to the river’s edge.

I’d been in the country only a 

few hours and was increasingly en-

thralled with every turn. Ten degrees 

latitude is a cool place to be.

I arrived at the resort in time to 

watch the sunset between two mas-

sive rocks jutting out of the sea’s sur-

face. A megayacht rested quietly in 

the protected cove, stunningly back-

lit by the fading light. Low-lying clouds sat atop the mountains like a comfy knitted 

cap. Monkeys rattled tree branches as they descended. When I switched on the light at 

my condo’s front door, a litter of little lizards scattered. The refreshing, smooth taste 

of an Imperial beer whet my whistle and ended one of the most sensory-fi lled travel 

days I’d ever experienced.

For the next four days, I cruised up and down the country’s coast aboard a 61-footer, 

gazing into clear, cerulean waters that sometimes had a trance-inducing purple hue. 

Massive pods of porpoises came by to say hi as our boat plied the placid ocean. I saw 

free-jumping sailfi sh, and caught a few too. I also caught tuna for dinner, and every 

night ended with an equally spectacular sunset. I’d found my paradise. Where’s yours? 

MASSIVE PODS OF 

 PORPOISES CAME BY TO

SAY HI AS OUR BOAT PLIED

THE PLACID OCEAN.

p a t r i c k  s c i a c c a

Editor-In-Chief

patrick.sciacca@yachtingmagazine.com



660 Sport YACHT

From 50’ to 72’.  Nothing could be better.

Marquis Yachts USA

790 Markham Drive

Pulaski, WI 54162

mar qu i s yach t s . c om
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STRING OF PEARLS

Pearl’s 65 features a top-

notch design pedigree that 

got our Facebook followers’ 

adrenaline pumping. Did we 

mention she is powered by 

triple 600-horsepower Cum-

mins QSC8.3 engines? It’s 

good reason to be excited.

Can I LIKE this twice?? :)!!

steve parrish

Oh how nice, I’d love this, I 

would love to drive one of 

these, and live on it. Oh, what 

a dream. ...

julie womach

Beautiful boat. Just the

right size. 

jamie day

If you’d like to see 

photos of other recent 

debuts and connect with 

Yachting’s editors, visit  face 

book .com/yachtingmagazine.

Hold your martinis, Yachting 

is on board again.  

scott knollmiller

This is my life!

deedee harrell

One day.

lacy strickland

DECEMBER DELIGHT

I have been boating and read-

ing the industry magazines 

for more than 40 years. The 

December issue of Yachting 

is the most informative that 

I can ever remember reading 

in any magazine. 

     The December 2014 issue 

of Yachting will remain in my 

library for a long time!

Thank you!

marshall herron

via email

It’s one of our favorites too, 

Marshall. Thank you! 

the editors
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R E A D E R  F E E D B A C K

Send comments or questions to: letters@yachtingmagazine.com.

Send mail to: 460 N. Orlando Ave., Suite 200, Winter Park, FL 32789.

Visit us at: yachtingmagazine.com.

CORRECTION

In the January issue “Human Element” feature, we ran 

the wrong photo of Furuno’s NavNet TZtouch Black 

Box module. The correct NavNet TZtouch Black Box 

module image is seen here.



C O N F I D E N C E  T O  G O 

B E Y O N D  Y O U R  E X P E C T A T I O N S

Go With Confidence

I N T R O D U C I N G  T H E  N S S  E VO 2

This is the system you’ve been waiting for. It combines the ease of a tablet-style,  

multi-touch screen with the precision control of a push-to-select, rotary knob for  

rolling seas. We call it Touch Sensible — you’ll call it amazing.

Add in our Simrad exclusive, dedicated, power-cruising screens, the widest available  

cartography options on the market, industry-leading integration capabilities and  

stylish, low-profile, flush-mount design and you can see why this is the most enticing  

cruising and fishing system on the market.

So whatever your destination, you can be confident the Simrad NSS evo2 can get you 

there like no one else. For more information go to simrad-yachting.com
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 W
e know Patrick Knowles best for his award-winning interi-

or design aboard everything from the 161-foot Trinity Blind 

Date to the 164-foot Feadship Inevitable to the 167-foot  Palmer 

Johnson Helios 2. Less well known is that he also owns the 

Turner Bay luxury home design store in Fort Lauderdale, 

Florida, where anyone — not just superyacht owners — can stop in and buy fan-

tastic wall decor, lights, linens and more. Supplying that store keeps Knowles in 

the know about all the fi nest, well, fi neries from around the world, and even still, 

he couldn’t fi nd a dinner service combination to satisfy one particular client.

“The client wanted something very specifi c for the decor, classic American 

art deco,” Knowles says. “The owner also wanted something unique, very 

SERVICE 
FOR 24: 

$250,000 
Award-winning interior designer

Patrick Knowles is branching out

into custom china, fl atware and crystal.

B y Ki m Ka v i n

The one-of-a-kind dining sets take at least a year to create with a process that includes CAD drawings and modeling.
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diff  erent, and really, when you get to 

that level and you’re given to enter-

taining, there’s only so much available 

on the market that is going to give you 

something unique and special. There 

isn’t anything that anybody has that 

you, yourself, can’t have.”

Thus began Knowles’ first foray 

into designing china, crystal and fl at-

ware, an undertaking that, today, he 

is branding as a PKD product division, 

off ering custom dining service creation 

to clients whether he’s involved with 

their yachts or not. 

Similar to yacht design, the dining 

service process includes design draw-

ings, CAD drawings, 3-D drawings and 

modeling. His fi rst china set alone in-

volved 32 silhouettes, everything from 

dinner plates to gravy boats and pickle 

dishes, and the result was a dinner ser-

vice that exists in only one place: the 

client’s table. A PKD dining service is 

a one-of-a-kind purchase. Of course, 

it also comes at a one-of-a-kind base 

price: $250,000 for china, crystal and 

fl atware to serve 24 guests.

New clients should also expect to in-

vest a great deal of time, at least a year 

and likely closer to 16 months. 

“It’s a huge undertaking,” Knowles 

says. “For the silverware, we went 

ahead and made 3-D modeling and pro-

totyping so we could hold the knives 

and spoons and forks in our hands, and 

that process alone takes a bit of time.” 

So far, Knowles has created the PKD 

dining service only for a client on land, 

for use in a private home. His hope is to 

entice the owner of a superyacht that re-

quires a great number of entertaining 

options, an owner who will appreciate 

the creations as statement pieces.

“If they have a dinner service for 60 or 

70, this is where you can go absolutely 

crazy and create a tremendous port-

folio of china,” Knowles says. “You could 

have diff erent place settings all the time. 

Dining is a huge experience on board 

and in yacht charter.”

patrickknowlesdesigns.com 

TRENDSETTER: PATRICK KNOWLES

At his Turner Bay home design store in Fort Lauderdale, Knowles 
sells top porcelain brands including Anna Weatherley, Bernardaud 
and Philippe Deshoulieres. All have something beautiful to off er, 
he says, but none can be truly unique when all are available for sale 
to the world. Only a custom collection, like the ones he’s off ering 
through PKD, can achieve that goal. “This is a very niche service, an 
extremely luxurious service, not for the faint of heart,” he says. “It 
is quite costly, and it takes a pretty signifi cant budget in time and in 
money. This is for the client who wants what nobody else can get.”

Each PKD set will be unique to its owner and unavailable to the general public.

ONBOARD RACE CAR

CXC Simulations (starting 

at $75,000) can race online 

against other drivers.

SMALL AND STYLIN’

The Louis Vuitton Mini Coo-

per (price on request) makes 

bonnet stripes look quaint.

APPLE, MEET DIAMOND 

When the Apple Watch debuts, 

Mervis Diamond Importers 

will off er this $30,150 version.
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TWO PEOPLE, 393 FEET

The DeepFlight Super Falcon 

Mark II sub ($1.7 million)

can barrel-roll with dolphins.

WHAT, NO CHEWBACCA?

Find 14-karat Yoda ($4,000) 

and Darth Vader ($4,200) 

cuff  links at Neiman Marcus. 

H
orizon 

Yachts, a lead-

ing builder in 

the Asia-Pacifi c region, 

introduced two models 

at the Miami Yacht & 

Brokerage Show. They 

add to the builder’s 

nearly 30-year history 

of constructing yachts 

from 52 to 150 feet 

length overall. 

The fi rst new of-

fering is the Horizon 

P110, a trideck with a 

23-foot-6-inch beam 

allowing for a quartet 

of guest staterooms. 

Design features 

include a country- 

kitchen galley and an 

enclosed sky lounge 

with full helm (in ad-

dition to the fl ybridge 

helm). Zero-speed sta-

bilizers, bow and stern 

thrusters, and twin 

1,900-horsepower CAT 

C32 engines are part of 

the standard equip-

ment package.

The second new 

model from Horizon 

Yachts is the E84. She 

also has four state-

rooms, plus an open 

fl ybridge and aft deck 

for entertaining fam-

ily and friends. Twin 

1,600-horsepower CAT 

C32 engines are on her 

standard list, along 

with a hydraulic high-

low swim platform, 

zero-speed stabilizers 

and more.

Horizon Yachts; 

horizonyacht.com

HORIZON YACHTS GOES BIG

Views are unobstructed from the fl ybridge helm on the Horizon P110 (foreground). 

D E S T I N Y  A N D  F O R T U N E  
Friends of Virginia Wagner have created a scholarship 

fund to help at-risk kids with hands-on programs aboard 

the tall ship Oliver Hazard Perry. Wagner, a consultant 

at Nicholson Yachts who is battling mesothelioma, 

previously was a tall ship and charter yacht captain with 

more than 400,000 miles at sea. “If we can help even one 

young person,” Wagner says, “it ’s worth it.” ohpri.org
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NO MATTER WHAT MOTHER NATURE 

THROWS  AT YOU, TRUST THE FLIR 

MV-SERIES THERMAL  NIGHT VISION 

CAMERA TO BE YOUR EYES IN THE  DARK 

SO YOU CAN NAVIGATE STRESS-FREE.

GEAR UP
SALES EVENT

SAVE UP TO $1000

UNTIL APRIL 30TH
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SPL ASH -RE A DY  SHOES

Stand-up paddle boards, kayaks, tender rides, hikes on the beach: All the fun stuff  that comes with a day of yachting becomes a whole 

lot easier on the feet with a great pair of water-friendly shoes. The  1�|�SON-R Flex ($75) by Sperry is designed not only for active days 

on the beach, but also to be easily packable in a weekend bag.  2�|�Teva’s Hurricane Toe Pro ($65) has a Shoc  Pad in the heel for comfort,

and the sole is Durabrasion Rubber for solid traction on many surfaces. The  3�|�Voyager Sandal ($140) by Sperry has a WaterBlock 

membrane meant to be breathable and waterproof, plus ASV technology to reduce heel shock by 30 percent.  4�|�Sperry’s Point Breeze 

Skimmer ($90) is a boat-shoe alternative with arch support, increased cushioning and Adaptive Wave-Siping to help prevent slip-

page as water disperses underfoot. The  5�|�Women’s Mary Jane Water Shoe ($55) from Land’s End comes in this rose poppy color

along with black, Atlantic blue and silver frost, all treated with an anti-microbial fi nish to keep the fabric in top shape. — KIM K AVIN  c
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MINUTES TO WORLD’S FINEST 

SHOPPING, DINING, GOLF AND NIGHTLIFE. 
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South Florida’s Premier Port of Call
It’s the Place To Be!
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OW NER  INSP IRED
B y Jo h n Wo old r idg e

 “O
ur intrepid 475 Panacea is 

the primary tender to Penny 

Mae, a 138-foot motoryacht 

built by Richmond Yachts,” said 

Capt. Mike O’Neill. Little Penny, as it 

is called, has quad 350-horsepower 

Yamaha outboards and is fi tted with 

a full suite of the latest Simrad NSO 

evo2 electronics, an Esthec deck 

and a number of custom features. It 

has everything the owner wanted 

in a center-console with overnight 

accommodations for two.

You may think a 47-foot center- 

console is an idea approaching 

overkill, but the fact is that it lives up 

to its name — Panacea — with 60 mph 

(51 knot) top-end speeds, 0.73 mpg 

effi  ciency at 32 mph (28 knots), com-

fortable seating fore and aft, all of the 

requisite stowage for serious fi shing 

and a single-level deck.

Little Penny is towed on a 200-foot 

AmSteel Blue nylon tow line. Due 

GOOD TO GO

Equipped with a full galley, 

electric-lift convertible 

dinette and enclosed head, 

the cabin for two makes the 

475 Panacea a natural boat 

for weekend island getaways. 

The main helm has triple 

Stidd seats for skipper and 

guest comfort.

Intrepid is widely known for customizing the boats it builds to suit each customer, 

whether ultimate use will be as a family day boat or a superyacht tender.

LOA

47'6"

BEAM

13'8"

DRAFT

2'6"

FUEL

569 gal.

WATER

130 gal.

DISPL. 
(DRY)

28,000 lb.  
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WORKING WITH INTREPID “Penny Mae’s owners have enjoyed 

over 20 years of yacht and boat ownership with a variety of tenders and fi shing 

boats, including previous Intrepids,” Capt. O’Neill said. “The decision to up-

grade to the 475 Panacea was a no-brainer given the company’s customer care 

philosophy and the high build quality of its product. This proved invaluable 

when we added a number of custom features to our yacht. Intrepid welcomed 

these changes and managed to produce a fi nal product beyond our expectations.”

Intrepid incorporates plenty of room for guests to move around the forward 

sun bed and aft console seating. The space is handy when a fi sh is on too.

2 8 � � YA C H T I N G � � M A R C H � � 2 0 1 5

to its size, the tender generally has 

its own berth in marinas and moors 

alongside Penny Mae at anchor. “We 

towed the boat from Fort Lauder-

dale to Costa Rica without incident,” 

O’Neill said. The crew also cruised 

Central America for the winter, and 

will return to Florida and then New 

England for the summer.

Little Penny fi lls a number of roles 

including guest transportation 

ashore, off shore fi shing, diving and 

cruising. It is a vital component of the 

larger yacht’s charter program, allow-

ing crew and guests to explore islands 

and destinations up to 50 miles 

away — quickly and without having to 

relocate the yacht — and allowing the 

vessel’s crew to be much more fl exible 

and diverse with cruising schedules.

With the 475 Panacea, Intrepid 

continues its reputation for building 

powerful yachts as solid as they are 

good-looking. The Panacea’s deck 

and hull are a super-stiff  composite 

of hand-laid fi berglass, both multi-

directional and unidirectional cloth, 

vacuum-bagged around a PVC foam 

core. Fit and fi nish inside and out, 

and all components, are top-shelf. 

Plus, the ride in all kinds of weather 

conditions is thrilling, helped along by 

the deep-V hull form with 21- degree 

transom deadrise and the ability to 

handle triple or quad outboards up to 

2,228 total horsepower.  

Intrepid, 954-922-7544; 

intrepid boats.com
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5H]5L[�;A[V\JO5H]5L[�]_�

�  Proven track record for solid  
performance and reliability

�  Full-size numeric keypad for  
easy waypoint entry

�  C-Map Max chart compatibility

�  10.4" Color LCD Display

�  Network up to four displays

�  Value priced

�  Multi Touch display with  
easy-to-use interface

�  FREE SmartPhone & Tablet Apps

�  Dual-core Intel Sandy Bridge  
Processor

�  9" & 14" Color LCD Display  
Black Box (coming in 2013)

�  Direct online updates on MFD

5H]5L[��+

�  Full keypad control with  
revolutionary RotoKey menu

�  FREE U.S. NOAA Raster/Vector 
Charts & Satellite Photos

�  8.4" & 12.1" Color LCD Display  
Black Box w/Ext. Display

�  Powerful 3D Chart Engine  
using TimeZero Technology

New Lower Price! New Lower Price!
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FINE POINTS

ALL-WEATHER HELM

When Poseidon gives you 

a little attitude, the 420 

Virtess Fly’s lower helm off ers 

 protection from the elements 

and unobstructed sight lines.

GO ALFRESCO

Everything tastes better with 

salt (air, that is). This fl y-

bridge gives everyone a place 

to take in the sun and lunch.

FULLY ADJUSTABLE

Tracks in the cockpit allow 

you to slide tables and seats 

around to suit your needs. 

C U R R E N T S   |   N E W  Y A C H T S

L E A DING  L A DY
B y Pa t r ic k S c iac c a

 B 
avaria Yachts 

entered the 

United States 

about  a year ago with 

its well-received 420 

Coupe, a sleek hardtop 

model that off ers 

sporty performance, 

eye-catching looks and 

sizable accommoda-

tions. Building on that 

success and looking to 

satisfy those who like a 

view from the top, this 

German builder creat-

ed the 420 Virtess Fly. 

Like her sibling, the 

420 Fly promises to be 

speedy with her stan-

dard  435-horsepower 

Volvo Penta IPS600 

diesels. Her reported 

top hop is 35 knots 

with a 29-knot cruise. 

Close-quarters han-

dling should be made 

easier with a joystick 

option too.

If you like to enter-

tain on board, the 420 

Fly is up to the task 

with large, U-shaped 

fl ybridge seating and 

a sun pad across from 

the portside helm 

station. The grill here 

makes this the spot for 

a fresh-fi sh barbecue.

Space savings from 

pod-drive power let 

the builder outfi t the 

420 Fly with three 

staterooms and two 

heads, making her a 

great fi t for the cruis-

ing family. With a long 

standards list and a 

$669,795 price point, 

she should be on many 

a buyer’s short list.  

Bavaria Motor 

Yachts USA, 

954-639-7976; 

bavariayachts.com  

Bavaria’s 420 Virtess Fly has stylish yet timeless lines, off ering 

the cruising family voluminous staterooms and a cozy interior.
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LOA 
44'8" 

TOP SPEED 
35 knots



GIVE YOUR BOAT A BOOST WITH THE ADDED INTELLIGENCE OF

LIGHTHOUSE II - NOW SMARTER THAN EVER WITH TURN-BY-TURN 

NAVIONICS AUTOROUTING NAVIGATION. LIGHTHOUSE II ALLOWS YOU 

TO SEE CLEARLY WITH MULTIFUNCTION DISPLAYS AND STEER EASILY  

WITH EVOLUTION 9 AXIS AUTOPILOT SYSTEMS. SMART BOAT?  

MORE LIKE GENIUS BOAT.
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THE VIEW ASTERN

Q: How did you get your
start in boating?  

A: My father always had a boat of 5 
or 6 meters. I think my passion for 

boats is rooted in those vacation 
days, in which I, my father and my 
brother went to sea for short trips.

Q: What is one of your favorite 
cruising moments?

A: The most beautiful experience 
at sea was certainly one from this 
summer, a journey that brought 

me and my whole family to
Valencia. Many hours sailing, 

crossing the Gulf of Lion at night.

M A E STRO  AT  SE A 
B y Pa t r ic k S c iac c a

L
i k e  m a n y  yac h t s m e n ,  legendary tenor Andrea Bocelli grew 

up in a boating family. His father kept a small outboard-powered 

vessel for outings. “Early in the morning, my brother Albert and I 

would load the heavy engine that my father always kept safely in the 

cabin at night, on our shoulders,” he recalls fondly.  These days, the 

avid cruiser is enjoying downtime with family on board his 70-foot, 

Vripack-designed, built-in-Holland Gamma Yachts 20 (no motor-carrying here). 

Bocelli discovered the yacht, called Libertas, after his son, Amos, who also runs 

the vessel, saw her in a magazine and gave his father her specifi cations. Having 

owned larger vessels that off ered handling challenges and smaller, built-for-speed 

performance yachts, he says he really likes that Libertas is well laid out to accom-

modate his extended family at sea, allowing everyone to enjoy both togetherness 

and privacy.  One custom feature Bocelli requested was a sofa and table forward 

of Libertas’ wheelhouse. “I love the big sofa overlooking the sea, having the sky 

for a roof,” he comments. A diving board set off  the extended fl ybridge is pretty 

neat too.  When it comes to his time on the water, Bocelli says, “The sea is a para-

dise where it is easier to understand, or consolidate, that life is an amazing gift.”  g
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One of the custom features 

Bocelli requested was

adding this piano in the salon.



EASY 
BOATING
TOTAL INTEGRATION FROM ONE COMPANY.

Volvo Penta is a pioneer in making boating simpler and more enjoyable with 

joystick driving, engine controls, trim assist and electronic displays. Paired 

with Volvo Penta IPS, complete control is right at your fingertips. Learn more 

at volvopenta.com/us.

ELECTRONIC VESSEL CONTROL
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KDN LYNE (left) is a two-time winner 
of the Antigua Charter Yacht Show cu-
linary competition who welcomes cu-
rious charter guests into the galley for 
chats and recipe-sharing aboard Sweet 
Escape, which is part of the Churchill 
Yacht Partners charter fl eet. SIBYLLA 

BEEBE (second photo down, at far right, 
with her yacht’s crew) trained as a 
Cordon Bleu Diploma  chef at the Tante 
Marie Culinary Academy in England 
before joining Lush, which is marketed 
by Oyster Charters.  CRAIG STEVENS 

(bottom) says his favorite thing about 
cooking on a charter yacht is that “you 
never know what’s going to come. We 
have Russians on at the moment, and 
I’m having to remember some of my 
experience cooking Russian food. It 
keeps you on your toes.” Icon is part of 
the charter fl eet at Camper & Nichol-
sons International. 

GOUR ME T  GRE AT S
B y Ki m Ka v i n

 I
t ’s 10 a.m., and Kdn Lyne  is in the galley, tossing diced veggies into a pan. 

Sure, his eyes are puff y and his posture is sagging, but that’s to be expected 

after an all-night party. His crew mates aboard the 130-foot Christensen 

Sweet Escape were too excited to let him sleep the night before, after he won 

fi rst prize among midsize builds in the Antigua Charter Yacht Show culi-

nary competition. This morning, Lyne is still grinning but not as giddy as 

you might expect. This is, after all, the second time he’s won. The fi rst was in 2009, 

when he earned fi rst prize for the 129-foot Heesen Lionshare. 

“I joined Lionshare on a Sunday, provisioned on Monday and won on Tuesday,” 

he recalls. “At least this year I had a little more time to think.” 

Lyne has been aboard Sweet Escape since March 2013. This year’s contest l
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theme was a gluten-free Caribbe-

an dinner — not even his specialty 

(“my favorites are Thai and Ital-

ian”) — but  advantageous given 

his experience in the islands. He 

scoured Antigua for fresh pro-

duce, fi sh and more, and his crew 

mates (shown at right) prepared a 

table setting with pineapples and 

beach sand, earning them fi rst 

prize in tablescapes.

“It’s a massive team eff ort,” 

Lyne says. “I really, really enjoy 

this boat.”

While Lyne won for midrange 

yachts, fi rst place among yachts 

99 feet and smaller went to Sibylla 

Beebe of the Oyster 855 Lush, 

and Craig Stevens of the recently 

extended, 221-foot Icon Yachts 

Icon earned top honors among 

superyachts. It was Stevens’ 

fi rst time in the contest, though 

he’s spent more than six years 

aboard yachts and some 20 

years cooking everywhere from 

restaurants to the Queen Eliza-

beth II. 

His Antigua win has already 

helped Icon garner at least one 

charter client.

“We had a last-minute Christ-

mas charter that came in after 

the contest,” he says. “The securi-

ty guys who came aboard with the 

client were saying he knew about 

the contest, so it defi nitely has 

an eff ect. And on our fi rst charter 

after the boat show, I did a tasting 

menu with some of the food from 

the contest. They loved it. I could 

surely do it again.”  

A N T I G U A  I N G R E D I E N T S

PINK GUAVA

Humans aren’t the only species 
that love to consume guava. 

Many animals and birds eat it too.

TAMARIND

While the fruit is used in cooking, 
the tree has applications in medi-
cine, metal polish and carpentry. 

SORREL

Its stems are juicy, and its leaves 
are edible. Sometimes, the

upper leaves are a reddish color.

THE BURGER’S 
FRIEND

Tamarind is used 
to fl avor many 
types of Indian 
food, but West-
erners probably 
know it best as 

an ingredient in 
some Worcester-
shire sauces. The 
Chinese use it for 
jams and drinks, 
while in Mexico, 
it’s sold as dried 
or salted snacks.

 TASTES

LIKE  BERRIES

 Sorrel has a fl avor 
often compared 

to wild strawber-
ries. It’s a favorite 

ingredient for 
soups and sauces, 
along with salads. 

Russians use it 
to prepare green 
borscht, Greeks 

mix it into spana-
kopita, and Ro-

manians serve it 
with lettuce atop 

sandwiches.

BEYOND

THE BUNCH

 Diff erent from 
the banana 

bunches in most 
grocery stores, 

the banana fl ower 
has tender inner 

leaves that can 
be cooked along 
with the banana 

fl ower itself, 
which also can 
be served raw. 
Look for it in 

stews, soups and 
rice dishes, and 
alongside nam 

prik, the Thai dip 
known to be hot 

and spicy.

EASY TO GROW

Chefs with space 
for a potted plant 
can grow guava 
on board, some-

thing not pos-
sible with most 

other fruits.

BANANA FLOWER

Asian cultures treat the banana 
fl ower as a vegetable. The

inner leaves can be used for serving.
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561.833.6060

T H E  F U T U R E  O F  Y A C H T I N G  H A S  A R R I V E D

MOTORYACHT SALES | SUPERYACHT SALES | CHARTER & BROKERAGE

Italian Style    Luxury
HaS A New American Home

and

See Us At The Miami Yacht and Brokerage Show • Collins Avenue, Ramp 10

Dean Young  561-301-7031
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A CLOSER LOOK

Viking Sport Cruisers (known 

today as Princess Yachts America) 

has been the exclusive distributor 

for Princess Yachts in North Amer-

ica and the Caribbean for nearly 

two decades. Each Princess is mod-

ifi ed for this market. The 43FY has 

U.S. 120-volt/60 Hz electrical, an 

11.5 kW generator, a holding tank, 

air conditioning and small details 

such as a Hubbell shore-power cord 

and dockside TV/phone outlets. 

Each 43FY meets or exceeds both 

U.S. Coast Guard and American 

Boat and Yacht Council standards.  

NEXT GENERATION
B y C h r i s C a s w e l l

 F
or princess yachts to replace its 42 Flybridge would suggest 

one of two things: The builder is barking mad, or it knew it could 

improve on the popular yacht. Since more than 300 42s have been 

sold over a decade, my fi rst bet would have been madness.  

I would have been wrong. The new Princess 43 Flybridge yacht 

is a captivating craft. She has two staterooms, each with a head and 

shower; a spacious salon that morphs into an alfresco dining and entertaining 

area, including the cockpit when the triple doors are opened wide; and a good 

turn of speed (29 knots at wide open) with standard 550-horsepower Cummins 

diesel engines. The salon has a couch and a wraparound settee with a movable 

dining table that converts into a double berth. What you’ll probably remember c
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The Hunt Ocean Series uses the same 
high performing Hunt hulls that meet the 
standards of the US Special Forces.  Now we 
are ready to meet yours.  
The Hunt Ocean Series in 68, 72 or 80 feet.
Backed by 87 years of Hinckley service to yachtsmen.

www.HuntYachts.com  |  401.324.4201

CREATING LUXURY IS EASY.  BUILDING A BOAT 

THAT MEETS THE SEA WITH EXHILARATING 

CAPABILITY AND CONFIDENCE  IS NOT.  

BUT IT HAPPENS HERE, IN THE LEGENDARY 

DEEP-VEE HUNT HULL.
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W
ith two staterooms, each 

with their own heads, a 

full galley and a comfortable 

salon, the fuel effi cient single 

diesel engine Back Cove 

41 may be the perfect long 

range cruising yacht. This  

innovative interior and deck 

plan will enhance your days 

on the water with comfortable 

seating and clear views of your 

surroundings.

Contact us for additional 

information.

Back Cove Yachts
23 Merrill Dr. • Rockland, Maine 04841

(207) 594-8844 • www.backcoveyachts.com

Back Cove 30 • 34 • 37 • 41 &

Back Cove Downeast 37
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about the salon, however, is 

the size of the windows: big 

and perfect for viewing the 

outdoors while seated.

The skipper gets twin 

leather seats behind a clean 

dash with Garmin electron-

ics. Best of all is wraparound 

360-degree visibility.

Two steps down is a 

U-shaped galley, and, be-

cause the windows extend 

above the galley, the cook 

remains a part of the salon 

action and has a view too.

Her master stateroom of-

fers a centerline berth with 

roller drawers below, and a 

private head with shower. 

The guest cabin has two 

berths, but everyone will 

order the option that allows 

them to slide together into a 

double for a guest couple. 

Her bridge is huge, with 

couches, sun pads, tables 

and a tidy helm console with 

twin bucket seats.   

Built to high standards 

and with a $1.24 million 

base price, the 43 Flybridge 

yacht is a welcome version 

of British invasion.  

Princess Yachts America, 

609-846-9874;  

princessyachtsamerica.com

SIBLINGS

  PRINCESS V48 Sporting flex-
ible layouts with either an open 
cockpit for sun or an enclosed 
salon for all-weather use, the 
V48 has two en suite cabins and 
the option of a lower salon or a 
third guest cabin.  

  PRINCESS 68 Four cabins 
and private stairs to the owner’s 
suite mark the 68. A hydraulic 
platform handles the tender. 
Wide doors connect the salon 
and aft galley with the cockpit.

  PRINCESS S72 Versatile deck 
space includes seating in the 
cockpit, on the foredeck and on 
the sport bridge, while three 
en suite cabins include a full-
beam master. A transom garage 
holds a 12-foot tender or PWC.

feet is her length,

and she’s perfect

for families.47
is the number of 

horses in the yacht’s  

engine room.1,100
knots is the

43FY’s economical 

cruising speed.25



With world-class brands, unsurpassed customer service, and sixty years of experience, 

Imtra has built a solid reputation as the one-stop systems provider to boat owners 

and builders worldwide. We have the expertise to create unique application solutions 

for our customers. Contact us at 508-995-7000 or visit www.imtra.com today. 

The Trusted Source for Quality Systems

Side-Power Thrusters 
& Stabilizers

Innovative thrusters, stabilizers 

and accessories for precision control

without compromise

Lofrans & Muir 
Anchoring Systems

Horizontal and vertical windlasses,

accessories and Auto Anchor controls

LED Marine Lighting

Advanced marine lighting solutions,

including VIMAR® modular switching

Besenzoni Equipment

Manual and retractable gangways, 

ladders and more

NorSap Seating 
& Pedestals

Helmsman, pilot and operator

chairs with a range 

of pedestals
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 W
hen you buy a house, you 

do some research. It’s gen-

erally your largest asset, so 

you talk to people, you see 

some comparisons, you get a survey. If you 

could move in for a while, you’d probably 

do that, to thoroughly investigate the 

property and the neighborhood. But it’s 

usually not an option. 

Now, let’s talk about a yacht, which is 

another major asset. Here, you do all of 

the same things, except there is a way you 

can move in for a bit. And yet few people 

take the opportunity.

Chartering a vessel for a week, one you are 

interested in buying, gives you insight into 

the yacht that you simply cannot get in any 

other way. There’s no substitute for sleeping 

in a stateroom, using the facilities yourself, 

noting how the boat accommodates you and 

your family and watching how it performs in 

a variety of real-world conditions.

A sea trial is, by defi nition, a limited 

 experience. But a charter can be a truer 

RENT  TO  OW N
One of the best ways to find the yacht of your dreams? Charter it. 

B y G le n Ju st ic e

test, allowing you to see 

for yourself whether that 

transom garage really is big 

enough, whether the layout 

is functional for your cruis-

ing needs and whether 

those gyrostabilizers work 

as described. On a big boat, 

it’s also a way to evaluate 

what you would like in a 

full-time crew. 

Maggie Vale, a charter 

broker at Churchill Yacht 

Partners, said many clients 

use charters to help inform 

their buying process. Often, 

she said, they will charter 

two or three times — some-

times longer than a week 

— to help determine the size 

and model that suits them.

“Until you go out and feel 

how it rides and if you are in 

the right size range, it’s like 

picking a dress off  the rack 

without trying it on,” Vale 

said. “I don’t recommend it.”

Kathleen Mullen, general 

manager at Regency Yacht 

Vacations, agreed. “It works 

very well for buyers,” she 

said. “It’s a good way to 

narrow the fi eld of what you 

would like to buy.”

Vale said it’s not unusual 

for a client to purchase the 

very boat they charter. 

“Clients charter it two or 

three times, say ‘this is the 

one I want’ and make an 

off er,” she said. “Everything 

is for  sale — everything in 

the world.”

CHARTERING A VESSEL FOR

A WEEK, ONE THAT YOU

ARE INTERESTED IN

BUYING, GIVES YOU INSIGHT.

Guitar legend Eric 

Clapton took this approach 

with his yacht. As the 

only person inducted into 

the Rock and Roll Hall of 

Fame three times (with the 

Yardbirds, Cream and as 

a solo artist), he probably 

had many size and style 

options. But the guitarist 

reportedly chartered the 

156-foot Kees Cornelissen 

Va Bene and was so smitten 

with her that he bought her, 

and he later had the 1992 

build completely refi t. This 

six-stateroom yacht with 

b
u

r
g

e
s
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a
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h
t

s

room for 13 crew is now 

off ered for charter through 

Burgess Yachts at a weekly 

base rate of $179,000 for 

12 guests.

Indeed, it is worth asking 

the seller whether he will 

put you on the boat for a few 

days at no charge, or if he 

is at least willing to credit 

part of the cost of a charter 

 toward the sale. The worst 

he can say is no, in which 

case you would have to ab-

sorb the cost yourself. 

But that money might buy 

you a great deal of confi -

dence in your purchase.  

After chartering the 156-foot Va Bene, leg-

endary guitarist Eric Clapton decided she 

was the perfect yacht for his cruising needs.
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R A N G E

F I N D I N G
THE SUNSEEKER 86 YACHT’S HYBRID HULL

OFFERS BOTH SPEED AND

LONG RANGE. LUXURY IS STANDARD. 

B Y  P H I L  D R A P E R   P H O T O G R A P H Y  B Y  J O E  M C C A R T H Y

The 86 Yacht is capable of impressive top-end speeds, but her hybrid hull offers long range too. And with a relaxing sun pad like this one, who’s in a hurry?
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the drive from my Suff olk home on England’s 

east coast to Sunseeker, which is based in Poole, 

Dorset, on the southwest coast, is four hours 

minimum without activating any speed cameras. 

(And there are lots in this part of the world.) At 

8 o’clock on a mid-October morning at Sunseek-

er House, hot coff ee and a bacon roll restored a 

suitable enthusiasm for the day, as did an unex-

pected break later in the heavy, dark clouds that 

the short-range shipping forecast had suggested 

were going to be particularly nasty. In the end we 

enjoyed Indian summer sunshine for the duration 

of our morning with the builder’s 86 Yacht. And 

while my morning had been fairly ordinary, this 

Sunseeker proved herself completely the opposite.

Never mind the unarguably bold, and to me 

quite stunning, profi le that’s pure contemporary 

Sunseeker; the really interesting bit lies beneath 

the vessel’s waterline. Sunseeker designed the 86 

Yacht from the keel up to deliver serious cruising 

fl exibility. Conceived by the builder’s longstand-

ing in-house naval architect Ewen Foster, this 

yacht’s hull form is a hybrid. It can deliver the 

usual Sunseeker planing speeds, but it’s a little 

bit deeper in the forefoot and a little fl atter aft, 

which helps deliver more effi  cient displacement 

and semidisplacement performance. The tran-

som deadrise is 17 degrees. By comparison, the 

88 Yacht she replaces in the Sunseeker lineup had 

a transom deadrise of 20 degrees.

The hull is produced by a two-part mold that 

was created in-house from a two-part milled plug. 

This split-mold approach has nothing to do with 

performance, but is more to do with yard prac-

ticalities when it comes to moving the tooling 

around. Unlike many other builders, Sunseeker 

still bangs the wet layup drum. None of its hulls 

and superstructures are vacuum- infused, de-

spite the advantages and successes — including 

When it comes to joinery, the high-gloss-to-

satin ratio is about 50:50. All combinations 

of American walnut are popular with owners, 

and other options include bleached and 

yellow oaks, with cherry quite popular in the 

Asian market. More exotic selections like 

ebonies, zebranos and bamboos are popping 

up more often too.

R E V I E W E D   |   S U N S E E K E R  8 6  Y A C H T

T
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L IK E  A  ROCK :  STA BIL IZERS  ON BOA RD

Sunseeker is testing a new stabilization system on the 86 Yacht. Thus far the builder has worked with most mainstream stabilization players 
such as TRAC, Side-Power Vector Fins and Seakeeper. The fi rst four 86 Yachts will get pairs of Italian company CMC Marine’s 6-foot-6-inch 
Electra stabilizer fi ns, which claim a 60 to 65 percent roll reduction. These will be evaluated over a season or two. Sunseeker won’t support a new 
system without clear evidence, and such trials are a fi rst step. From Hull No. 5, Sleipner Vector Fins will be installed as standard instead; they 
will then be part of a complete hydraulic installation that includes Sleipner Side-Power thrusters, bow and stern. The Vector Fins could actually 
increase speeds slightly over a fi nless hull because pinching them together a little increases lift aft, boosting speeds and softening pitching. — P.D.
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 lightness, strength and increased efficiency — 

competitors have had with such techniques. Sun-

seeker says it prefers its method to avoid print-

through issues in the vessel’s gelcoat fi nish. 

Specifying the engines for a hull like this is a 

crucial decision. Four engine options, all MTUs, 

are available: twin 1,380-horsepower 10V2000 

M84s or twin 1,659-horsepower 12V2000 

M84s, both of which are derated, or twin high- 

performance 1,622-horsepower 10V2000 M94s 

or 1,950- horsepower 12V2000 M94s. However, it 

is also worth mentioning that all of the aforemen-

tioned engines will soon be replaced by versions 

that comply with the latest EPA Tier 3 and IMO 

Tier II requirements with in-engine technolo-

gy, and IMO Tier III requirements using SCR 

 exhaust-gas after-treatment. Whatever the engine 

designation, the selection should depend on your 

cruising requirements, not top-speed vanities.

With the more powerful M94 ratings, the top-

speed options are 27 knots with the 10Vs (which 

is what Hull No. 2, our test boat, had) and 31 knots 

with the larger 12Vs. But that’s not the interesting 

call. There is little diff erence in high-speed cruis-

ing ranges — 488 nautical miles at 2,200 rpm and 

22 knots, or 468 nm at 2,200 rpm and 26 knots 

— the range does vary signifi cantly at slow-speed 

cruising speeds. It is 1,430 nm at 1,200 rpm and 

10.4 knots for the 10Vs; 1,188 nm at 1,200 rpm and 

12 knots for the 12Vs. If you slow down a bit, she 

will make 1,753 nm at 1,000 rpm and 8.5 knots or 

1,456 nm at 1,000 rpm and 10 knots, respectively. 

Long-range cruising enthusiasts will surely ap-

preciate the 86 Yacht’s performance versatility.

With the derated diesels, the top speeds of 10Vs 

and 12Vs are 24 knots and 27 knots, respectively. 

At 10 knots, the 10Vs are spinning at 1,000 rpm 

and the range is around 1,450 nm with a total fuel 

burn, including generators, of just over 18 gallons 

per hour. At a virtually identical 10-knot cruise 

and 1,000 rpm, the 12Vs burn nearer 19 gph and 

deliver a 1,380 nm range. Those are long legs.

 Slow-speed cruising is the real luxury with 

this yacht. During our test on that semiblustery 

autumn morning, our 86 delivered the predicted 

26-knot top speed and was suitably agile for a lady 

of 147,400 pounds half-load displacement, but the 

best bit was the cruise home at just 10 knots. I was 

at the helm all the way back to the yard from the 

outer reaches of Poole Bay, at least 10 to 15 nm at 

10 knots, and had time to  appreciate the  scenery, 

not least Brownsea Castle, which lies a mile from 

the yard and serves as one of the world’s most ob-

vious landmarks just inside the entrance to Poole 

Harbour. This channel winds to the north with trot 

lines along the way and the sun on riverside hills, 

fi elds and some of the envy- provoking waterside 

properties around the exclusive Sandbanks area of 

Poole. The spot is probably as close as England gets 

to having its own Fort Lauderdale — not very close, 

but still pretty posh. That hour-and-a-half cruise 

was bliss. I would have been happy with another 

1,400 nm or so like that.

The base price of a Sunseeker 86 Yacht with 

the biggest 12V engines is just under 3.9 million 

pounds (about $6 million at press time), whether 

R E V I E W E D   |   S U N S E E K E R  8 6  Y A C H T

A standard main-
deck confi guration 
delivers the usual 
combination of an 
aft lounge, an amid-
ships dining area 
and an enclosed or 
open galley. Below-
decks space allows 
for four staterooms 
with the owner’s 
suite able to be 
placed aft or amid-
ships.  Staterooms 
can be set up as a 
media room, a well-
ness room, a sauna 
or a cinema.
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THE NE W BOS S

Phil Popham recently be-
came Sunseeker’s chief 
executive offi  cer. Much of his 
career was spent in senior 
roles within parts of what 
is now Jaguar Land Rover. 
Most recently, he was group 
marketing director. — P.D.

spec’d with the M84s or M94s. But specify the 

least powerful 10Vs, and again either the derated 

M84s or M94s, and the basic price drops to a whis-

ker under 3.6 million pounds (about $5.6 million 

at press time). Then, once all the usual options are 

totaled up, expect to see another 10 percent or so 

more added to the fi nal bill, excluding taxes; that’s 

the average that extras cost.

One recent client pushed options about as far as 

imaginable with a production yacht. The fourth 

and fi fth 86 Yachts will be based in the Seychelles. 

One will serve as a support vessel for the owner’s 

two 230-plus-foot megayachts. The other will 

be a dive boat with the main salon certifi ed as a 

wet deck and an editing suite aboard to process 

 underwater video.

During our test in mid-October, little more 

than a month after the 86 premiered at overlap-

ping boat shows in France and the United King-

dom, 19 had already been sold, totaling 18 months’ 

worth of orders and delivery slots now pushing 

into early 2016. All of those are “Euro-spec” boats, 

although bound for various regions of the world.

Ironically, despite all the sound arguments 

for derated engines and displacement and semi-

displacement cruising speeds — all of which Sun-

seeker fl agged as desirable in market research 

and focus groups — all the boats sold thus far are 

contracted with high- performance M94s. As the 

saying goes, “You can lead horses to water, but you 

can’t make them drink.”  

Sunseeker, +44 (0) 1202 381 111; sunseeker.com  
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NEW  KID
A F T ER  T HREE  DECA DE S  OV ER SE A S ,  DY NA  YACH T S

BR ING S  I T S  S T Y L E  S TAT E S IDE .

B Y  C H R I S  C A S W E L L   P H O T O G R A P H Y  B Y  F O R E S T  J O H N S O N



The Dyna 60’s salon dining arrangement keeps guests and the helmsman within earshot underway, while the aft galley layout lets you 

easily service both indoor and outdoor areas. It’s a great setup for onboard cocktail parties.
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nearly three decades old, Dyna Yachts is 

well-known to the world yachting market, but 

the recently launched Dyna 60 is the fi rst of this 

builder’s European-inspired motoryachts. This 

vessel marks a distinct change in styling. Partly, 

it’s because the company is striking out under its 

own name (see “Dyna Blow Your Horn,”   this story), 

but it is also about keeping up with modern tastes.

Two basic layouts are available, each with three 

staterooms, two heads and the crew quarters 

aft. The salon is where the layouts vary. Our test 

boat had the Euro day-boat version, which North 

Americans may or may not embrace. In this ar-

rangement, the galley is aft for easy service to the 

bench seat and dining table on the covered after-

deck, to the dinette on the slightly raised upper 

salon opposite the helm and to the fl ybridge. With 

a Corian-topped island/bar, this salon layout is 

great for entertaining or for taking guests on a day 

cruise. Three-panel, stainless-steel sliding doors 

open the salon to the afterdeck.

The downside is there is no place to sit in the 

salon except for the dining table, but this is neat-

ly remedied by the second arrangement, which 

turns the lower salon into an entertainment spot 

with a wraparound settee and separate couch. 

The forward salon gets a galley to starboard in a 

slightly reduced footprint, while the dining area 

remains to port. Both dinettes have cleverly hid-

den chairs for extra seating.

Both layouts also benefi t from large (and many) 

windows that fl ood the interior with light and pro-

vide great visibility throughout the salon.  

Whichever layout you choose, the Dyna 60 

provides considerable outside areas, such as the 

settee on the teak-plank afterdeck and a large 

foredeck sun pad with adjustable backrests.

But it’s the bridge where you really enjoy the 

alfresco lifestyle. It extends all the way to the 

transom, and it’s cantilevered, eliminating sup-

port posts that impose on the lower deck. Its stout 

nature is a testament to the build quality. I’ve 

seen some extended bridges that are too fl exible.

Seating, lounging and eating are clearly the 

goals for the bridge. A J-shaped, four-side set-

tee is around a cocktail/dining table, another 

curved settee is just forward, and the sun pad is 

large enough for a gaggle of sun lovers. The helms-

man’s companion has an adjustable double-wide 

seat, and just behind the helm seat is an outdoor 

galley console with grill, sink and fridge.

Our test boat had a sweptback electronics arch 

abaft the bridge seating, but for once, the builders 

put the radar on a post, raising it above the level of 

standing guests. An option is a fi berglass hardtop 

to cover the forward portion of the bridge. 

When it comes to accommodations, the Dyna 

60 doesn’t stint. Down an atrium stairwell from 

the lower helm and just aft is a full-beam master. 

Its layout includes a bureau to port, a table/ vani-

ty with two seats to port and a private head with 

DY NA BLOW YOUR HORN:  A  BR A ND IS  BORN

Dyna Yachts may not be a household name in North America, but it’s one of the largest builders in 
Taiwan and is a major player in Asia, Australia and Europe. Founded in 1986 by naval architect Terry 
Yen, Dyna builds yachts from 51 to 105 feet in length. It has also constructed vessels for other companies, 
including the Marlow Explorer series before Marlow opened a yard in China. In 2000, a fi re destroyed 
the Dyna plant, but the company recovered quickly with a new, modern factory. The builder specializes 
in innovative modular construction, allowing considerable layout fl exibility for owners. One-third of 
Dyna’s yachts are production boats, while two-thirds are customized using modular technology. —C.C.

The Dyna 60 comes 
with an array of 
power choices. 
Our test boat had 
600-horsepower 
Cummins engines 
providing an 
economical 18.6-
knot cruise. Base 
price for this vessel 
is $1.8 million.

T A I W A N

D Y N A

Y A C H T S

S o u t h

C h i n a 

S e a



Myriad seating areas, including the flybridge and foredeck with sun pad, let guests enjoy the sea air on board the 60.

Alfresco dining 
afi cionados will 
appreciate the 
weather protec-
tion off ered by the 
extended fl ybridge 
overhang. Note the 
too-cool nook in 
the spacious full-
beam master. We’ll 
take our break-
fast here, thank 
you  very much.
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CUM MINS  QSC8.3:  MODERN -DAY  DIESEL

Introduced in 2013, the QSC8.3 from Cummins is part of its Environmental Protection Agency 
Tier 3 lineup of certifi ed clean diesels built for the marine market. EPA Tier 3 standards call for a 
20 percent reduction in nitrogen oxides and hydrocarbons, so the engine not only runs cleaner but 
has lower fuel consumption too. As a Quantum-series engine, the QSC8.3 is an inline  six-cylinder, 
four-stroke diesel that is turbocharged and aftercooled with a common-rail fuel system in a four-
valve-per-cylinder engine. Available in ratings from 500 to 600 horsepower, the Cummins QSC8.3 
diesel uses SmartCraft vessel diagnostic electronics. — C.C.

stall shower and seat. The king-size centerline 

berth faces a bulkhead-mounted fl at-screen TV.

At the forward end of the passageway is the VIP 

stateroom, also with a king berth and cabinets 

tucked into the tapering bow section. This cabin 

has direct access to the day-head, which is similar 

in size to the master’s. 

On the starboard side of the passage is the 

third cabin with twin singles and stowage. This 

cabin accesses the day-head with shower off  the 

companionway. Tucked under the afterdeck is a 

surprisingly spacious crew cabin with a pair of 

single berths and a compact, but complete, head 

with shower. While a 60-footer is well within the 

owner- operator size range, our test boat’s day-

boat/entertainment layout might lend itself to 

having an occasional captain so owners can enjoy 

themselves. With the other layout, I would imag-

ine the crew cabin will be staked out by teenagers.

Inside driving duties on the 60 are from the 

lower helm, with its cushy leather seats and a 

sun-shaded dashboard that, on this test boat, 

had a full complement of Garmin electronics (the 

brand is always owner’s choice). I liked the pan-

tograph door next to the skipper’s seat, enabling 

easy access to the side deck for docking. The side 

deck also scored points for being wide enough that 

you don’t have to sidle along, and I liked the high 

bulwarks topped with stainless-steel rails. 

Standard power for the Dyna 60 is a pair of 

600-horsepower Cummins QSC8.3 diesel engines, 

but owners can specify pretty much any package 

they fancy. The next 60 will get the raised-galley 

layout and will have a pair of 715- horsepower 

Cummins QSM11s for a bit more zip.

With the standard motor or similar horsepower 

diesels, she makes a solid 18.6-knot cruise at just 

2,100 rpm, while her motors sip 48 gph. That sug-

gests a fuel-effi  cient hull, something savvy own-

ers consider carefully. At 2,400 rpm, our test boat 

made 23.5 knots. With a bit of prop tuning (this is 

Hull No. 1), 25 knots is well within reach.

Speaking of engines, there aren’t enough 

60-footers with full standing headroom in the 

engine room, but the Dyna 60 has it. There’s also 

room for impressive standard equipment like the 

keep-you-cool 60,000 Btu MarineAir air condi-

tioning and Onan 17 kW generator.

This yacht sports solid construction with a 

 vacuum-infused layup, foam coring above the 

waterline and solid fi berglass below, and an ex-

tensive network of stringers in the hull. The 

decks and house are all foam-core too. Yet more 

thoughtful details include hinged fender holders 

forward and teak grating that allows a same-level 

sole from the salon to the afterdeck.   

I liked the Dyna 60 a lot. She is an impressive 

debut as the fi rst of a new line. Built right and 

priced right, she should be on your “must-see” list 

for yachts of this size.  

Dyna Yachts, +886 6 6987 608; dynayachts.com  

TWO BASIC LAYOUTS ARE 

AVAILABLE, EACH WITH 

THREE STATEROOMS,

TWO HEADS AND

THE CREW QUARTERS AFT.

Dyna Yachts 
is based in the 
Kuan-Tien 
Industrial Zone 
in Tainan City, 
Taiwan, bordering 
on the Taiwan 
Strait. Originally 
a sea trade hub 
during the 16th 
century, today it’s 
well-known for 
its boatbuilding.
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S U M M E R

C H A R T E R

S P E C I A L

B A L E A R I C S, 

B A R C E L O N A 

AND  BEYOND

TA X CHANGES IN  SPA IN MEAN

MORE YACHTS THAN EVER W ILL  BE  AVA IL ABLE

FOR CHARTER THIS  SUMMER.

B Y  K I M  K A V I N

Ibiza, one of the main islands in the Balearics, is fast earning a reputation as the St. Tropez of Spain thanks to world-class discotheques.
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booking a great yacht in Spain is going to be 

easier this summer than it’s ever been in the history 

of the luxury charter industry.  

    If you think that’s an overstatement, think again. 

The Mediterranean, and France and Italy in par-

ticular, have long been the world’s epicenter of 

summer charter activity, with crewed yachts 

chockablock along the coastline from Antibes to 

Amalfi  every May through September. Neighbor-

ing Spain, though, has forever been the wallfl ower 

at the party, all dressed up but unable to dance. 

It’s not that Spain lacks for great cruising options. 

The Balearic Isles are some of the prettiest in the 

world, with history and culture in cities like Palma 

de Mallorca, world-class discotheques on Ibiza, ar-

chaeological sites on Menorca and fantastic beach-

es on Formentera. The archipelago’s off erings have 

long been overshadowed, though, by a matricula-

tion tax. The government required yacht owners to 

pay 12 percent of their vessel’s value if they wanted 

to off er it for charter in Spanish waters. Most yacht 

owners — especially those with the biggest, new-

est, most expensive builds — decided the tax wasn’t 

worth paying and off ered their boats for charter 

in other parts of the Mediterranean instead.

“If the boat is worth $20 million, you’d never 

recoup the tax through chartering,” says Anne 

Sterringa, Palma-based senior charter broker 

with Camper & Nicholsons International. “It 

meant the boats in Spain were smaller and older. 

Paying 12 percent on a 2014-built boat is diff erent 

from 12  percent on a 1990-built boat.”

Between October 2013 and September 2014, the 

Spanish government issued several notices regard-

ing the matriculation tax, making it possible for far 

more yachts to receive an exemption. Brokers and 

yacht owners have spent the past year and a half 

figuring out the paperwork and intricacies, and 

this summer will be the fi rst season the eff ects are 

fully seen. By all pre-season indications, there not 

only will be far more charter options, but also far 

more newer and nicer yachts for clients to book 

in the Balearic Isles and beyond. Early requests 

for exemptions and cruising permits tell the sto-

ry in numbers: During summer 2013, according 

to multiple sources, about 25 yachts over 78 feet 

long were available in Spain, and the biggest was 

just 118 feet long (barely midrange in the global 

charter market). As of last summer, the number 

of yachts available had doubled to about 50. “This 

fall and winter, I already have received calls from 

three different people saying they have boats 

that want to apply; how do we do it?” says Marta 

Iglesias, a longtime Palma-based charter bro-

ker with Fraser Yachts Worldwide who moved to 

Camper & Nicholsons in January. “It’s changing. 

Forty-meter boats, 50-meter boats, 60- meter 

boats, all of these are coming. It’s great news.”

The biggest change is expected to be availability 

The old town on 
Ibiza is divided 

into two sections: 
the Dalt Vila (“up-

per town”) and the 
modern Eixample 

(“extension”).  
While the island 

is known for night 
life, it also includes 

historic sights 
such as a 14th- 

century cathedral.
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of yachts over 100 feet long, and the savviest bro-

kers are keeping tabs now on which ones apply for 

the tax exemption so they can book them before 

the calendars get full come May or June. “There is 

a lot of pent-up demand for charter in the Balearics,” 

says Ann Landry of Northrop & Johnson in Fort 

Lauderdale, Florida. “For years, I’ve had clients 

asking for big boats in the Balearics, over 100 feet, 

and we couldn’t fi nd them. They didn’t exist.”

Some clients got especially frustrated last sum-

mer, says charter broker Katja Kukovic of World-

wide Boat in Miami Beach. Word spread that the tax 

laws were changing, but not enough yachts applied 

for the exemption in time for the summer. “Last 

year, it became hard to fi nd boats,” she says. “Busi-

ness will be big there this summer. The inquiries 

are for yachts 100 to 150 feet.”

Preparations for the incoming yachts are be-

ing seen as far away as Barcelona on the Spanish 

mainland. The development company behind Ma-

rina Port Vell — built for the 1992 Olympics and 

now in the midst of a $100 million renovation to 

welcome superyachts up to nearly 400 feet long — 

is working to position the city as a great embarka-

tion point for charter clients heading to the Balea-

rics. The idea is that guests would fl y to Barcelona, 

spend a few days in the world-class city and then 

step aboard at the marina, cruising overnight to 

The 137-foot 
Holland Jachtbouw 
This Is Us (top) has 
a crew familiar 
with Spanish wa-
ters and is a charter 
option this summer.  
Itineraries can 
include visiting 
beaches, cruising 
and meandering 
the old stone 
streets like this one 
in Dalt Vila, Ibiza.

S U M M E R

C H A R T E R

S P E C I A L
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the Balearic Isles for a week of fun in the sun.

“When we purchased the facility over four years 

ago, we certainly didn’t have confi dence whatsoev-

er that the matriculation tax would have exceptions 

made, much less that it would happen as quickly as 

it has,” says Norma Trease, director of  Salamanca 

Marine. “It has the potential to totally open up 

Spain to yachting activity, chartering, all kinds of 

things, and it’s only going to get better and better.”

On longer charters of, say, four to six weeks, cli-

ents could begin in France or Italy and cruise the 

coastline to Barcelona, followed by the Balearics, 

Sterringa says. The crossing to the Balearics is 

open ocean and can be a bit rough, but aboard a 

larger yacht with stabilizers, it could be done at 

night, while guests sleep. “If people want to come 

from America and do a little culture as well, it’s 

nice to start off  with a few days in Barcelona and 

then cross to Menorca,“ she says. “That’s about 

120 miles, overnight on a big boat.”

The biggest demand, though, will continue to 

be in the Balearics proper, where leading bro-

kers expect a fl eet of about 100 yachts to become 

available for charter by summer 2017. That level 

of increase will mean not only larger and newer 

yachts but also more seasoned crew who have 

done charters in France, Italy and the Caribbean 

— top markets that raise the intensity of competi-

FOR YEARS, I’VE 

HAD CLIENTS 

ASKING FOR BIG 

BOATS IN THE 

BALEARICS, OVER 

100 FEET, AND 

WE COULDN’T 

FIND THEM. THEY 

DIDN’T EXIST.
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tion for bookings and improve service standards 

and charter- experience quality across the board. 

All the while, charter guests can enjoy everything 

the Balearics themselves offer, and brokers are 

pitching hard for charters longer than a single week. 

“If you have a week, you can start in Mallorca, go 

over to Ibiza and then come back,” Sterringa says. 

“If you have two weeks, you can do the three islands. 

Menorca is so nice and quiet, a lot of archaeological 

sites, beautiful beaches. Mallorca has the beautiful 

mountains in the northwest coast and great beach-

es on the south side, and then if you want a bit of 

night life, you can go to Ibiza. It’s a really fun place, 

especially for young people. Families with teenagers 

love to spend a few days in Ibiza. And near there is 

Formentera, some of the best beaches in all of the 

Mediterranean. Really, really beautiful beaches.”

Iglesias says Ibiza, in particular, is likely to be-

come a serious Mediterranean charter hot spot, 

building on its growing reputation as a younger, 

hipper version of St. Tropez.

“There is an increase in popularity of Ibiza 

among the very rich and famous in the last fi ve 

years,” she says. “There’s hardly anybody who is 

anybody who is not in the news in Ibiza. It has 

always been like this, but they were never seen on 

boats. Now, they are going to be going on boats.”

Let the bookings begin.  

Two-week charters 
can include the 

island of  Menorca, 
which off ers 

archaeological sites 
along with secluded 

beaches like this 
one. Menorca is a 

UNESCO Bio-
sphere Reserve, 

reconciling 
conservation with 

development.
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Moonraker, the fastest Mangusta 165 Evolution ever built, is open for bookings this summer in the Bahamas and New England.rr

MOONRAKER,  THE NEWEST

FAST SUPERYACHT FOR CHARTER,  TOPS  OUT

AT A  MIND -BENDING 40  KNOTS.

B Y  K I M  K A V I N
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  hard as it may be to believe, Capt. Matt Ploof 

wasn’t under secret orders. His boss, owner of the 

165 Mangusta Evolution Moonraker, didn’t have a 

plan to make the yacht the fastest of her kind. Ploof 

visited the Overmarine shipyard in Italy once a 

month and received updates from the yacht’s engi-

neer, who was on site from day one, monitoring the 

weight of equipment and materials. To them, the 

process was straightforward, right up until they re-

alized they’d created the fastest 165 Mangusta ever.

“We really didn’t do anything special or diff erent 

during the build to try and increase the speed of the 

yacht,” Ploof says. “Maybe this strict quality control 

gave us the edge and extra speed.”

Whatever they did, it worked, given that Moon-

raker tops out at 40 knots. To those of us who reg-

ularly cruise aboard 50- and 60-foot express cruis-

ers, hitting 40 knots might sound like old news, but 

aboard a 165-footer, it will blow up a lot more than 

your skirt. In the world of luxury yacht charter, it’s 

practically hyperspeed, with popular competitors 

like the 144-foot Baglietto Apache II topping out 

at 29 knots, the 150-foot Palmer Johnson Blue Ice 

hitting 27 knots and the 155-foot Sunseeker Blush 

maxing capacity at 20 knots.

Moonraker is thus not only one of the fastest 

yachts now for charter worldwide, but likely the 

fastest superyacht taking guests this summer in 

the Bahamas and New England, where her weekly 

base rate is $217,000 through Burgess Yachts. 

“I believe any charter client who comes aboard 

will want to at least experience the exhilaration 

of the vessel at full speed,” Ploof says. “The speed 

is also a great luxury for clients who want to ex-

perience more venues and save time by getting 

there quicker.”

Moonraker also stands out as an example of 

superyachts meant to be as stunning as they are 

speedy in the modern design age. Whereas build-

ers used to strip the interiors to bare bones in 

weight-saving exercises — trying to squeeze every 

last half-knot from the power plants — today’s big, 

fast beauties are luxurious inside and out. Forget 

about scaled-back berths and vinyl where stone 

should be; Moonraker has four fully outfitted 

staterooms, a 3-D backlit sculpture near her central 

staircase, a lower-deck cinema room with a 65-inch 

TV, a gymnasium with steam shower, twin pop-up 

TVs near the foredeck hot tub and a top deck with 

lounging spaces plus a barbecue. She also carries a 

21-foot Castolidi jet tender, a pair of WaveRunners 

and lots of other water toys.

Going even further, interior designer Maxim 

Tissenbaum infused Moonraker’s decor with more 

than 250 textures and materials, including leath-

er, mother-of-pearl and onyx. Wine stowage is for 

nearly 100 bottles. There’s even a pop-up cocktail 

cabinet in the main salon, where the owner speci-

fi ed a chiller for martini and beer glasses.

Moonraker is a 
yacht designed to 

be exhilarating 
inside and out.  

The long bar (top) 
inside the yacht is 

just one spot where 
guests can relax 

with a cocktail. Un-
derway (bottom), 

the forward sun 
pads are ideal at 

slower speeds.



I BELIEVE 

ANY CHARTER 

CLIENT WHO 

COMES ABOARD 

WILL WANT 

TO AT LEAST                 

EXPERIENCE THE 

EXHILARATION 

OF THE VESSEL 

AT FULL SPEED.

“He loves all of the whistles and bells and fun 

things that we incorporated into this build and 

really enjoys using all of the toys with his family 

and guests when he is aboard,” Ploof says. “We also 

wanted the yacht to be very well-equipped for char-

ter, to keep us in a very competitive position, and I 

am certain we have accomplished that.”

As yachts of Moonraker’s variety go, experienced 

brokers and crew say whip-fast speeds are a great 

selling point for charter, but not a feature that gets 

used daily, since fuel costs add up as fast as each 

yacht cruises. Moonraker burns an eco-crushing 

722 gallons per hour at full blast. Pulling the pins 

back to a cruise speed of 33 knots drops the fuel 

burn to 509 gph, which is still a decent punch in 

the pocketbook. She does off er what Ploof calls a 

“slow cruise” speed of 14 to 16 knots, which reduces 

her fuel burn to 176 gph (and puts her momentum 

on par with most other charter yachts in her size 

range, including a number of traditional designs).

“We do a lot of slow cruising so the guests can 

enjoy all of the exterior deck spaces underway and 

appreciate a 50 percent savings in fuel burn,” Ploof 

says. “The fuel curve on this yacht is quite steep.”

Even still, if the charter experience aboard Moon-

raker is like that aboard other large, fast yachts that 

do well in the global marketplace, then the vessel’s 

maximum fuel burn won’t stop her clients from 

As the texture-filled guest staterooms aboard Moonraker show, some fast yachts can also house luxurious interior decors.r
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dropping the hammer — just not all day long.

“They don’t want to use it all the time, but they 

want to try it,” says Katerina Veteskova, stewardess 

aboard Gaspard Yachts’ Blue Ice, whose hull paint 

is meant to be as head-turning as her top end. “The 

speed and the color: If we are in St. Tropez, every-

body looks anyway. Some guests love it when every-

one at the dock is looking.” 

Other charter guests are simply fascinated by the 

mechanics of a machine that can generate so much 

speed at such a large size. “Some guys want to be 

in the engine room with the earmuff s on, watching 

the engines,” says Capt. Paul Warner of the 97-foot 

Ferretti Soleado, which hits 35 knots as part of the 

Fraser Yachts Worldwide fl eet. “They like to hear 

the noise. The wives are all on deck holding their 

hats. And then it’s done.” 

Ploof notes that Moonraker is more than the sum 

of her parts, also off ering a top-notch chef and a 

highly experienced crew. Broker Neil Moore of Bur-

gess Yachts, which markets Moonraker for charter, 

says his clients appreciate all of that too, no matter 

what the yacht’s speedometer reads.

“It’s like a smart, fancy sports car,” he says. “You 

know it can go 150 on the highway, but you’ll still 

turn heads at 65.”  

The cinema room 
aboard Moonraker 

has a 65-inch TV 
along with a deep, 

plush sofa with hid-
den candy drawers. 
The sofa converts 

for use as a bed 
for a ninth charter 
guest, who can use 
the head across the 
companionway in 

the gymnasium. 
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SEXY INSIDE AND OUT

The owner of 
Cheeky Tiger in-
vested heavily in 

refi tting the 2005 
build, making her 
another example 

of a larger go-
fast yacht with a 
luscious interior 

decor. Her weekly 
base rate for eight 

guests is about 
$70,000.

MTU-DRIVEN

Ecstasea has four 
MTU engines that 

make her one of 
the fastest yachts 

over 250 feet in 
the world. She also 
has features that 
include a hidden 

helicopter hangar 
in her bow. She has 
a weekly base rate 
of about $530,000 

for 12 guests.

GOLD AND BOLD

Head-turning 
doesn’t even begin 

to describe the 
metallic paint that 
makes Griffi  n dis-

tinct. She launched 
in 2012 and now 

takes 10 guests at a 
weekly base rate of 

about $165,000. 

NEED MORE SPEED?

If Soleado isn’t 
fast enough, her 
eight guests can 

ride in her 40-knot 
Intrepid tender or 
on her 80 mph Sea-

Doo. The lowest 
weekly base rate 

is $52,000.

GRAND PRIX READY

Apache II is a 
2009 build that 

accommodates 10 
guests at a lowest 
weekly base rate 

of about $153,000. 
She is popular for 
events such as the 

Monaco Grand 
Prix, with fold-out 

balconies amid-
ships that turn her 
main deck into an 

indoor-outdoor 
entertaining spot.

REFIT AND ROARING

The owner of 
Aquavita was a 
charter client 

who invested in 
an extensive refi t 

before opening her 
to charter guests. 
The 2009 build is 
looking great at a 

weekly base rate of 
$260,000.

LOOK THE PART

As you can see 
from Aurelia’s hull 

paint, the owner 
fancies sports cars. 

Even the tenders 
with this yacht 
are faster than 

most. The weekly 
base rate is about 

$141,000.

BRAND-NEW BEAUTY

Launched in 2014, 
Blush is Sunseek-

er’s largest and 
most advanced 
yacht ever built 

at the shipyard. A 
week aboard for 
10 guests starts 

around $235,000.

CHEEKY TIGER

The top speed is 34 knots aboard 
this 111-foot Leopard, which 

charters through Y.CO.

APACHE II

With a top sped of 29 knots, 
this 144-foot Baglietto charters 

through Edmiston and Company.

ECSTASEA

At 33 knots, this 282-foot 
 Feadship is truly unique in the 
Burgess Yachts charter fl eet.

AQUAVITA

International Yacht Collection 
markets this 164-foot Westport, 
which reportedly hits 25 knots.

GRIFFIN

Camper & Nicholsons markets 
this 136-foot Palmer Johnson, 

whose top end is 27 knots.

AURELIA

This 121-foot Heesen tops out 
at 30 knots as part of the Fraser 

Yachts Worldwide fl eet.

SOLEADO

Part of the Fraser Yachts World-
wide charter fl eet, this 97-foot 

Ferretti tops out at 35 knots.

BLUSH

With a 20-knot top speed, this 
155-foot Sunseeker charters 

through Camper & Nicholsons.

MOONR A K ER:  A  NA ME SY NON YMOUS  W ITH  SPEED

The name Moonraker has raised heart rates in the megayacht crowd since 1992, when speed-loving yachtsman John 
Staluppi commissioned a 118-foot Norship by that moniker. She topped out at 61 knots (a few knots faster than the com-
petition at the time) and became one of several fast superyachts for which Staluppi would go on to be known. Capt. Matt 
Ploof ran that original Moonraker for more than 20 years, including for 13 years after Staluppi sold her, when she was 
owned by the man behind the new 165 Mangusta Evolution Moonraker. “His fi rst yacht was a smaller Ferretti, which 
was quite fast, and he moved up from there to his previous yacht, which was a 120-foot fast water jet,” Ploof says of the 
new Moonraker’s owner. “He kept this great name for the new build, and it matches her profi le perfectly.” — K.K.  

A L S O  P U S H I N G  B A R R I E R S
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WHICH IS THIS SUMMER’S best charter yacht? That depends on what you enjoy. 

In the following pages, we off er our favorite options from New York to New 

England and across the East Mediterranean, as well as yachts that are new 

to charter or recently refi t and looking smart. We also make suggestions for 

event-worthy superyachts, should you want to plan the ultimate summer party.  

B Y  K I M  K A V I N

A
S U M M E R 

O F  G L O R IO U S 
WO N D E R
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The 154-foot Admiral Rhino not only has lots of fun toys for water sports, but also a sun deck that is among the biggest in the yacht’s class.
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N E W  F O R  C H A R T E R

CAVALLO

Built in 2003 and kept exclusively for private use until now, the 140-
foot Baltic Cavallo has a beautifully maintained John Munford interior

rich in warm woodwork. She charters through Ocean Independence.

GRACE E

Built by the Perini Navi Group’s motoryacht brand, the 239-foot
 Picchiotti Grace E has diesel-electric power with Azipods for ultraquietE

and superstable running. She charters through Burgess Yachts.

IRRESISTIBLE

Irresistible launched in 2014. She is an 80-foot Monte Fino that
 charters in the Bahamas through Select Yachts, and that is one

of  several sisterships available for fractional ownership purchase.

SOLARIS

This 131-foot Princess Yachts build launched in 2014 and charters
through Imperial Yachts. Her outdoor spaces , including a large swim

platform, are smartly designed for fun during charter vacations.
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GATSBY

Gatsby is a 2014 launch from Filippetti Yacht in Italy that charters through Yachting Partners International. She accommodates 12 guests in sixGatsby
 staterooms, including a master suite that comprises nearly the entire upper deck with a sleeping area, dressing room, offi  ce and terrace

with  panoramic views. The VIP stateroom is on the main deck, an ideal location for guests who prefer to avoid the stairs to the other guest cabins below.
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N E W  Y O R K  T O  N E W  E N G L A N D

SIMA

Edmiston and Company markets
this 97-foot Santa Margherita,

which is based in New York.

RHINO

The 154-foot Admiral Rhino takes
10 guests. She charters through

Churchill Yacht Partners.

GIGI II

Built in 2013, the 125-foot Hargrave Gigi II has four oversize state-Gigi II
rooms and a surprising amount of headroom, making her feel even

larger than she is. Her marketing company is Hargrave Custom Yachts.

VIVERE

Part of the Neptune Group Yachting charter fl eet, Vivere is a 116-foot
Azimut Grande with a cruising speed of 25 knots, which makes

charter itineraries from Newport to Martha’s Vineyard a breeze.

NORDFJORD

Nicholson Yachts markets this 82-foot Off shore, which accommodates
six guests in three staterooms. Nordfj ord is classic inside and out, withd

a “gentlemen’s club” interior decor whose woodwork is rich and warm.

A  FUN STOP:  PL IMOTH PL A NTATION  

Charter itineraries in the Northeast and New England typically include Montauk and Sag Harbor on New York’s Long Island, Mystic Seaport in 
Connecticut, Newport in Rhode Island, and Nantucket and Martha’s Vineyard in Massachusetts. Another great option is Plimoth Plantation, a 
living history museum in Plymouth, Massachusetts. (Yes, near the famous rock of Mayfl ower fame.) Actors spend their days in a re-created Colonial 
English community built from research into life during the 1600s. Visitors can interact with everyone from Wampanoag mothers to Pilgrim farmers 
before visiting the Mayfl ower II, a full-scale reproduction of the ship that brought the fi rst Pilgrims to America in 1620. Given the spaciousness 
of today’s yachts, the Mayfl ower II seems downright tiny at 106 feet length overall, especially for more than 100 people on an Atlantic crossing.
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REDESIGNED

SUN DECK

Attitude, built in 
1998, returned to 
the Trinity ship-
yard in 2014 for a 

sun-deck redesign, 
interior work and 

an overhaul of 
her audiovisual 

system. Her new 
owner previously 
owned Trinity’s 

 Zoom, Zoom, Zoom.

A WHOLE NEW STYLE

Broadwater is a 
1990 build previ-
ously known as 

Inevitable. Her new 
interior styling 
made her nearly 

unrecognizable to 
industry  insiders 

— and earned 
her rave reviews 
— at the recent 

Antigua Charter 
Yacht Show.

THE GOLD STANDARD

Among the decor 
choices in Lady 

Bee’s recently refi t 
interior is plush 
carpeting on the 
main deck with 

gold thread woven 
throughout,

to create a shim-
mering eff ect.

RAVISHING IN WHITE

Lumiere has a 
recently refi t in-
terior decor that 
is a study in light 
colors and con-

temporary styling. 
Interior stylist Ste-
fano Natucci used 
honey-colored oak 
burl for furniture 

and paneling.

FAMILY-FRIENDLY

The owner of Sun-
shine undertook 
a multimillion- 

dollar refi t to make 
the yacht ideal 

for fun with her 
friends and family, 

including water 
toys galore.  

FUN FOR A FAMILY

Aristotelis accom-
modates six guests 

in three state-
rooms, including 

one twin-bed cab-
in that is great for 
kids. Her 24-knot 

cruising speed will 
make short order 

of zipping through 
the Greek Isles.

FAR BEYOND THE BVI 

King’s Ransom is 
one of three sister-

ships (the others 
are Akasha and 

Zingara) that have 
long been popular 
for charter in the 

British Virgin 
Islands. This sum-

mer, she will be 
available through-

out the East 
 Mediterranean.

BASED IN BODRUM

Merve cruises the 
southwest coast of 
Turkey, including 

popular ports such 
as Marmaris and 

Gocek. She has
a cabin layout ideal 
for families, with a 
master suite, two 
VIPs and a pair of 
twin-bed cabins 

for children.

A NEW O’PARI

Charter clients 
have long known 

the 137-foot 
 Intermarine 

 O’Pari as a top 
charter yacht in 
Greece. For this 
summer, a new 

superyacht by the 
same name will be 
launching and en-
tering the market.

BOND’S BOAT

Regina is the larg-
est Turkish-built 
sailing yacht for 

charter in Turkey. 
You may recognize 
her from the James 
Bond fi lm Skyfall, 

where she was 
called Chimera.

BROADWATER

The 162-foot Feadship 
 Broadwater is part of the charter 

fl eet at Worth Avenue Yachts.

KING’S RANSOM

Sunreef Yachts Charter markets 
this 76-foot Matrix sailing

catamaran, which takes 10 guests.

ATTITUDE

Previously known as Encore, this 
150-foot Trinity charters with 

International Yacht Collection.

ARISTOTELIS

This 57-foot Azimut charters 
throughout the Greek Isles  with 

Aris Drivas Yachting.

LADY BEE

Lady Bee is a 142-foot 
 Christensen that charters 

through Northrop & Johnson.

MERVE

Part of the Galeo Yachting 
 charter fl eet, Merve is a 109-foot 

Incetrans based in Turkey.

LUMIERE

This 164-foot Benetti, previously 
Cuor di Leone, is part of the

Fraser Yachts Worldwide fl eet.

O’PARI

The 236-foot Golden Yachts 
O’Pari will debut this summer 

through Atalanta Golden Yachts.

SUNSHINE

Churchill Yacht Partners 
 markets the 124-foot Lloydship 

Sunshine for charter.

REGINA

Contact Turkey markets the 
183-foot, Pruva-built Regina for 

charter in Turkish waters.

East Mediterra-
nean charter itin-

eraries can include 
Greece, Turkey, 

Croatia and 
Montenegro. Why 
not spend a month 
and explore them 
all? Or consider 
a recently refi t 

yacht in the West 
Mediterranean or 

Bahamas.

E A S T  M E D  M A R V E L S R E F I T  &  R E F U R B I S H E D

LOOK FOR THE 

BRAND-NEW, 236-

FOOT GOLDEN 

YACHTS O’PARI   

TO LAUNCH 

INTO THE 

GREEK  CHARTER 

FLEET THIS 

SUMMER WITH 

A  SPECTACULAR 

TOP DECK.
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SEALYON

Part of the Y.CO charter fl eet, the 203-foot Viareggio Superyachts Sealyon was built by owners who enjoy outdoor entertaining. The round sun bed
in the foreground rotates to follow the rays and has misters available at the push of a button. Forward of the sun bed is enough space for a

great cocktail party, with a large bar amidships next to an elevator that makes it easy for crew to bring hot canapes straight up from the galley.
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W O R T H Y  O F  E V E N T S

IMAGINE

Fraser Yachts Worldwide markets the 214-foot Amels Imagine, whose 
sheer size and volume make her ideal for charters at prime

events,  including the Monaco Grand Prix and Cannes Film Festival.

SILVER ANGEL

As her name implies, this 211-foot Benetti is a study in silver and white
interior decor, creating a memorable backdrop for any event.

Camper & Nicholsons International is her marketing company.

MARIU

Part of the Edmiston and Company   charter fl eet, this 164-foot
 Codecasa can take 100 people for parties at the dock. Her interior decor
— everything from fabrics to furniture — is entirely by Giorgio Armani.

EXCELLENCE

The chef aboard this 150-foot Richmond is one of the best in the
 business and will wow even the most hard-to-please guests with

 creative culinary options. Excellence charters through RJC Yachts.



DIGIGONE

VIRTUAL

DOCTORS ON

BOARD

I N S I G H T S
T E C H N I C A L  E X P E R T I S E  F R O M  T H O S E  I N  T H E  K N O W
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The DigiMed kit links users to on-shore medical resources off ering a comprehensive assessment and treatment options.

 I
t could happen to anyone: A crew member checks the en-

gine room, the ship lurches, and the sailor loses his balance. He 

grabs for something — anything — but his hand discovers only 

sharp metal that plunges bone-deep. Worse, the ship is days from 

port. Within minutes, the ship’s medical offi  cer has Dr. Neal Sikka 

of George Washington University’s Maritime Medical Access (GWU/

MMA) online. “We thought it could lead to permanent nerve damage 

or infection to the bone if we couldn’t close the wound,” Sikka said.  

ER  WITHOUT 
BORDERS

DigiGone’s medical kit brings instant

shore-based medical help on board — anywhere. 

B y D a v id S c h midt
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 “We used the DigiMed kit to evaluate 

the injury using two-way video confer-

encing and its portable [video] camera.” 

He and his staff  spent more than three 

hours working with the medical offi  cer 

to administer a pain block, clean the 

wound and administer sutures and a 

dressing. “It was a significant injury,” 

Sikka said, “but his fi nger was saved.” 

Medical emergencies are a universal 

fear among boaters, especially when off -

shore. To address this concern, Michael 

Dunleavy, the founder of DigiGone and 

a retired special agent with the U.S. Air 

Force Office of Special Investigations, 

leveraged his expertise in encrypted sat-

ellite communications that excel in ex-

tremely low-bandwidth environments. 

The result is DigiMed, kits that let boat-

ers text, talk, transfer files and video-

conference with shore-based medical- 

service providers — irrespective of the 

vessel’s latitude and longitude — using 

narrow-band satellite channels. 

This last point is germane, because it 

allows DigiGone clients to communi-

cate with shore-based services using the 

background “scraps” (Dunleavy’s term) 

of Inmarsat’s satellite-communications 

services. Taken together, this creates a 

low-bandwidth, Internet Protocol (IP) 

solution that off ers the government’s Ad-

vanced Encryption Standard (AES) 256-

bit encryption at a fraction of the cost of 

standard satellite communications. 

“The back-end IP is less money, but it 

doesn’t come with the same error check-

ing or quality service protocols,” explained 

Dunleavy. “That’s where we come into 

play. We have a product with high-quali-

ty video at a low, compressed- bandwidth 

rate. This converts to lower costs.”

DigiMed kits are an evolution of Dun-

leavy’s work at DigiGone, which began 

in 2007 with the creation of SecureChat. 

This IP-based satellite communications 

system allows captains to communicate 

securely with shore-based operation 

managers while also allowing the crew to 

keep in touch with friends and family on 

voice and video calls, all for  signifi cantly 

less expense than standard satellite 

communications services. As with all 

Digi Gone products, SecureChat requires 

that the vessel carry a brand- agnostic 

satellite- communications terminal, 

which allows SecureChat to connect 

with the Internet, and it doesn’t matter 

what frequency band or satellite carrier 

is being used (e.g., VSAT, FleetBroad-

band, Thuraya IP), with the exception 

of noncompatible Iridium products. 

Provided that both the vessel and 

the person ashore own a SecureChat li-

cense, the software encrypts the data to 

the AES 256-bit standard, compresses 

it using Digi Gone’s “special sauce” tech-

nology and sends it over an unencrypt-

ed channel via its satellite communica-

tions connection, using “background 

scraps” to limit bandwidth consump-

tion to two kilobytes per second (Kbps) 

for a 160-character SMS message, 12 

Kbps for a voice call and 90 Kbps for a 

high- quality video call. That’s roughly 

one-tenth of the bandwidth consumed 

by other commercial video services, in-

cluding Skype.  

Once this transmission is received, Se-

cureChat decompresses and unencrypts 

the data. “The encryption is pretty ro-

bust,” Dunleavy said. “The password 

generates the key, so the stronger the 

password, the harder it is to decrypt the 

transmission.” Dunleavy advises clients 

to create passwords similar to those 

used by fi nancial institutions.

TOUCH BA SE
Here are some tools that

help keep you connected at sea.

INMARSAT ISATHUB

IsatHub links your smart-

phone/tablet to Inmarsat’s 

3G network from almost 

anywhere. inmarsat.com

DELORME EXPLORER

DeLorme’s inReach Explorer 

($379) lets you create way-

points and routes, send an 

SOS and more. delorme.com

SPOT GEN3

Spot’s Gen3 ($149) has all

of the original SPOT’s fea-

tures plus 3.0 functionality.

fi ndmespot.com

Having a pulse oximeter like this one

in your DigiMed kit gives

consulting doctors vital patient data.
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Welcome to a 
whole new world 

of stability.

Introducing the New Seakeeper Gyro Series
for Boats 30 Feet and Above.

Tame The Sea

T H E  W O R L D  L E A D E R  I N  G Y R O  S T A B I L I Z A T I O N

Seakeeper stability is now available to the entire world of boating with a new series that stabilizes boats 

30 feet and above. Ten years of non-stop innovation, research and development has led to the most effective 

stabilization system ever built. See how Seakeeper will change your experience.  |  seakeeper.com

We shrank it down. We upped the performance. We dropped the price.
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Now taking orders for 2016 delivery.

Trophy Tenders for Mega Yachts

See us at the Palm Beach International Boat Show, March 26-29! 

Showrooms in Dania Beach, FL and Silver Bay, NY (866-540-5546)�t�XXX�IBDLFSCPBU�DPN

2013 Custom Tender 2015 33’ Custom Tender 
EFTJHO�DVSSFOUMZ�JO�UIF�CVJME�QSPDFTT�

2015 33’ Custom Limousine Tender

SecureChat proved popular, word 

spread and Dunleavy was approached 

by GWU/MMA, which maintains a 

staff  of 500 doctors and was interested 

in SecureChat’s ability to facilitate se-

cure, low-bandwidth videoconferencing. 

Together, DigiGone and GWU/MMA 

developed DigiMed kits, which take 

advantage of GWU/MMA’s 24/7/365 

operations center as well as DigiGone’s 

proprietary technology. 

DigiMed kits come in three sizes 

($1,995 to $9,995), use FDA-certified, 

off-the-shelf hardware and include 

step-by-step tutorials and a software 

wizard. The base model includes a 

preprogrammed tablet PC that au-

tomatically connects to the client’s 

emergency- medical service provider 

(either GWU/MMA’s operations center 

or a client-specifi ed provider), a wireless 

high-defi nition IP video camera and a 

headset/microphone. The bigger kits 

include this equipment plus an array of 

diagnostic gadgetry, enhanced software 

for monitoring and transmitting sensor 

data and the video stream, and more. 

In an emergency, a crew member 

opens the tablet PC and connects to 

GWU/MMA’s (or another provider’s) 

operations center via an encrypted 

video call. Once connected, the crew 

member talks to an emergency medical 

technician who triages the situation and 

then brings in the on-call physician(s). 

“The doctors can be anywhere around 

the world and communicate with the 

patient directly using their tablet or 

computer,” Dunleavy said. There are 

no limits on the number of doctors or 

specialists that can be consulted, nor are 

there limits on the number of patient 

“visits” to the GWU/MMA. 

DigiMed kits are new to the marine 

market, off ering powerful  advantages, 

especially for blue-water cruisers. 

Moreover, because SecureChat is the 

technological backbone of the bundled 

DigiMed product, users can also enjoy 

inexpensive and secure voice and vid-

eoconferencing calls while experienc-

ing the confi dence and peace of mind of 

knowing that tier-one medical help can 

be reached with a few taps.  
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The World’s Greatest City

Two Wonderful Venues - One Great Show!
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HANDHELD HERO
Sketchy navigational situations often require a 

feature-rich, integrated VHF/GPS/DSC handheld. 

Standard Horizon’s HX870 fi lls that niche with 

an embedded 66-channel WAAS GPS receiver, 

a built-in Class D DSC radio that constantly 

scans Channel 70 for incoming DSC calls, six 

watts of transmit power and group monitoring 

(GM), which displays the positions of up to nine 

pre selected nearby vessels. The HX870 ($249) 

stores up to 200 waypoints and 20 routes, and its 

compass page provides information such as COG, 

SOG, bearing and distance to a waypoint. The 

HX870 sports Standard Horizon’s “easy to operate 

icon/menu system” with an intuitive graphical 

user interface, an oversize, full dot-matrix display 

and a 1,800 mAh lithium-ion battery. The VHF 

also has a built-in MOB button, an IPX8 water-

proof rating and the ability to activate its strobe 

light automatically, should it hit the drink. Stan-

dard Horizon, 714-827-7600; standardhorizon.com  

MULTIMAGIC
Garmin’s GPSMAP 7400 and GPSMAP 7600 ($1,499 to $3,499) — as 

well as the sonar-enabled GPSMAP 7400xsv and GPSMAP 7600xsv 

($1,699 to $3,999) — MFDs are pushing the touch-screen trend. 

These units come in 7-, 8-, 10- and 12-inch models, off er digital 

switching, Wi-Fi, a built-in 10 Hz GPS, weather and radar, while the 

xsv series has sonar capabilities. All of the MFDs off er customizable 

home screens. GPSMAP 7400 models feature Garmin’s worldwide 

basemap chart package, while the GPSMAP 7600 series includes 

BlueChart g2 coastal and LakeVü HD inland cartography. Garmin, 

913-397-8200; garmin.com

PRECISION HEADING
Seapilot’s Vector compass is purportedly the world’s smallest GPS 

compass, clocking in at a svelte 15 ounces and occupying roughly 

half the volume of other GPS compasses. Its list price ($999) is also 

roughly half the heft of its competition’s, an aff ordable upgrade for 

yachts up to 40 feet length overall. The Vector compass has a refresh 

rate of 10 times per second, yielding a heading accuracy within two 

degrees and GPS position information that’s accurate to about 1 foot, 

while also playing nicely with any brand of onboard instrumenta-

tion. True Heading, 604-992-7335; trueheading.se

STANDARD
HORIZON

HX870
VHF/GPS/DSC
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Make the Journey as spectacular  

as the Destination

60   I    70   I    80   I    100 RPH

W W W.HAT T E R A SYA C H T S.C O M

Savor every moment on a Hatteras 60 Motor Yacht. With luxurious staterooms including a full beam 
master, sweeping 360º views in the spacious salon and galley, to the comfortable built-in seating, bar  

and grill and standard hardtop in the upper deck. The re-designed Hatteras 60 Motor Yacht will  
transport you in ultimate comfort and style. Wherever adventure leads, begin your journey here .



GLIDER
YACHTS ’  XD18

SWORD
OF THE SEA
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in 2007, Capt. Robert 

McCall was piloting a 

wave-piercing cata-

maran ferry on a tricky 

run. Waves were in 

tight rows, battering 

the smaller monohulls 

around his ferry.  

      “During that trip, I 

became acutely aware 

of the boat’s capabili-

ties and limitations,” 

says McCall. “I real-

ized that its exception-

al seakeeping abilities 

could be taken much 

farther with modern 

technology and hydro-

dynamic advances.” 

     McCall spent months 

designing his Wave 

Dominator hull form. 

Now, after eight years 

and thousands of 

hours of design, struc-

tural analysis, compu-

tational fl uid dynamics 

and wind-tunnel test-

ing, he is ready to build 

his Glider XD18.

      This 60-footer has an 

over-the-water cock-

pit and slender twin 

hulls (called blades). 

They were engineered 

with processes like 

those used in advanced 

aerospace design and 

have a multidimen-

sional form.

Their functions 

should include faster 

speeds, improved fuel 

effi  ciency and a soft 

ride in rough seas. 

McCall says his SX-E 

and GT models, which 

range in size from 98 

to 230 feet, will off er 

50 percent faster 

speeds and 60 percent 

better fuel effi  ciency 

than conventional 

sport yachts and 

 superyachts in the 

same size range. 

“Gliders have sharp 

and streamlined hulls 

with a high power-

to-weight ratio, giv-

ing them a reduced 

power requirement 

to achieve the same 

speeds, or much faster 

speeds, with the same 

power,” he says. 

Glider Yachts, +44 

208 133 0654; glider 

yachts.com  

BLADE RUNNER
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The Glider’s power plants will be located within the hull blades.

GILT-EDGE DESIGN

The Glider’s effi  cient ride 

comes from a combination of 

its hull form’s hydrodynamics, 

water-jet propulsion, a Zero 

Drag Steerage System and a 

proprietary Stability Control 

System. This design requires 

less power than same-size 

monohulls, according to the 

builder. A 60-footer is pow-

ered by four 300-horsepower 

Rotax engines (the same en-

gine used in Sea-Doo personal 

watercraft) for a 30-knot 

cruise and a 70-knot top end. 

Q&A:QQQ&Q&Q&&A&AAA::

ROBERT MCCALL, RRROROROOBOBBEBEERERRRTTT M M M M MCCCCCCACAALALLLLLLL , , , RT MCRRRTTT MT M M M MCCC

FOUNDERFFFOFOOUOUOUUNDUNDNDNDNDERNDERNDERERERERER

Q: What inspired you toQQQ: Q: WWWhWhhatat it iinnsnspspipirirered ed d yyoyouou tu totoo
create Glider Yachts?ccrcrereaeatatete Ge GlGliGlididdeer Yr YYaYacachtchththts?s??

A:A:A:A:A: My engineering background M M M My My ey en engi engigingineneeeereririningng bg b bacackckkggrgroouunundndd 
and lifelong love of sailing hadaanandnd ld lif lififelfeloeloongng lg lg lo lovvee of se of se of sf saif sailailiiliningng hg h had hadadd

me hooked on design from a verymmme home hoe hoe hoe hookeokked oked od od on dd on dn dn de desiesigiggn fgn fn frn froom a vm a vm a vm a vm a vem a vereryryy 
young age. I’ve also been a long-yyoyouounungng ag ag ageg agege. I’ge. I’. I’v. I’ve ave ae al alslso bso bo bo beeen a len a ln a ln a ln a lon a lonongngg-g
time fan of Nigel Irens, who de-ttitimime fme fe f fae fan on of Nn of Nn of Nf Nif Nigef Nigegel Igel Igel Ir Irerenensns, ws, w, who d, who d, who dho dho deho dee-

signs fast multihull racing boats.sisigigngns fgns fs f fas fast mst mt m mu mulultiltihtihhulullll rl ral raciacicincing bng bg bg bog boatatatss.. 

Q: Besides the hull, where elseQQQ: Q: BBBeesisididdees s thththehe he hhuhullulll, w, wwhwheheerere e elelelssee
does the Glider differddodooees s thththehe Ge GGliGlididdeerr ddidiffiffff eerr

from traditional yacht design?fffrroommm ttrtraradadiditiititioonnanalal y yayacachtchtht dht ddedesesisigigngn?n??
A: AAA: : Gliders are far more advancedGGGliGlididederers ars as as are fre fe f fae far mr mr mr moorre ae a ad advdvavanancncencededd
in the aerodynamics of the super-iin tin tn thn the ahe ae a aeerrododdydynynanamamimimicscs os of ts of tf thf thf the supe supe supe supe supee superer-r-

structure. Our boats have assttrruuctcttuurre. Oe. O. O. Ou. Our bur br br boatoatats hats hs h haavaveve ae ae a 
considerable windage reduction ccocononsnsidsididedererabrabablblee w wi windagindagndagndagndagndagendage r red rededuducuctictitioonn

compared with a traditionalccocomommppaparared wred wed wd w witd with a tth a th a th a th a trh a traradadiditiitioiononnalall 
motoryacht, with its fl at surfacemmomotototororyr yayacachchthtt, w, wi, with iith ith ih its flh its fls fls flat sus flat suat suat suat surat surfrfafacfacecee 
area along the hull. We’ve also aarreea aa a al alolonngng tg thg the hhe he h huullull  Wl. W. W We We’e vve ae a al alssoo
integrated all navigation andiinintnteeggragraatated aed ad ad all nd all nl n naavaviviggagatiatioionon an an an andndd 
communications equipmentccocomommmmmuuninicicacatatiotioionionsns es eq eqquiquipipmpmmemenentntt 

within the structure.wiwiwitththihinin tn th thhe se st sttrruuctcturetureureureure.



 COASTALCRAFT.COM  604.886.3004  

BEST MOTORYACHT, 60–69 FEET
2014 Aim Marine Group Editor’s Choice Award
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 T
hink of it kind of like 

email. Nobody owns or 

controls it, and you can’t hold 

it, but we all consider it real. 

Bitcoin is a virtual currency, 

solely in cyberspace. You can spend bitcoin 

like any other money via a mouse click or 

a cellphone app. Bitcoins fl ow from your 

digital wallet into the account of a retailer.

Is bitcoin Jetsons-level crazy? Maybe, but 

it is poised to become the dominant virtual 

currency in the mainstream marketplace. 

Overstock.com and Amazon.com take it. 

You can spend bitcoin at Home Depot, CVS, 

Kmart  and Sears. Newport Beach Lambor-

ghini in California recently sold a Tesla 

Model S electric sedan for about $100,000 

in bitcoin. BitPremier sold a villa in Bali, 

Indonesia, worth more than $500,000.  

And about a year ago, in January 2014, 

the world’s fi rst yacht charter was booked 

with bitcoin. It was small — a four-hour, 

$2,400 charter aboard a 54-foot Sea Ray in 

south Florida — but early adopters believe 

it was the start of something much bigger.

“I fully believe this currency is going to 

take off , and we’re just one of the fi rst peo-

ple accepting it,” says Jessica Londono- 

Sammet, a partner at The Advantaged 

Yacht Charter & Sales who booked that 

fi rst bitcoin charter. 

Bob Denison of Denison Yacht Sales 

agrees. In December, his fi rm became the 

fi rst large-scale yacht company to accept 

bitcoin on all deals, at all price points.  

“One day,” he says, “you would charter a 

yacht with bitcoin, provision with bitcoin, 

pay for dockage in bitcoin and leave the 

crew gratuity in bitcoin.”

Bitcoin has been around since 2009. 

Each bitcoin is created by a machine that 

solves math puzzles, a process known as 

mining. That’s how Londono-Sammet got 

T H E  N E W  W A Y  T O  P A Y
Bitcoin — like dollars, euros and yen — is now an option for booking luxury yacht charters.

B y Ki m Ka v i n

started, mining it at home. 

In October 2013, she added it 

as a payment method at The 

Advantaged, with the bitcoin 

logo next to Visa, Master-

Card and American Express. 

Denison had two clients 

— one in Europe, one on 

the U.S. West Coast — ask in 

mid-2014 whether his fi rm 

took bitcoins. At the time, he 

didn’t, but he does now.

“I would be surprised 

if we don’t have a bitcoin 

transaction by this sum-

mer,” he says. “It’s taking off  

more in tech circles. We feel 

like our fi rst bitcoin pur-

chases will probably come 

from the West Coast of the 

United States.”

There are, of course, 

reasons for skepticism. For 

one, bitcoin value is volatile. 

At one point in 2012, a bit-

coin was worth $12. By late 

2013, a bitcoin was worth 

more than $1,100. When 

this article went to press, a 

bitcoin was $287.

Then there are the  hack-

ers, who have gotten away 

with amounts from $5.2 

million to $400 million.

Yet another worry is 

anonymity. Unlike bank 

accounts — linked to names 

and Social Security num-

bers — bitcoin wallets have 

only a user ID. That ano-

nymity has reportedly at-

tracted everyone from drug 

dealers to child pornogra-

phers to assassins.

Denison says legitimate 

business practices in yacht-

ing will be maintained by 

charter and sale contracts, 

which will be the same for 

bitcoin payments as they 

are for dollar payments. 

Londono-Sammet 

agrees and says the actual 

charter experience is the 

same with bitcoin payment 

as with dollars. “You’re 

still getting a high level 

of service and a beautiful 

boat,” she says. “It’s just an-

other form of currency.”  
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Where in the World 
would You like to Go?

Where have you been? Where haven’t you been? Whether 
you are making summer vacation plans or looking ahead 
to next winter, choosing a destination can be daunting. 
Planning for a family holiday you have the added challenge 
of how to satisfy everyone. Not to worry – even the most 
demanding holidaymaker or young traveler will be pleased 
with the amenities & variety of activities a yacht charter 
vacation has to offer. Here is a guide to some of the best 
summer yacht charter destinations.

NEW ENGLAND: Six states – Maine, Massachusetts, New 
Hampshire, Vermont, Rhode Island, and Connecticut total an 
area only slightly larger than Washington State. Yet the name 
“New England” evokes the quintessential American summer 

vacation, childhood memories of American History lessons and summer camp. 
New England... images of lighthouses wrapped in fog, long stretches of sandy 
beaches and the scent of sunscreen; clam bakes, lobsters, clam chowder, maple 
syrup and wild blueberries. Every port is unique – the Hamptons, Mystic, Newport, 
Block Island, New Bedford, Cuttyhunk, Martha’s Vineyard, Nantucket, Cape Cod 
or Boston? The “Down East” coast of Maine alone has countless islands spilling 
over to the Canadian Maritimes.

Whatever your budget, your New England vacation on a sailing or power yacht 
offers “grownup” events like the Newport Folk or Jazz festivals, Boston Pops 
concerts, the Tennis Hall of Fame, famous yacht builders, vineyard tours & wine 
tastings, fine dining, watching or participating in yacht races, perusing farmers 
markets, shopping for antiques and fine arts... choices for everyone. 

WESTERN MEDITERRANEAN: From Spain & the Balearic Islands on to 
France, Monaco and Italy, the West Med is indisputably a region of cultural & 
culinary distinction. The chic Côte d’Azur is the heart of the Mediterranean coast. 
Known also as the French Riviera, it includes the Principality of Monaco and the 
Italian Riviera. A sophisticated summer destination for Europeans, the Côte d’Azur 

is notoriously crowded and expensive. The selection of motor 
and sailing yachts is virtually limitless in size and luxury – and 
there may be no better time than now with the Euro at an 11  
year low. If the thought of crowds makes you think twice, think 
again. From the privacy of a yacht you avoid the flocks of 
tourists while taking in all the Côte d’Azur has to offer. Spirited 
travelers relish the famous beaches, perusing eye-popping 
superyachts, designer boutiques, superb restaurants & lively 
nightlife epitomized by the legendary Casino de Monte Carlo. 
Those who yen for the sublime will enjoy walking through the 
cobblestone streets of historic coastal cities and bucolic villages, 
visiting the Musée Picasso in Antibes or touring the spectacular 
Villa Ephrussi de Rothschild mansion. The Côte d’Azur has 
delights for every traveler.



EASTERN MEDITERRANEAN: So many islands and so much to 
see – the Greek Islands, West Coast of Turkey, Croatia & the 
Adriatic. All are just wonderful and chock full of antiquity, history 
and amazing ruins. Greece, “the cradle of Western civilization”, is 
the birthplace of democracy, philosophy, literature, political science, 
mathematics and the Olympics. Today Greece boasts 17 UNESCO 
World Heritage Sites. A visit to the East Med brings history to life for 
travelers of every age. Just don’t tell the children it’s an educational 
trip! Modern power and sailing yachts are available throughout the 
East Med, as well as the traditional two or three-masted wooden 
sailing vessels called Gulets. Your charter broker and the yacht’s 
captain will work with you to customize an itinerary specific to your 
group’s interests.

PACIFIC NORTHWEST / CASCADIA & ALASKA: Want to give salmon fishing 
a try? Or commune with nature and amazing wildlife in their natural habitat of 
peaceful, stunning scenery? Then the US Pacific Northwest just may be your ideal 
summer destination. Experience the splendor of modern glaciers formed over 
hundreds of years, cruise through majestic fjords sculpted eons past by receding Ice 
Age glaciers. Secure from the elements in the comfort and luxury of your crewed 
charter yacht – sail or power – search for orcas, humpback whales, bald eagles... 
even bears, all framed by a panorama of beautiful mountains. Cruise at your own 
pace along winding coastlines and islands without the crowds of cruise ships. From 
May to October Cascadia and Alaska offer a vast wooded wilderness of national 
parks with calm, protected waters – a haven for nature lovers and birdwatchers, 
making family memories to share forever. Your yacht captain has navigated these 
waters for years and will customize an itinerary of the region’s best attractions just 
for you. Your chef creates menus tailored to your group’s preferences and special 
diets – and with a bit of luck, the fresh catch of the day! 

THE CARIBBEAN: With 28 island nations and over 7,000 islands the Caribbean 
offers visitors a tropical paradise to awaken the senses & revive the soul. Turquoise 
waters lap shores with sand in every shade of white, pink, coral tan and even black. 
The tropical climate offers vitamin D-boosting sunshine and steady trade winds. 
Wafting on the breeze are the aroma of the sea, the moist rainforest, markets with 
tropical fruits & spices, exotic flowers or a fisherman’s fresh catch. While summer 
is the “rainy season”, that doesn’t mean it rains every day but it does mean the 
islands are greener and the anchorages uncrowded. Caribbean culture is a mélange 
of British, French, Dutch, Spanish, African, Asian & Amerindian influences – all 
seen in the art, tasted in the cuisine, heard in the music and felt in dances. From 
Key West to the Tobago Cays, the San Blas Islands of Panama to the Western 
Caribbean Dutch “ABC Islands” (and soon Cuba!) – a Caribbean adventure stirs 
the senses.

So where in the world do you want to go? Yachts are available for charter in these 
areas & more – in fact, just about anywhere there is water!  To start planning your 
custom charter, contact your charter broker or the charter experts since 1949: 
Nicholson Yachts – www.nicholsonyachts.com
telephone: +1 401.849.0344, email: info@nicholsonyachts.com,  

The Finest Yachts in the Finest Cruising Grounds



Nicholson Yachts Worldwide

Main Office: 109 Long Wharf, Newport, RI 02840
phone: +1 401.849.0344  |  fax: +1 401.849.9018
info@nicholsonyachts.com  |  www.nicholsonyachts.com

Caribbean / Bahamas / Abacos    New England    Pacific

Alaska    Greenland    Baltic    East Med / Croatia    West Med

NICHOLSON

WORLDWIDE

`HJO[Z

FIONA ROIS
47’ Cape Dory

Available for charter in New England
)RU�6DOH�RU�&KDUWHU

From Nova Scotia to Newport, FIONA ROIS offers every 
comfort for gunk holing as well as offshore passages. 
Choose the forward V-berth or the aft double berth cabin 
with private heads and showers. Experienced crew/owners 
specialize in Learn to Sail, Long Distance Cruising and 
Racing instruction.

Summer weekly rates starting from $8,400



Nicholson Yachts Worldwide

Main Office: 109 Long Wharf, Newport, RI 02840
phone: +1 401.849.0344  |  fax: +1 401.849.9018
info@nicholsonyachts.com  |  www.nicholsonyachts.com

Caribbean / Bahamas / Abacos    New England    Pacific

Alaska    Greenland    Baltic    East Med / Croatia    West Med

NICHOLSON

WORLDWIDE

`HJO[Z

LOTUS
52’ Lagoon

Available for charter in the Caribbean

Cruise the Grenadines in air conditioned elegance. Three 
queen en suite cabins (or two queens plus one twin 
cabin for families). Dine in the light-filled main salon 
or al fresco on the aft deck. At sunset toast the end of 
another perfect day from the flybridge. Easy access to 
water toys from twin open transoms.

Summer weekly rates starting from $19,500



Nicholson Yachts Worldwide

Main Office: 109 Long Wharf, Newport, RI 02840
phone: +1 401.849.0344  |  fax: +1 401.849.9018
info@nicholsonyachts.com  |  www.nicholsonyachts.com

Caribbean / Bahamas / Abacos    New England    Pacific

Alaska    Greenland    Baltic    East Med / Croatia    West Med

NICHOLSON

WORLDWIDE

`HJO[Z

MARAE
108’ Ted Fontaine Design

Available for charter in New England
summers and the Caribbean winters

Built by the world-renowned New Zealand superyacht 
builder Alloy Yachts in 2004, the award-winning MARAE 
has proven to be one of the finest luxury sailing yachts 
afloat today. This spacious yacht delivers superb guest 
areas and sailing performance. Three sumptuous aft 
cabins accommodate six. Visit our web site: symarae.com

Summer weekly rate $54,000�



Nicholson Yachts Worldwide

Main Office: 109 Long Wharf, Newport, RI 02840
phone: +1 401.849.0344  |  fax: +1 401.849.9018
info@nicholsonyachts.com  |  www.nicholsonyachts.com

Caribbean / Bahamas / Abacos    New England    Pacific

Alaska    Greenland    Baltic    East Med / Croatia    West Med

NICHOLSON

WORLDWIDE

`HJO[Z

REE
112’ Valdettaro

Available for charter in the Baltic
summer 2015

Explore 8 countries rimming the Baltic Sea from REE’s 
copious decks and covered deck salon. Flexible accommo-
dations in four en suite staterooms that convert from twins 
to queens. The king master suite has a double vanity bath. 
Exceptional cuisine and 5 star service from her crew of 6!

Summer weekly rate ½49,950�



Nicholson Yachts Worldwide

Main Office: 109 Long Wharf, Newport, RI 02840
phone: +1 401.849.0344  |  fax: +1 401.849.9018
info@nicholsonyachts.com  |  www.nicholsonyachts.com

Caribbean / Bahamas / Abacos    New England    Pacific

Alaska    Greenland    Baltic    East Med / Croatia    West Med

NICHOLSON

WORLDWIDE

`HJO[Z

EROS
115’ Classic

Available for charter
)RU�6DOH�RU�&KDUWHU

Stunning 115' classic wooden schooner EROS was built in 
England in 1939 for a British Lord, and acquired in 1992 
by current owners who embarked on an 18 year “museum 
quality” restoration. Available for week or long term 
charters – anywhere there is water!

Summer weekly rates $45,000 for up to 8 guests�



Nicholson Yachts Worldwide

Main Office: 109 Long Wharf, Newport, RI 02840
phone: +1 401.849.0344  |  fax: +1 401.849.9018
info@nicholsonyachts.com  |  www.nicholsonyachts.com

Caribbean / Bahamas / Abacos    New England    Pacific

Alaska    Greenland    Baltic    East Med / Croatia    West Med

NICHOLSON

WORLDWIDE

`HJO[Z

TABOO
Ocean 80

Available for charter in the Caribbean
)RU�6DOH�RU�&KDUWHU

Designed for charter by Doug Peterson, TABOO is a high 
performance Ocean 80 with 5 spacious en suite queen 
cabins and full cruising amenities. Her owners/crew have 
shown sailors and land lubbers alike the best of the 
Caribbean for 20 years. Many guests come back again and 
again! Water toys for everyone!

Summer weekly rates starting from $23,100



Nicholson Yachts Worldwide

Main Office: 109 Long Wharf, Newport, RI 02840
phone: +1 401.849.0344  |  fax: +1 401.849.9018
info@nicholsonyachts.com  |  www.nicholsonyachts.com

Caribbean / Bahamas / Abacos    New England    Pacific

Alaska    Greenland    Baltic    East Med / Croatia    West Med
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`HJO[Z

620(7+,1*

:21'(5)8/
58’ Leopard

Available for summer charter in the Bahamas

Launched in 2014, SOMETHING WONDERFUL’s main 
deck master suite comprises a study and separate cockpit 
for full privacy from the 3 guest cabins and crew. The 
flybridge 82" outdoor theater tops an extensive high tech 
entertainment list. Water toys? Start with the Sea Bob F5, 
a glass bottom kayak, 2 paddleboards and much more.

Weekly rates starting from $33,500



Nicholson Yachts Worldwide

Main Office: 109 Long Wharf, Newport, RI 02840
phone: +1 401.849.0344  |  fax: +1 401.849.9018
info@nicholsonyachts.com  |  www.nicholsonyachts.com
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68',.,
62’ Gulfstar

Available for charter in the Caribbean
)RU�6DOH�RU�&KDUWHU

Come sail the Caribbean the way it used to be; relaxed, 
fascinating and off the beaten path. Experience the exhila-
ration of helming the yacht in the trade winds. Explore 
fantastic islands, beaches, waterfalls, rain forests and 
anchorages. We tailor all our trips to our guests’ desires.

Summer weekly rates starting from $6,800



laurel 73m › 240ft › delta › 2006 › 525,000 eur per week 

A true world traveller with uncompromising quality; exquisite interior plus private verandas 
adjacent to the master stateroom.  6 Strms, 12 guests.  A spectacular work of art in colorful, 

textured glass with fiber optic lighting is the centerpiece of the spiral stairway from the 
lower deck to the bridge deck.  Cruising the Mediterranean, Florida, Bahamas, and Caribbean.
please contact charter@fraseryachts.com for further details.   

Laurel

M O N A CO |  L O N D O N |  PA L M A |  M A LTA |  T U R K E Y |  M U M B A I |  S I N G A P O R E |  S Y D N E Y 

F O R T L A U D E R DA L E |  S A N D I E G O |  S E AT T L E |  M E X I CO C I T Y |  C A S A D E C A M P O  

SA L E S |  CH A R T ER |  M A N AG EM EN T |  CO N S T RU C T IO N |  CR E W

The Superyacht Experts

                    for charter





soleado 29m › 97ft › ferretti › 2011 › 52,000 usd per week 

Chic and unique with an elegant interior and abundance of sun pads plus lounging space 
throughout. Accommodates eight guests in four staterooms.  Features a custom wet bar  

and BBQ perfect for entertaining.   Cruising the Bahamas and Caribbean. 
please contact charter@fraseryachts.com for further details. 

Soleado

M O N A CO |  L O N D O N |  PA L M A |  M A LTA |  T U R K E Y |  M U M B A I |  S I N G A P O R E |  S Y D N E Y 

F O R T L A U D E R DA L E |  S A N D I E G O |  S E AT T L E |  M E X I CO C I T Y |  C A S A D E C A M P O  

SA L E S |  CH A R T ER |  M A N AG EM EN T |  CO N S T RU C T IO N |  CR E W

The Superyacht Experts

                     for charter not for sale or charter to u.s. residents while in u.s. waters.



sojourn 39m › 130ft › gambol industries › 2000/2011 › 85,000 usd  per week 

The high quality traditional interior and wide range of activity equipment ensure complete 
indulgence while cruising in style.  Enjoy stunning views while lounging by one of the two on 

deck Jacuzzi’s that she has to offer.  Offers extensive fishing gear for the outdoor enthusiast.  
Accommodates eight guests in four cabins. Cruising the Pacific Northwest and Alaska.  
please contact charter@fraseryachts.com for further details. 

Sojourn

F R A S ERYACH T S .CO M

                   for charter



siete 35m › 115ft › benetti › 2002/2013 › 75,000 usd  per week usd 

Huge volume, exceptional quality and elegance combine in this luxurious superyacht.   
SIETE offers a convertible full width VIP stateroom plus four other Strms to accommodate 

9 guests.  Relax in the Jacuzzi on the sun deck or enjoy the water with various toys and 
watersports.  Cruising New England, Florida, Bahamas and Caribbean.
please contact charter@fraseryachts.com for further details. 

Siete

M O N A CO |  L O N D O N |  PA L M A |  M A LTA |  T U R K E Y |  M U M B A I |  S I N G A P O R E |  S Y D N E Y 

F O R T L A U D E R DA L E |  S A N D I E G O |  S E AT T L E |  M E X I CO C I T Y |  C A S A D E C A M P O  

SA L E S |  CH A R T ER |  M A N AG EM EN T |  CO N S T RU C T IO N |  CR E W

The Superyacht Experts

                       for charter



touch 36m › 120ft › louisbourg › 2004/2011 › 65,000 usd per week 

Luxurious yacht sleeps 8 guests in 4 king stateroom suites with the master king  
located on the upper level with her own private deck.  A private sun deck and  

oversized  6-person Jacuzzi on the main aft deck makes TOUCH the perfect charter yacht.  
Cruising the Bahamas and Caribbean.
please contact charter@fraseryachts.com for further details. 

Touch

F R A S ERYACH T S .CO M

                  for charter not for sale or charter to u.s. residents while in u.s. waters.



London     Monaco   New York    Miami
www.burgessyachts.com

WINTER/SUMMER Please enquire / West Mediterranean 
LOA 213.3ft (65m)
BEAM 39.7ft (12.1m)
BUILT Benetti, Italy
YEAR 2011
GUESTS 12 (5 double, 2 twin)
CREW 17

SEANNA is 65 metres of serious style. Head-turning good looks, Benetti 
craftsmanship and charismatic interior styling by Redman Whiteley Dixon 
and Susan Young Interiors combine to create the ultimate charter yacht.

Impressive guest areas, beautifully furnished in neutral tones with 
luxurious fabrics, provide the perfect setting for entertaining, and her 
easy, informal ambience lends itself to recreation and relaxation for 
groups of friends and families.

Get your pulse racing with a morning workout in the indoor/outdoor 
gym, complete with fresh air and sea views, or jump on a jetski for a rush
of breathtaking speed. Afterwards unwind on the stunning water level 
beach club, have a soothing massage, or cool off in the jacuzzi flanked 
by sun pads on both sides. As the midday sun becomes too much, take

refuge on the shaded upper deck for a gourmet lunch, then retire to a 
lounger on the vast, uncluttered sun deck with a book and a cool drink.

SEANNA provides chic accommodation for 12 guests in seven en suite 
cabins, including a magnificent master cabin with his and hers bathrooms, 
a study and lounge area. State-of-the-art innovation blends with traditional 
features throughout the yacht, from the main saloon cinema with its 90 
inch screen, to the elegant library with its working fireplace.

Special features
Zero speed stabilisers, gym, jacuzzi, massage room equipped with private 
bed (massage therapist available upon request). 7m Novurania Chase 
tender with 230hp engine, 8.5m Stancraft custom wooden tender with 
350hp engine, 6m Ribeye tender with 115hp engine, 2 x Yamaha VX 
1100cc jetskis (3 man), 2 x canoes, 2 x stand up paddle boards, 2 x F5 
Seabobs, waterskis, wakeboards and tows, snorkelling gear, fishing gear, 
aqua park trampoline. SEANNA is also an RYA training centre for personal 
watercraft. State-of-the-art audio-visual system, with Apple AirPlay in all 
guest areas, Xbox, Nintendo Wii and club Seanna disco.

Charter rate
From EUR 434,000 per week, plus expenses.

Seanna FOR CHARTER



Los Angeles  Palma          Athens           Seattle       Moscow 

WINTER/SUMMER West Mediterranean / Mediterranean 
LOA 196.9ft (60m) 
BEAM 36.7ft (11.2m)
BUILT CMN Shipyard, France
YEAR 2009 (refit 2013)
GUESTS 12 (4 double, 2 double/twin, 2 pullman, as required)
CREW 15

The sensational Andrew Winch-designed CLOUD 9 provides the 
ultimate six-star superyacht experience. Charter guests enjoy the 
freedom of an expansive 500 metres squared of living space and a 
further 200 metres squared of deck areas for entertaining or relaxing. 
This yacht boasts a number of unique features including an ingenious 
inside/outside panoramic dining space with sliding glass panels to 
protect guests from the wind, and a dazzling staircase that spirals 
around a spectacular glass and bronze sculpture.

CLOUD 9’s stylish, contemporary interior combines a restful, neutral 
palette with warm woods and natural light. Luxurious accommodation 
is provided for 12 guests in six cabins, including an impressive VIP suite 
on the bridge deck with its own private terrace. A further four en suite

cabins, two of which convert to a twin configuration, can be found on the 
lower deck. The vast open-plan owner’s duplex suite provides complete 
privacy and includes an elevated observation lounge, owner’s office, his and 
hers bathrooms and separate dressing rooms.

The sun deck is perfectly equipped for spending time outdoors with a jacuzzi 
surrounded by luxurious sun pads, a wet bar, barbecue, shower and day 
head and a huge sun bed aft for soaking up the sun. CLOUD 9 features 
state-of-the-art entertainment systems throughout. The upper saloon 
doubles as a cinema lounge where guests can unwind, and a gym on the 
bridge deck offers the ideal workout space.

Special features
Jacuzzi, inside/outside panoramic dining area, flexible accommodation, 
private terrace in VIP cabin, barbecue, cinema, gym (converts to an extra 
cabin with two pullmans and en suite shower room), RYA approved training 
centre for personal watercraft, zero speed stabilisers. State-of-the-art 
audio-visual system, Nintendo Wii, huge collection of watertoys.

Charter rate
From EUR 329,000 per week, plus expenses 

Cloud 9 FOR CHARTER

enquiries@burgessyachts.com 



X  CAPRICORN  |  140' Proteksan-Turquoise  |  Guests: 12  |  Staterooms: 6  |  Crew: 8

Summer Cruising: Mediterranean  |  From: $160,000/wk

32' Scout, 2 waverunners, kayaks, SUPs, stabilizers, WiFi. capricornyacht.com

X  RHINO  |  154' Admiral  |  Guests: 10  |  Staterooms: 5  |  Crew: 10

Summer Cruising: New England  |  From: $140,000/wk

3 tenders, 4 jetskis, 2 u/w scooters, water slide, WiFi. rhinoyacht.com

X  PTARMIGAN  |  82' Nautor Swan  |  Guests: 7  |  Staterooms: 3  |  Crew: 4

Summer Cruising: Mediterranean  |  From: $37,000/wk

Excellent crew to guest ratio ensuring the best service. yachtptarmigan.com

X  ANDROMEDA LA DEA  |  154' Perini Navi  |  Guests: 9  |  Staterooms: 4  |  Crew: 9

Summer Cruising: Eastern Mediterranean  |  From: €105,000/wk

True elegance, immaculately kept, exceptional crew. syandromedacharter.com

X  SUNSHINE  |  124' Lloyd Ship  |  Guests: 12  |  Staterooms: 5  |  Crew: 7

Summer Cruising: Caribbean/Bahamas  |  From: $75,000/wk

SCUBA, water slide, waverunners, SeaBobs, SUPs. sunshineyachting.net 

X  SWEET ESCAPE  |  130' Christensen  |  Guests: 10  |  Staterooms: 5  |  Crew: 8

Summer Cruising: New England  |  From: $95,000/wk

2 tenders, water slide, 2 JetSkis, 2 SUPs, SCUBA, gym, WiFi. yachtsweetescape.com

Destination Luxury.
DISCOVER A CHURCHILL CHARTER VACATION

X  TIGER’S EYE  |  98' Hargrave

Guests: 9  |  Staterooms: 4  |  Crew: 4

Summer Cruising: Florida/Bahamas  |  From: $38,000/wk

Deck Jacuzzi, waverunner, convertible twin guestroom. 

charterbrochure.com/tigerseye



X  ARIOSO  |  130' Westport  |  Guests: 10  |  Staterooms: 5  |  Crew: 7

Summer Cruising: Bahamas  |  From: $98,000/wk

30' Intrepid w/fi shing gear, stabilizers, 2 JetSkis, 2 SUPs. yachtarioso.com 

X  W  |  130' Westport 2014  |  Guests: 10  |  Staterooms: 5  |  Crew: 7

Summer Cruising: Florida / Bahamas  |  From: $125,000/wk

30' Intrepid w/fi shing, stabilizers, 4 SUPs, 2 JetSkis. charterbrochure.com/w

X  CLEVELANDER  |  82' Nautor Swan  |  Guests: 8  |  Staterooms: 4  |  Crew: 3

Summer Cruising: Mediterranean  |  From: $40,000/wk

Luxury performance sailing yacht, large array of water toys. clevelanderyacht.com

X  MORE MAGIC  |  67' Discovery Yachts  |  Guests: 6  |  Staterooms: 3  |  Crew: 2

Summer Cruising: New England  |  From: $18,000/wk

Large cockpit, roomy interior with 3 double cabins and great crew. more-magic.com

X  CAMARINA ROYALE  |  115' Benetti  |  Guests: 10  |  Staterooms: 5  |  Crew: 6

Summer Cruising: Bahamas  |  From: $79,000/wk

28' Buddy Davis TT, 2 SeaDoos, towables, Jacuzzi, kayak. camarinaroyale.com  

X  VICTORIAN ROSE  |  63' Burger  |  Guests: 4  |  Staterooms: 2  |  Crew: 2

Summer Cruising: Florida / Bahamas  |  From: $13,000/wk

Ideal family yacht, competitively priced. charterbrochure.com/victorianrose 

Summer is calling! 
WWW.CHURCHILLYACHTS.COM

YACHT CHARTERS

+1.954.761.3237

charter@churchillyachts.com

CHARTER MANAGEMENT  

+1.954.527.2626  

management@churchillyachts.com

1845 Cordova Road #216  

Fort Lauderdale, FL 33316

www.churchillyachts.com



Unrivalled knowledge

Unbeatable experience

camperandnicholsons.com
*Not for sale or charter to US residents while in US waters. C&N marks are registered trademarks used under licence by CNI. Photos: All rights reserved

SALE  |  PURCHASE  |  NEW CONSTRUCTION  |  CHARTER  |  MANAGEMENT  |  CREWYachting Since 1782

Sale & Purchase

New Construction

Charter

Management

Crew

AT LAST
44.17 meters / 145 feet, Heesen, 1990/2014 
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Yachts for CharterANTIBES  |  FORT LAUDERDALE  |  GENEVA  |  GREAT LAKES  |  LONDON  |  MIAMI  |  MONACO  |  NEWPORT  |  NEW YORK  |  PALMA DE MALLORCA  |  PALM BEACH  |  CALIFORNIA

To get your copy of the C&NI Charter 

Collection featuring  250 pages of the 

world’s top charter yachts and luxurious 

destinations, or inquire about featured 

M/Y AT LAST and M/Y NATORI, 

please email us at:

press@camperandnicholsons.com

NATORI
41.8 meters / 137 feet, Baglietto, 2009
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1003 SE 17th Street, Suite 200, Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33316  I  + 954.524.7978   I  info@NGYI.com

www.ngyi .com

Imagine...

yacht charter  I  marketing  I  crew placement  I  management

consulting  I  brokerage  I  support services





PRIVATE 
YACHT

SALES | NEW CONSTRUCTION | CHARTER

PALM BEACH  |  FORT LAUDERDALE |   MONACO

W O R T H A V E N U E Y A C H T S . C O M 

+1 (561)  833-4462 +377 977 767 57+1 (954)  703-5737



Oyster Charter. The world is yours.

Adventure in style on one of the world’s most luxuriously appointed 

cruising yachts. With a dedicated and discreet crew, you can be 

sure your vacation will live long in the memory – until the next time.

T: (001) 401 846 7400   E: charter@oystermarine.com

SAIL  |  BROKERAGE  |  CHARTER  |  CUSTOM  |  REFIT

www.oystercharter.com THE  WORLD  I S  YOUR S



CONTACT OUR PROFESSIONAL

CHARTER AGENTS 

954.522.2323  charter@iyc.com

www.iyc.com
® INTERNAT IONAL
YACHT COLLECTION

Destiny
guests 6 cabins 3 crew 4 rates from $30,000 per week, + expenses summer Bahamas/Florida winter Bahamas/Florida

98’ WESTSHIP
INDULGE. RELAX. EXPLORE.

AVAILABLE FOR CHARTER

15' Novurania no longer included.

photo credits: Jim Raycroft



M/Y COCKTAILS IS A

FUN & SOPHISTICATED

CHARTER YACHT

► For more information about this

luxury yacht call: +1 954 522 3344 

Charter@NorthropandJohnson.com

The 157-foot COCKTAILS yacht is fun and sophisticated — the perfect charter vessel for everyone from a family of five who want to play on the water to a couple celebrating 

a special occasion. Five beautiful cabins, refit in 2012 with all new soft goods, sleep up to 11 guests on COCKTAILS charter yacht. Enjoy the full-beam master stateroom with 

king bed, walk-in closet, private office and Jacuzzi tub on the main deck. Further below, three king-bed staterooms feature en-suite bath and 30-inch flat screen TVs and one 

twin-bed stateroom has a Pullman, en-suite bath and 22-inch flat screen.

N O R T HR O PA N D J O H N S O N . C O MB R O K E R A G E +  C H A R T E R  +  M A N A G E ME N T  +  N E W C O N S T R U C T I O N  +  C R E W S E R V I C E S

COCKTAILS  157’ (47.8M) | TRINITY YACHTS | 2004/2012 | 11 GUESTS | 5 CABINS | 9 CREW | FROM $185,000 P/ W + EXPENSES

F O R T  L A U D E R D A L E  + A N T I B E S  + N E W P O R T  + L A  + S A N  D I E G O  + PA L M A  + H O L L A N D  + H O N G  K O N G  + S I N G A P O R E  + T H A I L A N D  + P H I L I P P I N E S  + V I E T N A M  + I N D O N E S I A





VA C AT I O N S

EXCEPTIONAL VACATIONS

DIFFERENT IN EVERY WAY

Charter Yacht Ownership Program:

Benefits to owners include fixed monthly 

payments, zero operating expense and 

professional MarineMax management.

Financing available. Trade-ins considered.

Indulge in an unforgettable adventure aboard a new custom built power 

catamaran where you will discover the British Virgin Islands in a whole new way. 

Where unprecedented upgrades are standard and custom designs are spacious 

for your luxury vacation. Exceeded only by our team’s service commitment and 

expertise, discover why your experience will be different in every way.

Yacht Charter Vacations

888-461-5497 • 813-644-8071

Yacht Ownership Program

866-934-7232 • 813-644-8070

www.marinemaxvacations.com

CHARTER YACHT VACATIONS TO BE ENVIED

Sailboat Power Catamarans

48443843

Tour Our Power Cats 

Miami Yacht & Brokerage Show - Feb 12-16
The Cruiseport on Collins Avenue



Where Time Stops

B A H A M A S  |  M E D I T E R R A N E A N  |  T U R K E Y  &  G R E E C E

P A C I F I C  N O R T H W E S T  |  S O U T H  P A C I F I C  |  C A R I B B E A N

and Life Starts
WORLDWIDE CHARTER SERVICES FOR YACHT OWNERS AND CHARTER CLIENTS

HMY Yachts Charter Division offers a full range of charter services whether you are a yacht owner

seeking charter management and marketing representation, or if you are a charter client

planning your dream holiday aboard a professionally crewed luxury yacht.

H M Y  YAC H T S  C H A R T E R  D I V I S I O N  |  C H A R T E R  M A N AG E R ,  K I M  V I C K E R Y  |  K V I C K E R Y@ H M Y.CO M  |  +1  9 5 4  3 0 9  7 2 5 6  |  H M Y S U P E R YAC H T S .CO M
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Vero Beach

KROGEN EXPRESS 52’

Truth is, fi nding the right yacht isn’t just about the design and your lifestyle on the water, it’s also about 

the builder. So, you can appreciate why we’re proud of the fact that 85% of the Krogen Express 52’s are still 

owned by their initial buyer. It may surprise you to know that each moved from 

fi ne brands such as Hinckley, Fleming, Doggersbank, and Grand Banks.  

And we show our appreciation by offering Krogen Express 

owners lifetime concierge support. 

When you are in the market for your next yacht, look at 

the classic Krogen Express styling, liveaboard comfort, superb 

quality and craftsmanship, merged with effi cient speed options, 

safety and seaworthiness. And that just begins to tell the story. 

CRUISING without COMPROMISE
™

For more information, call us toll-free at 866-4KROGEN, or visit us at krogenexpress.com.

LOVE at first sight....happily ever after.

Lifetime

Concierge
4ĆāāĀăą

See Us at the  
Miami and Palm Beach  

Boat Shows!







 870 (In Stock: February 2015) 840 (In Stock)

800 (In Stock) 650 (In Stock: February 2015)750 (In Stock: February 2015)

PHONE  1.800.428.3727  •  FERRETTIGROUPAMERICA.COM  •  SALESUSA@FERRETTIGROUP.COM

FT. LAUDERDALE, FL   MIAMI BEACH, FL   STUART, FL   PALM BEACH, FL   NEWPORT, RI   HUNTINGTON, NY    

SAG HARBOR, NY   NEWPORT BEACH, CA   MEXICO CITY, MX

intelligenza nautica italiana

960    870    840    800    750    690    650    550

VISIT FERRETTI YACHTS AT THE MIAMI YACHT & BROKERAGE SHOW

FERRETTI GROUP SALES CENTERS



92 (In Stock: February 2015) 62 (Available for order)

74 (In Stock) 70 (In Stock: February 2015)82 (In Stock)

PHONE  1.800.428.3727  •  FERRETTIGROUPAMERICA.COM  •  SALESUSA@FERRETTIGROUP.COM

FT. LAUDERDALE, FL   MIAMI BEACH, FL   STUART, FL   PALM BEACH, FL   NEWPORT, RI   HUNTINGTON, NY    

SAG HARBOR, NY   NEWPORT BEACH, CA   MEXICO CITY, MX

DARE TO BE DIFFERENT

115    108    92    82    74    70    62    50.1

VISIT PERSHING YACHTS AT THE MIAMI YACHT & BROKERAGE SHOW

FERRETTI GROUP SALES CENTERS



PB52

PB55

PB65



EVEN IN THE RAREFIED 

AIR OF YACHTING, 

SOME THINGS ARE 

CONSIDERABLY MORE 

RARE THAN OTHERS.
Take delivery of your own custom-built Huckins Atlantic 44 and you make 

history. You become part of an exclusive legacy in which fewer than 500 

Huckins yachts have been launched in 85-plus years. And you join a family 

of owners who share our unwavering passion for craftsmanship, performance 

and engineering. From the sweet-handling, lightweight (and fuel-conscious) 

Quadraconic® hull to the meticulous custom joiner work, every facet of a 

Huckins yacht is prepared to order. So order yours rare. 

One at a time. One of a kind.

Call 904-389-1125   |   huckinsyacht.com



E X P E R I E N C E

LUXURY

2007 Azimut 85 Ultimate

Recently Traded one owner and professionally 
maintained, Shows very well with all systems pro-
fessionally serviced.  An extensive list of upgrades. 
Contact Darren Phillips at (239) 297-4085.

2012 Azimut 72 

At our dock in Pompano, extremely clean & up-
graded.  3 SR’s + crew, a mini Flybridge, retractable 
salon sunroof, tender garage and much more.  Runs 
up to 39 knots. Asking $2,995,000. Darren Phillips  
(239) 297-4085.

2013 Azimut 70 Flybridge

Just traded. Professionally maintained. Tenerife 
painted hull. Decape Oak interior w/custom decor 
pkg. Twin Sea Keeper Gyro stabilizers, thrusters 
with Xenta joy stick. Ton of UPGRADES. Mike Doyle 
954-553-0004.

2009 Azimut 68S

Only 250 Hours. Turn Key Ready. Our Trade. 
Please contact Mike Bader at 954-815-0147 
for more information.

Featured Listings Available at MarineMax

To view these and other listings, visit us at www.marinemax.com

New Yachts at the MarineMax Yacht Center

750 S. Federal Hwy. | Pompano Beach, FL 33062 | Phone: 954.618.0440 | Fax: 954.618.0433

2015 Azimut 95’ Grande RPH

2015 Azimut 70’ Flybridge

2014 Azimut 54’ Flybridge

2015 Azimut 84’

2015 Azimut 64’ Flybridge

2015 Azimut Magellano 53’

2015 Azimut 80’ Flybridge

2015 Azimut 60’ Flybridge

2015 Azimut 50’ Fly

Just Arrived

IncomingIncoming

Just Arrived

Just Arrived

U.S. Debut
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 B
oatbuilders have always 

sought new design directions 

to keep up with ever-changing 

trends. During the past 30 

years, some have been success-

ful and some have, in hindsight, looked 

best suited for reruns of Miami Vice. A 

bright contrast is Huckins Yacht, whose 

hand-built off erings trace their lineage to 

boats designed decades back with retro 

styling that looks as stunning now as it did 

on Hull No. 1’s launch day. 

This is particularly evident in the build-

er’s perennially popular 44-foot custom 

craft, which comes in three styles: Atlantic, 

Ortega and Sportfi sherman. Like all Huck-

ins models, the 44 uses a version of found-

er Frank Pembroke Huckins’ Quadraconic 

hull, featuring a sharp entry with four 

conical sections, a fl at aft section and steps 

to help the boat get on plane quickly. 

“Every single boat is built to what the 

owner wants, [and] every 44 is diff erent,” 

said Cindy Purcell, Frank’s granddaughter 

and the owner of Huckins Yacht. 

Another shared trait aboard every 44 is 

stunning woodwork. I was on Hull No. 454 

— an Atlantic — a few years ago, and her 

mahogany interior, cherry and ash sole, 

and rosewood-accented instrument panel 

were gorgeous. Purcell said that, while sev-

eral have been outfi tted similarly, choices 

for interior woods are determined by 

owners and are essentially unlimited. Like 

many 44s, No. 454 has a two-stateroom 

layout and a single head. Some have been 

built with one stateroom and others with 

a day-head off  the salon to accommodate 

anglers who don’t want to go belowdecks. 

On the 44 I was aboard, and on subse-

quent models, Huckins has mastered the 

melange of classic design and modern ame-

nities. Buyers appreciate salty standbys 

T I M E - T E S T E D
The Huckins 44 epitomizes the builder’s nearly nine-decade knack for carving its own path.

B y Je f f r e y Mo s e r

like teak swim platforms, 

cedar-lined hanging lockers 

and a six-spoke mahogany 

wheel; the convenience of 

Sub-Zero drawer-style re-

frigerators/freezers; and the 

comfort and adjustability of 

a Stidd Admiral helm chair. 

Like most everything else 

on a Huckins, the choice of 

power plants is at the own-

er’s discretion, although 

the company’s website does 

note 380-horsepower diesel 

inboards as standard power. 

Models have been built with 

more powerful engines, 

and the latest has twin 

480-horsepower diesels 

matched to Zeus pod drives. 

When matched to 

380-horsepower diesels, 

the 44s will get more than 1 

nautical mile per gallon at a 

cruising speed of 22 knots. 

The 44 I tested a few 

years ago achieved better 

than 1 nmpg at cruise speed, 

and I was impressed with 

her other performance 

attributes too. She was on 

plane in less than 10 sec-

onds and made mincemeat 

of 3- and 4-foot seas to a top 

hop of about 29 knots. Her 

helm had excellent sight 

lines all around, she was a 

joy to pilot, and she was a 

head-turner too. 

I found four 44s on the 

brokerage market ranging 

from $295,000 for a 2000 At-

lantic to $649,000 for a 2009 

fl ybridge with Hamilton wa-

ter jets and a go- anywhere, 

2-foot-7-inch draft. 

At any price, the singu-

lar approach Huckins has 

applied to boatbuilding for 

87 years is evident in the 44: 

timeless and handsome in 

any port.  

I N S I G H T S   |   B R O K E R A G E

The Huckins Yacht 44’s exquisite lines are timeless.
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info@atlanticyachtandship.com
www.Atlant icYachtandShip.com

<<<  Scan the Code to access our full listings

FT. LAUDERDALE  |  CALIFORNIA  |  NEW YORK  |  PORTO ERCOLE, ITALY

SEE US AT MIAMI BOAT SHOW, FEB. 12-16

100 AZIMUT JUMBO 1997

4 Stateroom plus crew. MTU powered, freshly rebuilt engines & gens.  
Enormous volume; rare offering!  Contact Joe Marino 954-328-2059.

Asking $2,995,000
Trades Considered

115 TRINITY REFIT 2007/2008

Twin 3412 CATs, luxuriously appointed four stateroom plus crew. Jacuzzi on fl ybridge. Ideal 
for personal use or charter. Contact Chris 954-303-5604 or Mack Carroll 954-648-8989.

Not for sale in US waters

118 MILLENIUM 2001 

Four Owner staterooms with split level master.  Semi-raised pilothouse, MTU 
powered. 2 available, 2001 & 2003. Contact Andrey Shestakov 954-274-4435.

Not for sale in US waters

100 BROWARD 2001

5 luxurious staterooms including rare on-deck master.  Desirable CAT power 
w/ extended warranties.  Contact Joe Marino at 954-328-2059.

Elevator

101 IAG 2015 – HULL 3

Four Stateroom, Euro style. RINA specs. Fall 2015 Delivery. $5.5M.
Contact Joe Marino 954-328-2059.

Not for sale in US waters

100 AZIMUT GRANDE 2014

Spectacular offer, only one for sale in the world!  5 stateroom, contemporary 
interior. Why wait for new? Contact Joe Marino 954-328-2059.

Not for sale in US waters

90 FALCON 2010

Not for sale in US waters

Price Reduced

MTU 16V2000s. 4 cabins for guests plus crew. Euro power plus Atlas 
converter. New bottom paint. Contact Joe Marino 954-328-2059.

98 WESTSHIP 1992

3 stateroom plus crew; new contemporary interior, freshly rebuilt 
engines. Contact Greg Marino at 954-249-2529.

85 PRINCESS V85 2009

Twin CAT C32s, very lightly used. Never slept on. Hydraulic sunroof, garage, passerelle. Located in 
Spain.  Contact Joe Marino 954-328-2059.

92 SUNSEEKER 2013

Twin MTU M94V12.  Four Stateroom plus 4 crew with black walnut 
interior.  Trac Stabilizers.  Turn Key.  Contact Joe Marino 954-328-2059.

90 BOUNDLESS CUSTOM MOTOR YACHT 2009 

Triple Yanmar diesels w/ low hours. Waterjets, very shallow draft. 
Reduced. Contact Randy Kires 954-401-6888.

Perfect for Bahamas

94 SUNSEEKER YACHT 2003

4 SR + crew. Underwater lights, Jacuzzi on fl ybridge, SAT TV & phone. Miami 
-  Bring offers.  Contact Joe Marino 954-328-2059.

Not for sale in US waters

All Trades Considered

127 IAG 2016 – HULL 3

Twin CATs, Six stateroom.  Ready for delivery in 10 months. Select your interior!  
Contact Joe Marino 954-328-2059.

130 MANGUSTA 2007  



Toll Free 888-230-0439 or 954-921-1500
Harbour Towne Marina, 850 NE 3rd Street, Suite 213, Dania Beach, Fl 33004

FT. LAUDERDALE  |  CALIFORNIA  |  NEW YORK  |  PORTO ERCOLE, ITALY

SEE US AT MIAMI BOAT SHOW, FEB. 12-16

85 PACIFIC MARINER 2010

Bui l t  by Westport .  By far,  the nicest on the market.  Many recent upgrades.  
Contact Ed Biggie 954-868-0526.

100 AZIMUT LEONARDO 2010 

Only 160 hrs on twin MTU 16V2000s.  Interior shows like new. Trac fi n stabilizers, fresh 
bottom. Contact Stephen Faraldo 561-322-8279 or Joe Marino 954-328-2059.

88 SUNSEEKER YACHT 2012

Twin MTUs, rare offering, very popular model maintained by full time crew. 
Contact Joe Marino 954-328-2059.

Not for sale in US waters

80 SUNSEEKER YACHT 2010

1800 MANs, extended warranties, stabilized, loaded! Many Upgrades. 
Contact Stephen Faraldo 561-322-8279.

80 POSILLIPO 2001

4 staterooms plus crew, built to US specs. 3412 CATs w/ low hrs., capt. 
maintained. Contact CA Gregg Silver 305-304-4574.

Price Reduced

80 AZIMUT CARAT 2005

Twin C-30 CATs, Loaded – Atlas, KVH TV, SAT Phone.  Located Greece.  
Contact Joe Marino 954-328-2059.

79 LEOPARD ARNO 2000

Refi t 2012 w/ new waterjets. Hydraulic sun roof, 3 stateroom, shallow draft 
perfect for Bahamas. Contact Chris Carroll 954-303-5604.

Not for sale in US waters

Fresh Paint

79 MAIORA 2006 

1500 hp MTUs, low hours. Classic Italian styling with 4 luxurious staterooms 
plus crew.  Easy to see in Miami.  Contact Chris Carroll 954-303-5604.

Not for sale in US waters

72 RAYBURN MOTORYACHT 2005

T-1050hp MAN’s, 3 staterooms + crew, open galley, captain
maintained. Contact Central Agent, Joe Marino 954-328-2059.

Not for sale in 
US waters

73 FORBES COOPER 1995 

4 stateroom plus crew, generous use of space. Jacuzzi on deck, fresh teak on 
aft deck. Contact Brad Nelson 954-205-7944

74 SUNSEEKER PREDATOR 2010

Twin MANs, hydraulic swim platform, teak decks, underwater lights, garage. 
Reasonable offers considered. Contact Joe Marino 954-328-2059.

Reduced

Not for sale in US waters

76 RAYBURN 2001

Twin CAT 3406E.  Many upgrades within past year including soft goods, 
paint, and electronics.  Bring offers!  Contact Chris Carroll 954-303-5604. 

72 VIKING PRINCESS 2001 

Twin 650 hp MANs. 4 stateroom plus crew. Captain maintained. Not for Sale 
to US Residents in US Waters.  Contact Andrey Shestakov 954-274-4435.

65 VIKING SPORTFISH 2001 

Cat C32s installed new in 2008. Includes all custom options, tower rigged 
and ready. Contact Johnny Woods 954-684-3286.



www.AtlanticYachtandShip.com
Toll Free 888-230-0439

60 PEARL FLYBRIDGE MOTOR YACHT 2012 

Gorgeous walnut and granite interior, hydraulic platform & passerelle, 
bow & stern thrusters.  Contact Randy Kires 954-401-6888.

61 BUDDY DAVIS 2001 

Twin MTUS, service up to date; new ice chipper; dual live wells. Bring offers! 
Contact Dennis Rhodes 954-695-2839 or Chris Carroll 954-303-5604.

2 Available
60 GRAND ALASKAN 2000

Twin CAT 3196. Continually upgraded by knowledgeable owner. Updated 
electronics. Contact  Dennis Rhodes 954-695-2839.

Major Price Reduction!

48 SEA RAY SUNDANCER 2007

Twin Cummins, underwater lights, new canvas. Hydraulic swim platform, Gorgeous 
teak decks, nicest on the market! Contact Joe Marino 954-328-2059.

50 NOR-TECH 2009

Cruises 120 mph and hits speeds up to 160 mph! Runs on 89 octane fuel w/ only 
33 orig. hrs. Contact Joe Marino 954-328-2059.

Reduced $595K

42 MARQUIS SPORT COUP 2009

Only 90 hrs. on twin Volvo IPS.  Freshwater boat, original owner. 
Nicest available!  Contact Chris Carroll 954-303-5604.

56 VIKING 2004

Twin Series 2000 V12 series MTUs. Fish rigged, underwater lights, full 
electronics. Contact CA Ed Biggie 954-868-0526.

Price Reduced

56 SUNSEEKER PREDATOR 2000 

Retractable top, full Eisenglass and canvas. Completely upgraded in 2014. 
Contact Mack Carroll 954-648-8989 or Chris Carroll 954-303-5604.

55 BERING YACHT 2010 

Steel constructed trawler. 3,000+ mile range. Motivated Seller building larger 
Bering. Contact Brad Nelson 954-205-7944 or Andrey Shestakov 954-274-4435.

Not for sale in US waters

Reduced to $795K

Twin MTUs. 3 stateroom/3 head layout plus crew.  Many upgrades! Passerelle, 
underwater lights, audiovisual equipment. Contact Joe Marino 954-328-2059.

70 MAIORA MOTORYACHT 1996

Not for sale in US waters

$559K
68 RIVA SUPEREGO 2012 

Great deal!  Super fast, luxurious 3 stateroom layout. Located in Italy. 
Asking 2M Euro. Contact Joe Marino 954-328-2059.

64 MANHATTAN 2002 

Completely rebuilt MAN engines with low hours. Many items replaced. 
Like-new condition.  Contact Joe Marino 954-328-2059.

63 CHEOY LEE 1985

Dependable 3208 CATs. Full beam master, new paint and decks. 
Extremely well maintained. Contact Gregg Silver 305-304-4574.

53’ Also Available
62 FAIRLINE 2007 

Twin CAT C18s with extended engine warranty, Captain maintained since new, 
updated electronics, new teak decks. Contact Stephen Faraldo 561-322-8279. 

Not for sale in US waters

European specs with only 1000 hrs and seriously for sale. Clean, 
contemporary design. Contact Andrey Shestakov 954-274-4435. 

62 AZIMUT FLYBRIDGE 2005

54 NAVIGATOR 2007

Twin 500 hp Volvo D9, 16 kw Onan, Full warranties. 3 stateroom cherry interior. 
Contact Brad Nelson 954-205-7944.

55 SEA RAY SEDAN BRIDGE 2005

Under 1,000 hrs. En route to S. Florida. Immaculate, bring offers. 
Contact Chris Carroll 954-303-5604 or Mack Carroll 954-648-8989. 

sistership

54 OCEAN ALEXANDER 2000

Twin Volvo power. 3 stateroom. Maintained with open checkbook. Motivated! 
Contact Bill Leonard 305-481-0063



PEARL 75

•  4 staterooms plus crew

•  Galley up layout

•  Hydraulic Platform standard

•  Specify shaft or pod drives

•  Kelly Hoppen custom interiors

•  4 staterooms plus 2 crew aft

•  Spacious on deck galley forward

•  Hydraulic platform and Passerelle

•  ZF Series 4000 Pod Drives

•  Jet Ski garage

United States Distributor

Central Agent / Randy Kires



Putting the “Fun” 
back in boating
One owner at a time!

FT LAUDERDALE

78°

800.551.9590  |  954.463.0555  |  SALES@HARGRAVE.ORG  

DANI – 90’ 2005 Hargrave Raised Pilothouse - Classic styling, custom interior, quality built 
DANI has an expansive layout that competes with much larger boats, yet still offers the 
flexibility and maneuverability ideal for island hopping. Travel adventures are supported 
by twin 1400hp 3412 CATs, two 32kW Northern Light Gens and 3 ensuite staterooms, 
balanced by private crew quarters fwd.  Custom details include 4" crown molding as well 
as base molding, and an exceptional 7' of headroom throughout.

SEAVENTURE – 101' 2010 Hargrave Sky Lounge - Built for grand cruising adventures!
Breathtaking views from every location in this extended sky lounge model immediately 
sets SeaVenture apart. She has the unique ability to handle the hot sunny weather found in 
Florida or Mexico and then shift gears to delight the owner and his guests when cruising in 
the inclement weather common to New England and the Pacific Northwest. Caterpillar 1,675 
hp C-32 series engines, Northern Lights generators, 4 large guest suites for up to 9 guests 
and 2 crew cabins that can accommodate up to 4 crew members. A great opportunity for 
you to own this like new custom built Hargrave Sky Lounge Motoryacht.  

PRETTY LADY – 81’ 2003 Hargrave Sky Lounge – Elevator access to all decks
With a wonderful balance of indoor and outdoor space, four staterooms, an abundant 
equipment list and lots of recent upgrades including new Awlgrip paint job by Merritt, 
PRETTY LADY is truly one of a kind. Dependable CAT power, twin 32 kw Northern Lights 
gensets, Naiad 302 with MultiSea controls, watertight bulkheads and designed and built 
to DNV and ABYC standards. PRETTY LADY is a must see!

)X
Q

VISIT US AT THE MIAMI YACHT & BROKERAGE SHOW FEBRUARY 12-16, 2015

GIGI II – 125' 2013 Hargrave Raised Pilothouse – World Cruiser with a stunning interior 
Created for those who like to entertain on a grand scale, every room and every design 
detail has a larger than expected feel to it. The combined effect ensures this luxury 
yacht will have that “wow” factor which knowledgeable upscale owners demand. 
With her European styling incorporating full “wrap-around” windows she has luxurious 

SASSY – 101’ 2014 Hargrave Raised Pilothouse - Ready for entertaining & charter!– $7,
If you like only the very best you’ll want to see our newest model from Hargrave featuring 
fresh new styling both inside and out that will be sure to please you, and is part of our 
leadership commitment to the industry. Hargrave has introduced more new models in 
the past five years than any other company we compete with in the US market. Look at 
our newest profile and enjoy the stylish shapes in the transom and flybridge deck. This 
is the future and it’s here now. If you can afford the best, why wouldn’t you want to own 
a Hargrave? 



CALL AHEAD OR GO ON-LINE FOR YOUR VIP BOARDING PASS

HARGRAVECUSTOMYACHTS.COM  |  1887 WEST SR 84, FT LAUDERDALE, FL 33315  

FT LAUDERDALE

78°
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Putting the “Fun” 
back in boating
One owner at a time!

In today’s high pressure world, the level of stress and aggravation has never been greater, 
and perhaps that’s why you’re looking through this magazine. You’re ready to do something 
and the question is what? One thing I can promise you – regardless of what you buy, the time 
you spend on the water will produce some of the greatest memories you will ever have with 
your family and friends.

Wondering which boat you should buy to take you there? You’re probably thumbing through 
this magazine right now trying to narrow your search, checking out all the equipment, the 
performance, and the prices and you know what? It doesn’t matter. It really doesn’t.

You see, what you’re looking for is not a boat; you’re looking for an experience, and not just 
any experience, but an incredible experience. Your happiness has very little to do with the 
boat and everything to do with what happens after you let go of all that money. Visit with us 
and learn how we are putting the fun back in boating one owner at a time. 

Why settle for just a boat when you can be part of the Hargrave family?

FRIENDSHIP – 75’ 2004/2010 Princess Flybridge – Sleek styling, smooth high speed cruising
The best seller in the Viking lineup has the accommodations, layout, and performance 
for serious cruising.  This boat has an excellent maintenance history, as well as a recent 
interior upgrade. Has EZ2CY enclosure, bow and stern thrusters, full electronics and A/V 
package, 13’ Novarania tender with 40 Yamaha.

NEVER QUIT – 78’ 2007 Hargrave Flush Deck – Versatile and easily maneuvered plus 
remarkably spacious and livable
Built with a wide open floorplan perfect for entertaining, NEVER QUIT feels bigger than 
78’ and is loaded with the best equipment including a TNT tender lift that makes the 
bridge feel like a 100’ yacht! The four stateroom layout with full walk around side decks 
and flybridge with custom built hard top for extra visibility and air conditioning, NEVER 
QUIT is the perfect yacht for your next quality yacht. Twin CAT C-32 with CAT Platinum 
Engine Warranties until 10/16/16.

QUIET SUN - 76’ 2015 Hargrave Flush Deck – Our Best Live-aboard design in a generation!
If you're buying your "last" yacht, don't miss this all new widebody design that can be 
handled easily by a couple. Combining the speed and stability that only comes with a Jack 
Sarin performance hull platform; she has more room in all the right places, plus state of 
the art entertainment and electronics. Powered by the new CAT C-18TA 1,150 engines and 
twin 20 kW gen sets. From the time you enter the main salon you will find yourself saying 
“wow” over and over during your tour. Our best Liveaboard design in a generation! 

SEA LIFE – 68’ 2003/2014 Hargrave Flush Deck – With a stunning open floor plan you are 
always part of the action
Clear sight lines fore to aft are the hallmark of this yacht’s open floor plan. She has an 
impressive 3 ensuite stateroom layout, which accommodates up to six guests. Aft crew 
quarters feature over/under bunks and private head. Full walk around decks for easy line 
handling, twin CAT 3406 TA with 800hp engines, and Naiad stabilizers. New exterior paint 
and interior updated soft good package.

THE NEED TO “ESCAPE” HAS NEVER BEEN GREATER



RAINBOW CAN MAKE

ALL OF YOUR YACHTING

WISHES COME TRUE

► For more information about this luxury yacht contact

Hank Halsted :: Newport :: +1 401 965 3256 :: Hank.Halsted@NorthropandJohnson.com

Pieter van der Weide :: Holland :: +31 (0) 299 315 506 :: P.Vanderweide@HoekBrokerage.com

RAINBOW is a true “dual purpose” yacht – equally well suited as a “silver service” charter yacht for up to eight guests or as a grand prix racing yacht of the highest caliber. Built by the 

Dutch Masters at Holland Jachtbouw in 2012, RAINBOW is among the most recently launched J-Class reproductions. Dykstra Naval Architects developed RAINBOW from the original 

plans of this 1934 America’s Cup winner. They then smoothed her lines to modern hydrodynamic standards and optimized to the new J-Class rule. Her engineering and construction 

created a modern classic, built with “cutting edge” technology, engineering and materials. RAINBOW is quite simply, the best of her breed!

N O R T HR O PA N D J O H N S O N . C O MB R O K E R A G E +  C H A R T E R  +  M A N A G E ME N T  +  N E W C O N S T R U C T I O N  +  C R E W S E R V I C E S

RAINBOW  131’ (39.9M) :: HOLL AND JACHTBOUW :: 2012 :: €10,450,000

F O R T  L A U D E R D A L E  + A N T I B E S  + N E W P O R T  + L A  + S A N  D I E G O  + PA L M A  + H O L L A N D  + H O N G  K O N G  + S I N G A P O R E  + T H A I L A N D  + P H I L I P P I N E S  + V I E T N A M  + I N D O N E S I A



CHARMER 48' ( 14.8m) :: Hinckley :: 2012 :: $1,950,000
Bill Titus :: Newport :: +1 401 935 3058 :: Bill .Titus@NorthropandJohnson.com

SOUTHERN COMFORT 66' (20.2m) :: Offshore :: 2005 :: $1,395,000
Bill Titus :: Newport :: +1 401 935 3058 :: Bill .Titus@NorthropandJohnson.com

METOLIUS 82’ (25.5m) :: Royal Huisman :: 1992/2012 :: €1,400,000
Hank Halsted :: Newport :: +1 401 965 3256 :: Hank.Halsted@NorthropandJohnson.com

CABOCHON 93' (28m) :: Ta Chiao :: 2013 :: $3,490,000
Brian Commette :: Newport :: +1 401 965 5226 :: Brian.Commette@NorthropandJohnson.com

GOLEEN 42' ( 12.8m) :: Morris Yacht :: 2008 :: $599,000
Brian Commette :: Newport  :: +1 401 965 5226 :: Brian.Commette@NorthropandJohnson.com

DUET 49' ( 15.2m) :: Grand Banks :: 2003 :: $549,000
Bob Jarrett :: Newport :: +1 860 460 4985 :: Bob.Jarrett@NorthropandJohnson.com

ILLUMINATION 80' (24.3m) :: Hatteras :: 2004 :: $2,995,000
Bruce Leffers :: Newport :: +1 954 790 0503 :: Bruce.Leffers@NorthropandJohnson.com

ATALANTE 90' (27.5m) :: Classen Jachtbouw :: 2009 :: €4,60,000
Hank Halsted :: Newport :: +1 401 965 3256 :: Hank.Halsted@NorthropandJohnson.com

N O R T HR O PA N D J O H N S O N . C O MB R O K E R A G E  +  C H A R T E R  +  M A N A G E ME N T  +  N E W C O N S T R U C T I O N  +  C R E W S E R V I C E S

F O R T  L A U D E R D A L E  + A N T I B E S  + N E W P O R T  + L A  + S A N  D I E G O  + PA L M A  + H O L L A N D  + H O N G  K O N G  + S I N G A P O R E  + T H A I L A N D  + P H I L I P P I N E S  + V I E T N A M  + I N D O N E S I A



Westport Tri-Deck MY 2010 “APHRODITE”  

130’ Westport Tri-Deck MY 2004 “REDEMPTION” 

Andrew Miles, C.A.

115’ Crescent 1996 “SANS SOUCI”

Andrew Miles, C.A.

112’ Westport RPHMY 2014/15

Camm Moore, C.A.

100’ Broward 1991 “RENDEZVOUS”
Mark Peck, C.A.
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New Construction
WESTPORT 164  | 50M

New Construction
WESTPORT 112  | 34M

New Construction
WESTPORT 130  |  40M

New Construction
WESTPORT 98  |  30M

New Construction
PACIFIC MARINER 85  | 26M

Visit our display at the Palm Beach International Boat Show — March 26th-29th, 2015



98’ Queenship 1993

Mark Peck, C.A.

98’ West Bay 1998

Andrew Miles / Bryan Long, C.A.’s

95’ Westport / Christensen Long Range MY 

John Varga / Camm Moore,  C.A.’s

88’ Tarrab MY 2002

Andrew Miles, C.A.

87’ Broward 1995

Mark Peck, C.A.

85’ Pacific Mariner 2012

Bryan Long, C.A.

85’ Pacific Mariner 2008

Claude Racine, C.A.

82’ Lyman-Morse 2003

Bryan Long / Mark Peck, C.A.’s

80’ Lazzara 1998

Mark Peck, C.A.

80’ Northstar 2006 / 10

Claude Racine / John Varga, C.A.’s

80’ Novatec 1996

John Varga, C.A.

80’ Hatteras 2008

Mark Peck  / Claude Racine,  C.A.’s

80’ Azimut 2001

Mark Peck, C.A.

70’ Uniesse 2007

John Varga / Claude Racine, C.A.’s

68’ Lowland 1985

Mark Peck, C.A.

SINCE 1964

Visit our display at the Palm Beach International Boat Show — March 26th-29th, 2015

�ZZZ�ZHVWSRUW\DFKWV�FRP



 206.344.8566    

36’ TIARA

,1�672&.��6($77/(��:$

72’ OCEAN ALEXANDER

BROKERAGE | NEW CONSTRUCTION | CONSULTING

A L E X A N D E R  M A R I N E  U S A



2005|58’ OCEAN ALEXANDER|$945,000
3DXO�*URHVEHFN���������������

1990|57’ ANGEL|$250,000
1LHO�6WHHQNDPS���������������

2000|65’ FOUNTAIN|$599,000
0LFKDHO�9UEDV���������������

2010|88’ OCEAN ALEXANDER|$4,735,000
5D\�3URNRU\P���������������

2012|78’ OCEAN ALEXANDER|$3,550,000
5D\�3URNRU\P���������������

2001|90’ SOVEREIGN|$2,450,000
-HUU\�7RGG���������������

NEWPORT BEACH, CA    |    949.515.7700

2007|80’ OCEAN ALEXANDER|$2,195,000
-5�:LOOV���������������

2002|54’ OCEAN ALEXANDER|$739,000
3DXO�*URHVEHFN���������������

2009|68’ OCEAN ALEXANDER|$2,100,000
5D\�3URNRU\P���������������

2009|58’ OCEAN ALEXANDER|$1,185,000
5D\�3URNRU\P���������������

2010|80’ OCEAN ALEXANDER|$2,950,000
0LFKDHO�9UEDV���������������

2011|55’ CALIFORNIAN|$585,000
0LFKDHO�9UEDV���������������

www.alexandermarineusa.com

our trade

1993|68’ NORDLUND|$1,050,000
1LHO�6WHHQNDPS���������������

1997|61’ OCEAN ALEXANDER|$649,000
-HUU\�7RGG���������������

our trade

2007|50’ VIKING|$545,000
5D\�3URNRU\P���������������

our trade

2010|68’ OCEAN ALEXANDER|$2,600,000
1LHO�6WHHQNDPS���������������

www.alexandermarineusa.com

1985|54’ OCEAN ALEXANDER|$269,000
3DXO�*URHVEHFN���������������

2005|52’ TIARA|$595,000
0LFKDHO�9UEDV���������������



Florida T 954.525.7637 F 954.527.1292 Email yachts@ardell.com

                801 Seabreeze Boulevard, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33316 USA

California T 949.642.5735 F 949.642.9884 Email yachts-ca@ardell.com

                  2101 West Coast Highway, Newport Beach, CA 92663 USA

92' TARRAB 2002                                          

7ZLQ�&$7�����V�Z��/RZ�+RXUV���6WUPV���&UHZ����%ULDQ�+HUPDQQ

/DUJH�)O\EULGJH��7XUQ�.H\�5HDG\��������������$1,895,000    EULDQ#DUGHOO�FRP

84' NORTHERN MARINE 2006                            $3,900,000    

7KUHH�6WDWHURRPV�3OXV�&UHZ��6LQJOH�&XPPLQV����KS�'LHVHO��7UDQV�2FHDQLF��5DQJH�������7RP�&RUNHWW        

Bow & Stern Thrusters, Furuno Electronics, Fresh Bottom Paint.                             corkett@ardell.com 

76' FRANCHINI 2001                                            $1,895,000    

&XVWRP�&UXLVLQJ�6DLOERDW��'RXJ�3HWHUVRQ�'HVLJQ��7KUHH�6WDWHURRPV���������������������-LP�(OOLRWW        

3OXV�&UHZ��5DLVHG�3LORWKRXVH��7HDN�,QWHULRU�������������������������������������������������elliott@ardell.com

76' CUSTOM PEDRICK DESIGN          $1,950,000 

&XVWRP�%XLOW��)LEHUJODVV�&RPSRVLWH�&RQVWUXFWLRQ��7KUHH�6WDWHURRPV���&UHZ���������-LP�(OOLRWW

3RZHU�:LQFKHV�)XUOLQJ�6\VWHP��5HFHQW�5HWUR¿�W�LQ����������                        elliott@ardell.com

58' SPARKMAN & STEPHENS 1968    

$EHNLQJ�	�5DVPXVVHQ�6WHHO�+XOO������
��   Dennis Moran

%HDP��,Q�PDVW�IXUOLQJ��$360,000         moran@ardell.com

88' NORDLUND 2000                                               $995,000    

+LJK�4XDOLW\���UG�1RUGOXQG�&XVWRP�%XLOW�IRU�.QRZOHGJDEOH�2ZQHU���������������%ULDQ�+HUPDQQ        

7ZLQ������KS�0$1�(QJLQHV�ZLWK�9HU\�/RZ�+RXUV��������������������������������������EULDQ#DUGHOO�FRP

FEATURED LISTING

TOTO
110' Palmer Johnson 

$2,950,000

Toto is a sea-kindly John Alden  
design. Built in 1983, TOTO was 
ƌĞĮ�ƚ� ŝŶ� ϮϬϭϯ� ǁŚŝĐŚ� ŝŶĐůƵĚĞĚ� Ă�
new paint job, new interior and 
ƐŽŌ�� ŐŽŽĚƐ�� ĂŶĚ� ŶĞǁ� EŽƌƚŚ� ^ĂŝůƐ�
main, jib, genoa.  The redesigned          
interior has white oak paneling 
throughout.  The main salon has 
a full wet bar with refrigerator 
and icemaker.

There are three full sized guest 
staterooms with queen and king 
berths.  The study converts to a 
fourth guest cabin when required, 
with upper and lower berths.

���/Ŷ�ĂĚĚŝƟ�ŽŶ�ƚŽ�ƚŚĞ�ŐƵĞƐƚ�ŚĞĂĚƐ��
ƚŚĞƌĞ� ŝƐ� Ă� ĚĂǇ� ŚĞĂĚ� ĂŌ�� ŽĨ� ƚŚĞ�����
salon.  The crews’ quarters have 
three cabins and two heads, crew 
mess, galley and laundry.

� � � ��Ϯ�� ĚƌĂŌ�� ďŽĂƌĚ� ƵƉ!� � >ŽĐĂƚĞĚ�
in Fort Lauderdale and easy to 
view.

Craig Cadwalader

                             craig@ardell.com

73' CUSTOM POWER CAT 1995

1HZ�=HDODQG�%XLOW����¶�%HDP����6WUPV���2IF����������-LP�(OOLRWW

)LEHUJODVV�&RQVWUXFWLRQ���$1,100,000  elliott@ardell.com



44' SWAN MKII 2002  

Frers Design, Sloop Rig, Bow Sprit,        Todd Rittenhouse      

Two Staterooms     $395,000     rittenhouse@ardell.com

 California 949.642.5735                                 Florida 954.525.7637

82' NORTHCOAST 1998                               $1,950,000
�����5H¿�W�,QFOXGLQJ�1HZ�,QWHULRU�DQG�&KHUU\�&DUSHQWU\�������������������          Todd Rittenhouse

([WHQGHG�$IW�'HFN��)RXU�6WDWHURRPV�3OXV�&UHZ����������������������������  rittenhouse@ardell.com

131' CONCORDE YACHTS          €3,500,000 

%UXFH�)DUU�'HVLJQ��)LYH�6WDWHURRPV�3OXV�&UHZ��)LEHUJODVV������������������������&UDLJ�&DGZDODGHU

&RPSRVLWH�&RQVWUXFWLRQ��/XJJHU�'LHVHO�����1RUWKHUQ�/LJKWV������                  craig@ardell.com

61' VIKING SPORT CRUISER 2006

/RZ�+RXUV�RQ�(OHFW�&$7�����V����(Q�6XLWH�6WUPV���Dennis Moran

7RPP\�%DKDPD�,QWHULRU�'HFRU����$895,000  moran@ardell.com

120'8" NORSHIP HEESEN                                   $7,950,000
078�(QJLQHV�7ZR�����KS�DQG�2QH�6LQJOH�����KS�Z��:DWHU�-HWV����������&UDLJ�&DGZDODGHU

7RS�6SHHG����NQRWV��)RXU�6WDWHURRPV�Z��(Q�VXLWH�+HDGV�3OXV�&UHZ�������craig@ardell.com  

44' TARTAN 4400           

7DUWDQ�4XDOLW\�����KS�<DQPDU�(QJLQH���������������������%ULDQ�+HUPDQQ

��6WUPV��,PPDFXODWH�&RQGLWLRQ���$424,600   EULDQ#DUGHOO�com         

72' OYSTER 2006     $2,850,000
6WDQ�+XPSKULHV�'HVLJQ��7KUHH�6WDWHURRPV�3OXV�7ZR�&UHZ�������������������������Todd Rittenhouse

+\GUDXOLF�)XUOLQJ��1RUWK�6DLOV��7HDN�'HFNV��5HDG\�WR�&UXLVH���          rittenhouse@ardell.com

95' BLUE COAST YACHTS                   €6,000,000            

/X[XU\�6DLOLQJ�&DWDPDUDQ��6DLOV��'/�E\�1RUWK�6DLOV��,Q�0DVW�+\GUDXOLF�������%ULDQ�+HUPDQQ

Furling, 7ZLQ����KS�&XPPLQV��)RXU�6WDWHURRPV�3OXV�&UHZ����                  EULDQ#DUGHOO�FRP�

80' NOVATEC 2001                                                $1,900,000
'HVLJQHG�E\�6SDGROLQL��7ZLQ�&$7�����V�ZLWK�/RZ�+RXUV�����������������������������  Mason Staring

)LYH�6WDWHURRPV��0DKRJDQ\�)LQLVK��1DLDG�6WDELOL]HUV������������                mason@ardell.com  

NOT FOR SALE TO U.S. RESIDENTS WHILE IN U.S. WATERS

NOT FOR SALE TO U.S. RESIDENTS WHILE IN U.S. WATERS



f e a t u r e d  l i s t i n g s

4-MAL | 2005 87' Johnson
$2,099,000 | Tom Jenkins, 772.201.1800

Brokerage & Charter
FT. LAUDERDALE, FL (Bahia Mar): 954.376.4836

WWW.ALLIEDMARINE.COM • SALES@ALLIEDMARINE.COM

Unforgettable | 2006 83' Ferretti
$3,600,000 | Eric Frank, 954.600.0369

$8,200,000 | Ariel Taubas, 786.514.4574
Not for Sale or Charter to U.S. Residents While in U.S. Waters

2013 86' Riva Domino
$6,295,000 | Justin Sullivan, 954.931.2230

XOXO | 2008 85' Benetti
$4,990,000 | Tommy Thompson, 954.205.7979

Not for Sale or Charter to U.S. Residents While in U.S. Waters

Press Buy | 2012 80' Pershing
$3,790,000 | Eric Frank, 954.600.0369



f e a t u r e d  l i s t i n g s

Brokerage & Charter
FT. LAUDERDALE, FL (Showroom): 954.760.6530 • FT. LAUDERDALE, FL (Bahia Mar): 954.376.4836 • HUNTINGTON, NY, 631.824.6161 

MIAMI, FL: 305.638.8495 • NAPLES, FL: 239.262.5063 • NEWPORT, RI: 401.619.5863 • NEWPORT BEACH, CA: 949.236.4994 
SAG HARBOR, NY: 866.926.3375 • STUART, FL: 772.692.1122 • MEXICO CITY, MX: +5255.8647.2400

WWW.ALLIEDMARINE.COM • SALES@ALLIEDMARINE.COM

Scorpio | 2009 72' Pershing
$2,800,000 | Jason Wood, 786.314.9441

Not for Sale or Charter to U.S. Residents While in U.S. Waters

Solo Contigo | 2009 85' Azimut
$2,490,000 | Dean Anthony, 954.328.2700,

Jason Wood, 786.314.9441

$2,595,000 | Justin Sullivan, 954.931.2230

De’Ja’Vu’ | 2010 78' Ferretti Yachts
$2,695,000 | Bill Shewbridge, 954.303.4033,

Bob Martin, 305.710.3952

Moondance | 2010 78' Princess Yachts
$2,325,000 | Dean Anthony, 954.328.2700

Anna 2 | 2008 84' Horizon
$2,690,000 | Bruce Shattenburg, 954.328.4329

Lovliest Lady | 1996 75' Hatteras
$849,000 | Joel Romero, 949.466.6264,

Michael Wiest, 510.917.7749

Day Dreamer | 2009 72' Sunseeker
$1,995,000 | Joel Romero, 949.466.6264

Tamara K | 1993 82' Hatteras
$799,000 | Sean Fenniman, 772.260.1628

2011 70' Azimut
$2,495,000 | Jon Burkard, 772.260.1415

Free Spirit | 2004 76' Pershing
$1,449,995 | Bill Shewbridge, 954.303.4033

Undaunted | 2013 73' Expedition
$4,449,000 | Tom Jenkins, 772.201.1800

Mark Wilkinson, 772.486.8852



LADY LINDA 187’ (57M) Trinity 2012. 6 Staterooms

C.A. Frank Grzeszczak 954.494.7096 or C.A. Bill Sanderson 561.346.3159

IMAGINE 164’ (50M) Trinity 2010. 5 Staterooms

J.C.A. Frank Grzeszczak 954.494.7096 or J.C.A. Chany Sabates III 954.604.2253

LIONSHARE  130’ (39M) Heesen 1987. 5 Staterooms   

C.A. Mark Elliott 305.794.1167

CARTE BLANCHE 124’ (38M) Trinity 2002/2011. 5 Staterooms

C.A. Mark Elliott 305.794.1167

ATTITUDE 150' (46M) Trinity 1998. 5 Staterooms

J.C.A. Chany Sabates III 954.604.2253

BALAJU  146’ (40M) Intermarine 2002/2013. 5 Staterooms 

C.A. Mark Elliott 305.794.1167

KAKAWI  97' (30M) Marlow 2011. 4 Staterooms 

C.A. Mark Elliott 305.794.1167

NATICA  92' (28M) Hatteras 1999. 4 Staterooms 

C.A. Roy Sea 954.980.7438

TEMPTATION 80' (24M) Ferretti 2013. 4 Staterooms 

C.A. Frank Grzeszczak 954.494.7096 or C.A. Frank Grzeszczak Jr. 954.830.4867

PRECIOUS MOMENTS 75’ (23M) Lazzara 2008. 4 Staterooms 

C.A. Mark Elliott 305.794.1167

BOAT 
SHOW

@ BOAT 
SHOW

@

BOAT 
SHOW

@

BOAT 
SHOW

@

BOAT 
SHOW

@ BOAT 
SHOW

@



MATCH POINT 161' (49M) Christensen 2009. 6 Staterooms

C.A. Mark Elliott 305.794.1167

MIMU  113' (34M) Codecasa 2000/2014. 4 Staterooms 

C.A. Frank Grzeszczak 954.494.7096 or C.A. Frank Grzeszczak Jr. 954.830.4867

CHEVY TOY  142’ (43M) Trinity 2004/2014. 5 Staterooms 

C.A. Frank Grzeszczak 954.494.7096 or C.A. Frank Grzeszczak Jr. 954.830.4867

HALCYON 80’ (24M) Hatteras 2006. 4 Staterooms 

C.A. Ron Morgenstein 954.309.9740 

NO NAME 70’ (22M) Azimut 2014. 4 Staterooms 

C.A. Frank Grzeszczak 954.494.7096 or C.A. Frank Grzeszczak Jr. 954.830.4867

INTERNAT IONAL 
YACHT COLLECTION

®

YACHT

SALES
CONSTRUCTION
CHARTER
MANAGEMENT
CREW PLACEMENT

NEW CENTRAL LISTING ALSO FOR CHARTERPRICE REDUCTION

NOT FOR SALE OR CHARTER TO U.S.RESIDENTS WHILE IN U.S. WATERS

FT. LAUDERDALE 954.522.2323

PALM BEACH 561.578.8888

MONACO +377.97.98.24.24

NASSAU 242.363.4458

NEWPORT 401.849.0834

ST. MAARTEN +721.544.2515

MARCH 26-29, 2015

PALM BEACH
INTERNATIONAL BOAT SHOW

JOIN 

US AT:

BOAT 
SHOW

@

BOAT 
SHOW

@

BOAT 
SHOW

@

BOAT 
SHOW

@



Annapolis, Beaufort, Boston, Cape Canaveral, Cape May NJ, Charleston, Ft. Lauderdale, Houston, Miami, New Bern, Newport, L.I. New York, 
Nova Scotia, Ocean Reef, Palm Beach, Panama City, Portland OR, San Diego, St.Augustine, St. Petersburg, Savannah, Seattle, Stuart, Wrightsville Beach

95’ Dominator 2009

Ron Housman 617-549-4123
81’ Huckins 1987

Steve Gallagher 561-718-1300

64’ Pershing 2011

Jeff Beird 305-984-5179

52’ Hatteras 1999

Pat Bustle 941-737-5358

39’ Mainship 2002

John Peterson 910-546-5760

60’ Sunseeker 2011

Juan Morillo 305-917-3758
59’ Marquis 2006

Steve Gallagher 561-718-1300

40’ Formula 2003

Joe Longobardi 410-490-0584

35’ Regal 2006

Dennis Demole 321-961-2222

42’ Cruisers 1998

Andrew Troyer 850-499-7013

36’ Hinckley 2005

Ed Osgood 561-716-9291

68’ Viking 1990

Samantha Gauld 978-590-2806

49’ Sealine 2013

Jeff Beird 305-984-5179
49’ Krogen 1996

Lenny Beck 910-617-2205

34’ Silverton 2005

Ron Blietz 919-440-2772



Inquire on any one of our 1000+ in-house listing and you speak directly to the listing agent!

65’ Fairline 1997

Mark Andries 619-204-3686

55’ Ferritti 1995

Chuck Newman 904-607-7286

47’ Cabo 2000

Mordy Miltz 516-606-1282
44’ Huckins 2009

Richard Buteux 772-485-2731

37’ Pursuit 2010

Christopher Cooke 888-922-4814
36’ Silverton 2008

Scott Schneider 919-645-8419

28’ Carolina Classic 2006

Ron Blietz 919-440-2772
27’ Riverpoint 2014

Olan Scheff 772-341-5192

56’ Hatteras 1981

Fritz Grell 772-285-9226

44’ Briggs Custom 1997

Bill Martz 772-288-1122

67’ Hatteras 1988

John Peterson 910-546-5760
65’ Marquis 2006

Keegan Bird 772-215-1691

56’ Fountain Pajot 1999

Greg Haught 772-475-6030

38’ Shelter Island 2015

Mordy Miltz 516-606-1282

31’ Ranger Tug 2015

Tom Thomas 401-862-8620







2015 BAHAMAS SKY MASTER 100’

2015 BAHAMAS COCKPIT 92’

We are builders of high-end, durable 

custom yachts. If you are reading 

this, we want to talk to you. We also 

represent buyers and sellers around 

the globe and are actively seek-

ing likeminded Yachtsmen to work 

with in efforts to match Buyers and Sellers of Quality 

Yachts 70’ and up. 

Give us a call and let’s discuss building, selling and 

buying boats.

www.paragonmotoryachts.com

400 North Flagler Suite #1501 | West Palm Beach, FL 33401

+1 949 673 1910 | info@paragonmotoryachts.com

Quality Yachts for Serious Boaters

JOIN US ON 

Paragon’s latest is the Bahamas Sky Master 100'. The Sky Master is built on a durable platform that makes any crossing with ease. Designed 
with entertaining and water sports in mind, the Sky Master features 3 King and 1 Queen staterooms plus great Captain and Crew quarters.

Owner is moving up to Paragon’s Sky Master 100’ and is ready to SELL. Ralph Lauren styled interior. LOADED, CAT C-32’s in excellent 
condition. Located in South FL. Call Jace Kizzier at 949-292-4583

Styled with our classic Newport Beach lines, the Bahamas Cockpit 92 features the new Bahamas Cockpit with a mezzanine and 4 staterooms. 
“Engineered to pull your Center Council behind along with a 300gal Gas tank for your tenders” Attention to detail and function bow to stern.”

2009 PARAGON 94' MY “Tenacity”

“Please call Jace for a private showing 

at palm harbor marina during the 

PALM BEACH BOAT SHOW”  949.292.4583   



Australis  
157.5ft (48m)  |  Oceanfast, Australia, 2010 (refit 2013)
EUR 12,950,000  |  Central Agents for sale and charter
Not for sale to US residents while in US waters

Veloce  
100.1ft (30.5m)  |  Leopard, Italy, 2007
USD 4,900,000  |  Central Agents for sale
Not for sale to US residents while in US waters

Blind Date
134.3ft (40.9m)  |  Lürssen-Werft, Germany, 1995
USD 4,995,000  |  Central Agents for sale
Not for sale to US residents while in US waters

www.burgessyachts.comsales@burgessyachts.com

LONDON  
+44 20 7766 4300 MOSCOW  |  PALMA  |  ATHENS  |  LOS ANGELES  |  SEATTLE  

MONACO  
+377 97 97 81 21 

NEW YORK
+1 212 223 0410

MIAMI
+1 305 672 0150

Cinque Mare  
88.6ft (27m)  |  Ferretti, Italy, 2006
USD 2,950,000  |  Central Agents for sale
Not for sale to US residents while in US waters

PRICE REDUCTION



NE WPORT
1 (401) 847-5449

GREENWICH
1 (203) 687-4700

FT.  LAUDERDALE
1 (954) 524-4616

Y A C H T  D E S I G N  -  B R O K E R A G E  -  C H A R T E R  -  I N S U R A N C E

1929

w w w . s p a r k m a n s t e p h e n s . c o m

65’ CUSTOM WESTERLY SLOOP 2003

“POINT BLUE” is the ideal yacht for long-distance, fast cruising.  Built by 
the renowned composite experts, Westerly Marine and designed by Dick 
Young and Thomas Wylie.  Please contact CA Paul Buttrose (954) 294-6962

52’ LYMAN MORSE/S&S 2004

“PAYAH KUN” ex. “FAIRWEATHER” is the embodiment of  modern clas-
sic. Unmatched pedigree in design and build. Maintained in as-new condition.  

Please contact CA Harry Morgan, CPYB (516) 551-6224

50’ VALIANT CUSTOM 1997

“FUNNY THINGS” is a powerful offshore cruiser customized with a three 
stateroom layout. Her sail handling gear is suitable for double handed cruising. 

Please contact CA Paul Buttrose (954) 294-6962

47’ SABRELINE 1997

“GANNET” has a desirable two cabin, galley-down layout decorated in a nau-
tical theme with exquisite Herreshoff-style cherry wood interiors. An amazing 

value. Please contact CA Harry Morgan, CPYB. (516) 551-6224

42’ TARTAN 4100 2007

“NINO” is a long range cruising sloop maintained to the highest standards. In 
great condition and ready to cruise. Recent price reduction.
Please contact CA Jack Zacks, CPYB (305) 588-6532

40’ DERELI EXPRESS 2004

“ABRACADABRA” is a great performing downeast lobster-style yacht with 
À�QH�FUDIWPDQVKLS���7ZLQ����+3�<DQPDU�'LHVHOV�ZLWK�+DPLOWRQ�����-HWGULYHV��

Please contact CA Jack Zacks, CPYB (305) 588-6532

DESIGN SHOWCASE: J CLASS RACING SLOOP
The resurgence of  the J Class is in full swing with spectactular racing taking place around the globe.  Sparkman & Stephens’ tank testing and hull development in 
the design of  RANGER produced multiple lines plans that are available for new construction.  Each set of  S&S J Class lines is noteworthy and unique, and all take 
advantage of  maximum allowable hull length under the J Class rule.  Optimized using state-of-the-art technology and ideology in design and build, the result will be 

the pinnacle of  yacht racing and elegance.  For information on becoming the next J Class owner, contact us at: design@sparkmanstephens.com  



1510 SE 17th Street, Ste. 300 • Ft Lauderdale, FL 33316

954.525.8112  • Lauderdale@gilmanyachts.com • WWW.GILMANYACHTS.COM

76' QUEENSHIP SPORT MY 2004 
ϯ� ^ƚĂƚĞƌŽŽŵƐ� Ăůů� ĞŶƐƵŝƚĞ�� �ŚĞƌƌǇ� ũŽŝŶĞƌǇ�� ůĂƌŐĞ� ĨƵŶĐƟŽŶĂů�
lower helm. Powered w/Twin 3412 CAT’s with long rage fuel, 
ϭϯΖ�Z/���tĞůů�ĚĞƐŝŐŶĞĚ�ĮƐŚŝŶŐ�ĐŽĐŬƉŝƚ���Ăůů�:Ğī�^ƚĂŶůĞǇ�������

64' HATTERAS 2007
dŚĞ� ŽŶůǇ� ϲϰΖ� ĂǀĂŝůĂďůĞ� ǁŝƚŚ� ƐƚĂďŝůŝǌĞƌƐ�� �ĞĂƵƟĨƵů� ŚŝŐŚ� ŐůŽƐƐ� ŝŶƚĞƌŝŽƌ�� ƚŚƌĞĞ� ƐƚĂƚĞ-
ƌŽŽŵƐ� ƉůƵƐ� ĐƌĞǁ�� �Žǁ� ĂŶĚ� ƐƚĞƌŶ� ƚŚƌƵƐƚĞƌƐ�� ƚǁŝŶ� ŐĞŶĞƌĂƚŽƌƐ�� ϳϱϬ� ŚŽƵƌƐ� ŽŶ�
��ϯϮ�Ɛ�� DŝŶƚ�� ^ĞƌŝŽƵƐ� ƚǁŽ� ďŽĂƚ� ŽǁŶĞƌƐ�� �ŽŶƚĂĐƚ� :Ğī� ^ƚĂŶůĞǇ�� �ĞŶƚƌĂů� �ŐĞŶƚ�

73' AZIMUT 1994 REFIT 2010
hƉĚĂƚĞĚ� ĨƌŽŵ� ďŽǁ� ƚŽ� ƐƚĞƌŶ�� G�� ŚƵůů� ĞǆƚĞŶƐŝŽŶ� ĂĚĚƐ� ƚŽ�
ĂŌ� ĚĞĐŬ� ĂŶĚ� ůĂǌĂƌĞƩĞ�� ϰ� �ĂďŝŶƐ�� �ŚĞƌƌǇ� ŝŶƚĞƌŝŽƌ�� ϭϭϱϬ�
,W�Ddh�Ɛ�ǁMϮϭϰ�ŚŽƵƌƐ�� ��Ăůů� :Ğī�^ƚĂŶůĞǇ���ĞŶƚƌĂů��ŐĞŶƚ�

107' FERRETTI CUSTOM LINE NAVETTA 2013
�ĂƐŝĐĂůůǇ�ŶĞǁ��ǁŝƚŚ��>>�ƚŚĞ�ŶĞǁĞƐƚ�ĨĞĂƚƵƌĞƐ�Θ�ŽƉƟŽŶƐ��ϯGϬ�ŚƌƐ��KŶ�ĚĞĐŬ�ŵĂƐƚĞƌ�н�ϰ�ĞŶ-
ƐƵŝƚĞ�ĐĂďŝŶƐ�Ăůů�ǁMƉĂŶŽƌĂŵŝĐ�ǀŝĞǁƐ���ĞƌŽ�ƐƉĞĞĚ�ĮŶƐ�Θ�ŐǇƌŽ�ƐƚĂďŝůŝǌĂƟŽŶ�ƐǇƐƚĞŵƐ��tŽƌůĚ�
ĐĂƉĂďůĞ�ĞůĞĐƚƌŝĐĂů�ƐǇƐƚĞŵ��^ĂůŽŶ�ŽƉĞŶŝŶŐ�ďĂůĐŽŶǇ���Ăůů�:ŽĞ�DĂũĐŚĞƌĞŬ���ĞŶƚƌĂů��ŐĞŶƚ�

Not for sale to US Residents while in US waters

78' HARGRAVE 2007
�ĞĂƵƟĨƵů�ƵƉĚĂƚĞĚ�ŝŶƚĞƌŝŽƌ�ǁŝƚŚ�ŽƉĞŶ�ŇŽŽƌ�ƉůĂŶ��EŽ�ďƵůŬŚĞĂĚƐ�ĨƌŽŵ�ĞŶƚƌǇ�ĚŽŽƌ�ƚŽ�ůŽǁĞƌ�
ƐƚĂƟŽŶ��&ŽƵƌ�ĞŶ�ƐƵŝƚĞ�ĐĂďŝŶƐ�н�ĐƌĞǁ����ϯϮ���d�Ɛ�ǁŝƚŚ�ϭ�ϬϬϬ�ŚŽƵƌƐ��EĞǁ��M��ŽŶ�ŇǇďƌŝĚŐĞ�ǁŝƚŚ�
ĚŝŶŝŶŐ�Θ�Ɛŝƚ�ĚŽǁŶ�ďĂƌ��KƉĞŶ�ĚĞĐŬ�ƐƉĂĐĞƐ�ĨŽƌĞ�ĂŶĚ�ĂŌ���ŽŶƚĂĐƚ�:Ğī�̂ ƚĂŶůĞǇ���ĞŶƚƌĂů��ŐĞŶƚ�
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ED
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63' HATTERAS 2002
�ĞĂƵƟĨƵů�ĞǆĂŵƉůĞ�ŽĨ�ƚŚŝƐ�ƉŽƉƵůĂƌ�ŵŽĚĞů���Žǁ�ĂŶĚ�ƐƚĞƌŶ�
ƚŚƌƵƐƚĞƌƐ��ĚŝŐŝƚĂů�ƐƚĂďŝůŝǌĞƌƐ��Ϯ�ŐĞŶĞƌĂƚŽƌƐ���ǆĐĞůůĞŶƚ��ŽŶ-
ĚŝƟŽŶ��ĨƵůů�ƟŵĞ�ĐĂƉƚĂŝŶ���Ăůů�:Ğī�^ƚĂŶůĞǇ���ĞŶƚƌĂů��ŐĞŶƚ�

55' SEA RAY 1997 
�ƵƐƚŽŵ�ůĂǇŽƵƚ�ǁŝƚŚ�ŽĸĐĞ��dǁŝŶ�ϯϭ_ϲ���d�Ɛ�ǁŝƚŚ�ůŽǁ�ŚŽƵƌƐ��
hƉĚĂƚĞĚ�ŚĂƌĚǁŽŽĚ�ŇŽŽƌŝŶŐ�ƚŚƌŽƵŐŚŽƵƚ��ZĂǇŵĂƌŝŶĞ�ĞůĞĐ-
ƚƌŽŶŝĐƐ�ƉĂĐŬĂŐĞ���ŽŶƚĂĐƚ�tĂǇŶĞ��ĂŶŶĂǀĂ���ĞŶƚƌĂů��ŐĞŶƚ��

44' TIARA SOVRAN 2004  
�ƵŵŵŝŶƐ� Y^D� ϭϭ�� &Ƶůů� ĞŶĐůŽƐĞĚ� ŚĞůŵ� ǁŝƚŚ� ���� ŐƌĞĂƚ�
ĞůĞĐƚƌŽŶŝĐƐ� ƉĂĐŬĂŐĞ�� KǁŶĞƌ� ĨŽƵŶĚ� ŶĞǆƚ� ďŝŐ� ďŽĂƚ�� EŽǁ�
ĂƐŬŝŶŐx� ΨϮ_ϰ�ϬϬϬ�� �ŽŶƚĂĐƚ� �ĞŶƚƌĂů� �ŐĞŶƚ� :ŽŚŶ� EŽŽŶĞ�
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72' NEPTUNUS 2012 - BRAND NEW
dǁŝŶ���ϯϮ���d�ϭϲϱϬ�,W��KŶ�ĚĞĐŬ�ŵĂƐƚĞƌ�ǁMϯ�ĐĂďŝŶƐ�н�ĐƌĞǁ��
'ƌĞŐ�DĂƌƐŚĂůů�ĚĞƐŝŐŶ���ůů�ƚŚĞ�EĞƉƚƵŶƵƐ�ĨĞĂƚƵƌĞƐ� ŝŶĐů��Ğǆ-
ĐĞůůĞŶƚ�ƐĞĂŬĞĞƉŝŶŐ�Θ�ϯϬ�ŬŶŽƚ�ƐƉĞĞĚ���Ăůů�:Ğī�^ƚĂŶůĞǇ������

74' CHEOY LEE FLYBRIDGE MOTOR YACHT 2002 
ϯ�ƐƚĂƚĞƌŽŽŵƐ�ŝŶĐůƵĚŝŶŐ�ŵĂƐƚĞƌ�ǁŝƚŚ�ƋƵĞĞŶ�ĂŶĚ�ƐŝŶŐůĞ�ĐĂďŝŶM�ŽĸĐĞ�ĨŽƌǁĂƌĚ��KƉĞŶ�
ŐĂůůĞǇ�ǁMĚŝŶĞƩĞ�ĐŽƵŶƚƌǇ�ŬŝƚĐŚĞŶ�ĂƚŵŽƐƉŚĞƌĞ�����d�ϯϰϭϮ�ĞŶŐŝŶĞƐ��ϮϬн�ŬŶŽƚ�ĐƌƵŝƐĞ��
EŽƌƚŚĞƌŶ�ůŝŐŚƚƐ�'ĞŶƐĞƚƐ����ƐŬŝŶŐ�Ψϭ�ϲ_ϱ�ϬϬϬ���ŽŶƚĂĐƚ�DĂƌƚǇ�/ƐĞŶďĞƌŐ���ĞŶƚƌĂů��ŐĞŶƚ�

R
ED
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62' NEPTUNUS 2008
KŶůǇ�ϲϮ'��ǁŝƚŚ�ϭϮϬϬ�,W�GsϮϬϬϬ�Ddh�Ɛ���ƵƐƚŽŵ�ŽƌĚĞƌĞĚ�ďǇ�Ă�
ŬŶŽǁůĞĚŐĂďůĞ�ǇĂĐŚƚƐŵĂŶ��EĞǁ�ĐĂŶǀĂƐ���ϯ�ĐĂďŝŶƐ���ŚŝŐŚ�ŐůŽƐƐ�
�ŚĞƌƌǇ�ŝŶƚ��KƚŚĞƌ�ϲϮ�Ɛ�ŵŽĚĞůƐ�ĂǀĂŝů����Ăůů�:Ğī�^ƚĂŶůĞǇ�������

36' LUHRS SPORTFISH
WŽƉƵůĂƌ� ϯϲ� �ǆƉƌĞƐƐ� ĮƐŚĞƌŵĂŶ� ŝŶ� ĞǆĐĞůůĞŶƚ� ĐŽŶĚ��dMϰϱϬ�
,W��ƵŵŵŝŶƐ�ǁŝƚŚ�ϭϮϬϬ�ŚƌƐ��DĂƌůŝŶ�dŽǁĞƌ��ƚĞĂŬ�ŝŶƚĞƌŝŽƌ��
ũƵƐƚ� ŚĂĚ� ĂŶŶƵĂů� ďŽƩŽŵ� ƐĞƌǀŝĐĞ�� �Ăůů� �ŚƌŝƐ� ^ƚĂŶůĞǇ�� ���

R
ED

U
C
ED

See us at Miami Yacht & Brokerage Show on Collins Ave. - Ramp 16 Slips 219 - 224
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77' HATTERAS CPMY
�Ō�ĞŶŐŝŶĞ�ƌŽŽŵ��ĨĂĐƚŽƌǇ�ĐŽĐŬƉŝƚ��&ŽƵƌ�ŐĞŶĞƌŽƵƐ�ƐŝǌĞ�ƚĞĂŬ�
ƐƚĂƚĞƌŽŽŵƐ� ǁŝƚŚ� ŚĞĂĚƐ�� �ƌĞǁ� ĨŽƌ� ƚǁŽ�� EĞǁ� ĞůĞĐƚƌŽŶŝĐƐ��
���ĂŶĚ�ŵƵĐŚ�ŵŽƌĞ���ŽŶƚĂĐƚ� :Ğī�^ƚĂŶůĞǇ���ĞŶƚƌĂů��ŐĞŶƚ�





CAY SAL
60’ (18.3m) 1980 Hatteras

KALEIDOSCOPE 
80’ (24.4m) 2001 Lazzara

‡CRISTOBAL 
80’ (24.4m) 2004 Lazzara

VALKYRIE 
120’ (36.6m) 2001/2011 Crescent

SALES | NEW CONSTRUCTION | CHARTER

CHILDS PLAY 103’ (31.4m) 
1999/2012 West Bay Sonship

ATON 
108’ (32.9m) 1995 Broward

‡*WELLESLEY
108’ (32.9m) 2001/2014 Falcon

‡DOMINO
112’ (34.14m) 2006/2014 Westport

*ESSENCE OF CAYMAN 
85’ (26m) 2006 Vicem

PATTI BELLE 90’ (27.43m)  
2012 Ocean Alexander

NORTH STAR 
86’ (26.21m) 2013 Ferretti 

ELIELLE 84’ (25.6m) 
2005 McMullen & Wing

SOUTHERN MISS II 
74’ (22.6m) 1988/2000 Hatteras

BLACK SHADOW 
83’ (25.3m) 2007 Sea Force IX

*Not for sale or charter to US residents while in US waters‡ Also available for charter

PALM BEACH 
TEL +1 (561) 833-4462
150 Worth Avenue, Suite 136 
Palm Beach, FL  | 33480 

MONACO
TEL: +377 977 767 57
Le Panorama, 57 Rue Grimaldi 
Monaco 98000
Team@WorthAvenueYachts.com

WILLY’S WISH 
73’ (22m) 1995 Neptunus

BREAKAWAY
68’ (20.73m) 2005/2007 Hatteras

AMBER 
64’ (19.51m) 2011 Pershing

FORT LAUDERDALE
TEL +1 (954) 703-5737
1318 SE 2nd Avenue
Fort Lauderdale, FL | 33316
www.WorthAvenueYachts.com

*HAPPY HOUR
116’ (33.2m) 2004 Azimut

HIGH TIDE
68’ (20.7m) 2006 Viking



DOLF HAFFENREFFER  2� CHET HARTSHORN  2��TED HOOD  2��MURRAY LORD  2� BOB MARSTON  2��JOHN PERKINS  2��BRUCE SZAMIER  2� JIM WETHERALD

Rhode Island (401) 683-6070 2�info@WellingtonYachts.com 2�Florida (954) 527-4230

See more at www.wellingtonyachts.com

CUSTOM LITTLE HARBOR 70’
Performance and ease of sail handling, four comfortable 
staterooms, Euro-style cherry joinery and shoal draft, 
all in one brilliantly-designed and built boat. Simply, a 
magnificent one-of-a-kind vessel.

ALDEN/PALMER JOHNSON 92'
Ageless design offers excellent pedigree, with three ensuite owner/guest cabins and 
private galley/crew area forward. A very comprehensive refit was completed late 
2013, leaving her showing quite well and ready to cruise the world. 

LITTLE HARBOR 75'
Popular Ted Hood design offers world cruising capability, 
luxurious accommodations, private crew area forward, 
shoal draft and exceptional equipment for safety, comfort 
and ease of handling. New paint, 2014. Motivated seller.

NAUTOR’S SWAN 77'
Proven Frers design with luxurious and versatile five-
cabin layout, including rare centerline queen aft. Many 
recent upgrades include mast, sails, paint, teak decks 
and much more. Shows extremely well!

LITTLE HARBOR 62' CENTER COCKPIT
Full comprehensive refit 2012/2014 – in need of nothing! 
Shallow draft, powerful hull form and roomy interior. 
Sleeps eight in four ensuite staterooms. Excellent 
potential as a charter yacht. 

LITTLE HARBOR WHISPERJET 38', 2001

Ted Hood design with hard top, upper and lower 

dinettes. Twin Yanmar 350 diesels with JetStick 

steering. Immaculate condition, with new electronics, 

paint and upholstery. For those looking for only the best.

GUNBOAT 90’, 2010
Flagship of the GUNBOAT fleet. Performance cruising speeds in the high teens, while 
sailed by only three crew. Carbon fiber construction with superyacht amenities and 
accommodations for extended cruising and regatta silver.

HYLAS 70', 2007
Frers-designed long-range performance cruiser, fully 
equipped with every conceivable option. Beautiful 
raised-panel teak interior with four ensuite cabins. Ideal 
for private or charter use.

OYSTER 62’, 2004
Performance cruiser from one of the world’s best 

builders. Carbon rig, automated sail handling, teak 

interior and all the gear to go cruising in safety and 

style. Captain maintained.

HINCKLEY TALARIA 55’, 2006

Exquisite combination of Downeast style and Hinckley 

quality, can cruise at 33 knots. Rare fl ybridge model 

with new generator (2014) and many recent upgrades, 

including electronics, paint, fabrics etc. A must see!

DETTLING 51’, 2001

Extraordinary quality of craftsmanship. Ray Hunt hull 

design, two staterooms, twin Cummins 480 hp, walk-

in/ stand-up engine room, new electronics and much 

more. In mint condition, this model is rarely available.



Offered exclusively from Sunseeker Yacht & Brokerage, a stunning 2013 Sunseeker 115’ Sport Yacht.  She boasts 5 luxurious staterooms, consisting 
of an exquisite on-deck master, and 4 extremely well appointed guest cabins on the accommodation level, a main saloon side balcony for all 

guests to enjoy, and a garage capable of storing 2 PWC's and a tender.   

����������>G>MMB��E:LLB<�
�

‘Petrus II’ is a virtually brand new example of the latest creation from the respected and world renowned Benetti Shipyards. Using the latest and most 
desirable build techniques, as well as having a completely revolutionary interior blending light and dark woods, 'Petrus II' is breathtaking throughout. 

She boasts a beautiful layout encompassing space and air, with an abundance of natural light and the benefit of opening balconies. 

��������(:GA:MM:G���������4:<AM�

On the main deck, signature 'z' shaped windows allow plenty of natural light 
to illuminate both the dining and separate seating areas. Below deck, three 
double suites, plus twin bed guest cabin comfortably accommodate up to 
eight guests. Outside, the vast outdoor playground was made for entertaining. 
Complete with wetbar, sunpads and dining area, it’s the perfect space for 
relaxing in a secluded bay or enjoying the thrill of travelling along the coast-
line at 34 knots - proving that sometimes, you can have it all.  

Designed to entertain, and built to thrill. The Manhattan 65 is a 
lavish display of versatility. Superior craftsmanship combined 
with cutting edge design has redefined the parameters for inte-
riors, and created a new benchmark for mid-range yachts.. 

BRAND NEW, DUTY PAID, READY FOR NEW OWNER!! 

305.856-4050 | 954.463.3888 | info@sunseekerfla.com | www.sunseekerfla.com 
Miami 2640 S. Bayshore Dr #106a Miami Florida 33133 USA | Fort Lauderdale 2015 SW 20th Street #220 Ft Lauderdale, Florida 33315 USA 

���������.NGL>>D>K�.IHKM�4:<AM�
�

* NOT AVAILABLE TO US CITIZENS WHILE IN US WATERS 



FT. LAUDERDALE, FL  •  SOUTHAMPTON, UK  •  NEWPORT, RI  •  BRADENTON, FL  •  ANNAPOLIS, MD  •  MIAMI, FL

151' PALMER JOHNSON 1996
Contact Pam Barlow

50' CUSTOM – 50 KNOTS
Contact Andrew Cilla

58' TIARA 2009
Contact Ron McTighe

37' NORDIC TUG 2008
Contact Jim Wilkey

80' BURGER 1982
Contact John Todd

73' OUTER REEF 2008
Contact Pam Barlow

62' LITTLE HARBOR 1982
Contact Steve Deane

110' WESTSHIP 2006
  Contact Parker Bogue

92' EXPEDITION YACHT 2010
Contact Andrew Cilla

70' MARLOW EXPLORER 2005
Contact Andrew Cilla

59' SELENE 2008
Contact Kiki Bosch

77' PRESIDENT 2009
Contact Andrew Cilla

90' McQUEEN 2002
Contact Andrew Cilla

48’ AZIMUT 2011
Contact Parker Bogue

SALES@LUKEBROWN.COM PHONE: 954-525-6617To view our entire fleet go to LukeBrown.com

39' IN STOCK
Contact Jim Wilkey  

42' IN STOCK
Contact Kiki Bosch  

NORDIC TUGS SELENE TRAWLER

92' IN BUILD
  Contact Andrew Cilla

SELENE TRAWLER

#1 SOURCE OF OFFSHORE MOTORYACHTS AND TRAWLER YACHTS SINCE 1969

NEW NEW NEW





SOUTHWEST HARBOR, MAINE (207) 244-5531 BOB POOLER - BPOOLER@HINCKLEYYACHTS.COM

SOUTHWEST HARBOR, MAINE  (207) 664-8111   WYTHE INGEBRITSON -  WINGEBRITSON@HINCKLEYYACHTS.COM

PORTSMOUTH, RHODE ISLAND (401) 578-2919 JOE DWYER - JDWYER@HINCKLEYYACHTS.COM

ANNAPOLIS, MARYLAND (401) 418-2188 JACK ERBES - JERBES@HINCKLEYYACHTS.COM

HARBOR SPRINGS, MICHIGAN (231) 526-4378 MARTY LETTS - MLETTS@HINCKLEYYACHTS.COM 
STUART, FLORIDA (561) 262-3900   TRIPPER VINCENT - TVINCENT@HINCKLEYYACHTS.COM

NAPLES, FLORIDA (561) 262-3900  TRIPPER VINCENT - TVINCENT@HINCKLEYYACHTS.COM 

TheHinckleyCompany.com
Since 1928

2006 HINCKLEY TALARIA 44 FB
RECESS is one of the best FlybridgeT-44’s built by Hinckley. Wonderfully appointed, always 
Hinckley maintained to the highest standards.  Midnight Blue, JetStick, Twin Yanmar 480-hp 
diesels, Hamilton 322 waterjets.  Fully equipped. Teak cockpit sole. $700,000  PORTSMOUTH, RI.

1978 HINCKLEY SOU’WESTER 50   
CYGNUS is a 1978 “A” layout SW-50 Yawl in the condition of most boats just a few years old.  Just 
over 1,000 eng hrs, stoway main & mizzen and electric winches.  Sails are crisp and electronics 
updated.  Great solid fiberglass, full keel boat!   $398,000  SOUTHWEST HARBOR, ME

1986 HINCKLEY SOU’WESTER 51    
AVATAR is in excellent condition. She is a stoway sloop with an Ash interior.  Flag blue with teak 
decks.  Two staterooms, two heads. New sails, air conditioning, electronics, dinghy and outboard.  
Sail-a-way!  $529,000  FT. LAUDERDALE, FL

2005 HINCKLEY PICNIC BOAT CLASSIC   
WAVELENGTH is exceptionally well kept and has an array of recent instruments.  Always Hinckley 
Service maintained at the request of meticulous owner and it shows in the beauty of this 2000 
model. Only 661 hours!  $235,000 SOUTHWEST HARBOR, ME

2012 HINCKLEY TALARIA 48 MY   
MODERATION represents the finest T-48 on the brokerage market.  Fresh varnish, bottom paint 
and jet service have this Hinckley ready for immediate delivery. Don’t miss the opportunity to see 
this perfect condition 2012 T48 with only 130 engine hrs. $1,995,000 NAPLES, FL

2011 HINCKLEY PICNIC BOAT MKIII   
CHART  is a well-equipped 2011 Picnic Boat MKIII. With only 125 hrs, she is the lowest on 
the market. Serviced and off-season stored in a heated building under the Hinckley JetBoat Pkg.  
CHART shows in near new condition. $710,000.00 PORTSMOUTH, RI

2001 HINCKLEY TALARIA 40   
VIRGINIA had a major overhaul in 2011 that cost the owner over $250,000.  New electronics, 
audio & TV, seats, cushions, power hatches, and more.  2013 Awlgrip and generator.   $535,000  
STONINGTON, CT

2005 HINCKLEY PICNIC BOAT EP   
LIBERTY is a pristine 2005 one owner EP.  All systems under comprehensive maintenance schedule.  
A “must see” yacht for anyone interested in a stunning Picnic Boat at a reasonable price that needs 
nothing for immediate enjoyment.  $395,000  SAN DIEGO, CA



To see more details about these and all other yachts around the globe, please visit our website below.

1.855.266.5676 | 954.684.0218 | info@curtisstokes.net

www.curtisstokes.net 

2000 78’ Buddy Davis - $1,825,000
Mike Wiener – 267.300.2169

2004 48’ Novatec - $389,000
Debra Alms – 443.535.7263 

2008 67’ Lyman Morse - $2,750,000
Rob Dorfmeyer - 216.533.9187

1974 45’ Coronado - $95,000
Greg Merritt – 813.294.9288

1987 54’ Hatteras - $260,000
John Blackburn – 301.233.2621 

2000 43’ Selene - $394,500
Tara Chase – 772.202.0676 

1989 70’ Hatteras - $480,000
Curtis Stokes - 954.684.0218

2000 46’ Alden - $434,500
James Engelder – 941.586.5758 

1957 56’ Chris Craft - $99,900
Rob Dorfmeyer - 216.533.9187

1999 44’ DeFever - $299,500
Curtis Stokes - 954.684.0218

1996 51’ Little Harbor - $299,500
Tara Chase – 772.202.0676 

2003 42’ Sealine - $245,900
Curtis Stokes - 954.684.0218

Worldwide Yacht Sales |  Yacht Charters |  New Yacht Construction
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D E LT A  5 4 '  C A R B O N
This 2014 Delta Powerboats 54 Carbon is available as a Dealer “Demo”. This is a special opportunity to take advantage of a $400,000 
discount on a new, fully warrantied, yacht. Located in Miami and ready for immediate delivery. Built entirely of carbon fiber for strength, 
speed and efficiency she cruises at 33 knots and only burns 48 gph! Call Broker Robert Lama 305-857-8939 | Bob@LamaCompanies.com

2 0 1 1  P R E S T I G E  6 0 '  M Y
Prestige is one of the up and coming brands hitting the U.S. market.  This 2011 Prestige 60' Motor Yacht is one of the cleanest vessels 
on the market.  Her owner has kept her in “showroom” condition.  She is loaded with options  including, Volvo IPS 900’s with joystick 
control, Dynamic Positioning, Bow Thruster and hydraulic swim platform.  You must see this yacht.  Asking $1,299,000.  Call Broker 
Robert Lama 305-857-8939 | Bob@LamaCompanies.com 

F E AT U R E D  B R O K E R A G E  B O AT

Incredible opportunity! Very 
diverse vessel. Built in 2009 
by Lazzara yachts, this vessel 
is 3 stories tall and encom-
passes nearly 10,000 sqft un-
der air!! Can be used as an of-
fice, residence, special event 
venue or all 3 at the same 
time. Totally self-sufficient 
with 2 massive generators, 
or can be plugged into shore 
power. Currently in turnkey 

condition as office/showroom but can be converted to residential or any other use. Must be seen 
to appreciate. $2,750,000 Call Chapman Ducote 305.439.5803 OR Robert Lama 305.857.8939

N E W  TO  T H E  M A R K E T !





3541 W State Rd 84, on Marina Mile • Fort Lauderdale, FL 33312

T: (888) 221-1320 or (954) 797-0030 • Fax (954) 797-6682 • www.anchoryt.com

57' OCEAN SS CONV. 2003
3 strms, 3 heads, Full beam master, 1,300 HP 
Mans, New Bottom Paint, Wax & Strata Glass.
$549,000. Smaller trades considered.  
BOB EPSTEIN 954-648-2002

65' Hampton Endurance 2010
LRC-Twin C-18 Caterpillar’s each @ 873HP. 3 S/R’s 
+ Fully fi nished crew quarters w/ dedicated head 
& shower 2 gens, B & S thrusters, Stabilized, low 
hours, Ready to cruise! CALL FOREST ROBERTS 
954-298-4546

64' Hampton CPMY 2009
Country Kitchen layout, 3 s/r’s, 2 heads, hard 
windows forward on bridge. Climate controlled 
bridge, twin 900 hp Yanmars, 2 gens, chilled 
water A/C, B & S thrusters, stabilized, large 
cockpit. Call FOREST ROBERTS 954-298-4546

60' Hatteras Conv. 1985
Looks and runs great. Enclosed Bridge, 
well maintained, Low hours since major 
Overhaul. Service records. Bring all offers. 
Call BOB EPSTEIN 954-648-2002

58' Hampton Pilothouse MY 2008
Low hours, Pristine Condition, 3 staterooms, 2 
heads. Huge A/C Bridge, 6’3” A/C Engine Room 
+++ B & S Thrusters, Stabilized. A MUST SEE. 
CALL BOB EPSTEIN 954-648-2002

63' Hampton Skylounge 2008 
New to market, Pristine, extremely well kept low 
hour Hampton motor yacht. Twin C-18 Caterpillars,  
2 generators, Stabilized, Bow & stern thrusters, 
A must see!. She is ready to cruise. FOREST 
ROBERTS 954-298-4546

55' Chris Craft Commander 1973
A true American Classic. In pristine condition 
and ready to cruise. Many upgrades, Same 
owner since 1 year old. Motivated seller, Bring 
Offers! BOB EPSTEIN 954-648-2002

85' Broward 1989
19’ 3” Beam. Powered by GM12v-71 T’s (650 HP 
EA). Country Kitchen, 3 SR, 3.5 heads, crew Qtrs. 
Walk-in engine rm. Stabilized. Incl Tender. Loc FLL. 
$599,000  ED CHAPDELAINE 954-646-1609 
echapdelaine@bellsouth.net

76' Lazzara MY Walkaround
In pristine condition. Great 5 strm, 5 head 
layout. Annual sea checks & service records. 
Low hours. Owner highly motivated. Ready to 
cruise. $699,000. CALL BOB EPSTEIN 
954-648-2002

50' Marquis SB 2013
NEW TO MARKET! In bristle condition and ready 
to cruise. UPGRADES. Custom Bimini top. Triple IPS 
425HP each, Garmin Package, Sat. IV, and more. 
LOC N. Miami. MUST SEE…
Call MONTY MILLER 954-224-7906

60' Neptunus Sedan 1994
Great layout! Many upgrades, 820 MANS, 1,550 
orig. hrs, 3 staterooms, tender, 25 Knot cruise. 
Great value, MOTIVATED SELLER BRING 
OFFERS Call MONTY MILLER 954-224-7906

65' HORIZON MY 2000
New bottom paint – B/S thrusters, Stabilized,
3 strms, 3 heads, + offi ce & crew. Low Hour 
Cats, Bring offers. Capt. Maintained. CALL 
BOB EPSTEIN 954-648-2002

Hatteras 50' FBC
w/ HT. Freshwater yacht in “new yacht 
condition.” 1994 w/only 1100 Orig hours on 
GM12V71TA DDEC’s. 26 Kn Cruise, 31 Kn Top 
speed. 3 SR, 2 heads. Immaculate! Highest 
Quality. ED CHAPDELAINE 954-646-1609

58' West-Bay SonShip 
Pilothouse MY Powered by Cat 3406E’s 
(800 HP Ea). 1998 w/ 2 Gens, Stabilizers, 
Thruster and Tender. $549,500.00. 
Call ED CHAPDELAINE 954-646-1609

Ocean 57' 2005 Super Sport SF
Always in Freshwater. T-1300 HP MANS (600 
Orig hours). 27 kn cruise, 38 kn top speed. Origi-
nal owner. Immaculate! ED CHAPDELAINE 
(954) 646-1609 or Ed@QualityYachtsforSale.com

BRAND NEW 64' HAMPTON ENDURANCE
CALL FOR DETAILS 954-797-0030

70' Neptunus Pilothouse Motor Yacht 1996
Beautiful 3 s/r, 3 head, + crew Q’ w/ head & 
shower, 2 gens, large salon / dining area, full 
beam master, bow/stern thrusters stabilized. 
MONTY MILLER 954-224-7906

70' HAMPTON ENDURANCE M.Y. 2009
Full Skylounge, 3 s/r’s forward, 2 s/r’s aft, day head, stabilized, B & S thruster, 60Hz to 50Hz converter, 
twin C-18 Caterpillars, very spacious layout, Must See. Call FOREST ROBERTS 954-298-4546
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The Superyacht Experts

maximus ii  32m › 106ft › horizon › 2005 › 4,995,000 usd

neal.esterly@fraseryachts.com +1 619 225 0588 san diego

michael.selter@fraseryachts.com +1 954 463 0600 ft. lauderdale

endless summer  39m › 130ft › westport › 2001/2014 › 8,495,000 usd

Fitted w/ zero speed stabilizers, cherry interior, 4 guest cabins and main deck master.
josh.gulbranson@fraseryachts.com +1 954 463 0600  ft. lauderdale

calliope  42m › 138ft › holland jachtbouw › 2010/2014 › 19,500,000 eur 

Dutch built, tri-deck, 5 superbly appointed double staterooms, beach club aft.  
georges.bourgoignie@fraseryachts.com +1  954 463 0600  ft. lauderdale

intuition lady  39m › 128ft › benetti › 1977/2012 › 2,650,000 eur 

Classic Benetti. 5 staterooms with owners on deck, great sky lounge and deck space. 
stuart.larsen@fraseryachts.com +1 954 463 0600  ft. lauderdale

shapama  27m › 90ft › defever › 1983/2003 › 1,495,000 usd

DeFever designed steel-hulled MY capable of trans-oceanic passages.
joaquin.genrich@fraseryachts.com  +1 619 225 0588 san diego

regina  56m › 183ft › med yachts › 2011 › 9850000 eur

Classically styled schooner, 12 guests in 6 big cabins.  Massive deck spaces, popular for charter.
david.legrand@fraseryachts.com +377 93 100 450 monaco

marie  55m › 180ft › vitters › 2010 › poa   

Built to the highest standards. Boasts traditional craftsmanship and modern technology.    
jody.obrien@fraseryachts.com +1 954 463 0600  ft. lauderdale

not for sale or charter to u.s. residents while in u.s. waters.

not for sale or charter to u.s. residents while in u.s. waters.

                   for sale & charter

heritage  45m › 148ft › perini navi › 2006 › 17,500,000 eur

5 guest cabins with refined, tasteful, spacious interior.  Original Owner.  VAT paid. 
dennis.frederiksen@fraseryachts.com +377 93 100 450 monaco

                    price reduction

WATCH THE VIDEO  1. DOW NLOA D AUR A SM A FROM THE A PP STOR E OR GOOGLE PL AY  2 . SE A RCH A ND  “ FOLLOW ” FR A SER YACHTS  3. P OINT DE VICE AT YACHT IM AGE TO WATCH

SEE IN

PALM BEACH

26-29 MARCH



www.davidwaltersyachts.net
sales@dwyfl .net  •  954-527-0664

Naples • Newport • Ft. Lauderdale

Morris 42 Day Sailer

Alden 45 – and 2 Alden 44’s

Baltic 51- Scandinavian Quality

2011 Hylas 70

Northwind 43 - Best Priced!

Kadey Krogen 48 Classic

Little Harbor 58- Ted Hood Design

2008 Hargrave 98’ Capri Skylounge

2006 Hylas 49- Excellent Equipment

2002 Moody 54 - Many Upgrades

2000 Taswell 50 – Very Customized

Exceptional 2002 Taswell 50 Raised Salon

Little Harbor 63- 4 StateroomsExceptional 2014 Hylas 63

Sistership

Sistership

JUST LISTED

JUST LISTED

JUST LISTED



Exact Same Services.  
Thousands Less.
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We’ve reinvented everything

the agent, the technology, the fees, the incentives 

to make everything

the listing, the showings, the offer, the negotiation

better and less expensive for you.



2401 PGA Blvd. 196-9 • Palm Beach Gardens FL, 33410 
Call 561-310-7600 or visit www.mkyachts.com for details and current pricing.

2006 55' Azimut Evolution
3 Staterooms, Full Beam Master, Great 
layout. Call for details. 

2004 54' Meridian MY
3 Stateroom, Full beam master Spacious 
and in exceptional condition. Separate 
washer and dryer. Call for details.

2006 50' Azimut MY
2-Staterooms + Crew, Great for 
entertaining . Low hours on C-12 
CAT’s with warranties. Call for details.

2012 45' Sea Ray
Truly immaculate with a super low 130 
hours on Cummins with Zeus POD 
drives.  Aggressively priced to sell. 

2015 78' Aquamarine MY  
Quality Build, Customize to your 
specs. Celebrating 25 years. From 
US$ 2,680,000 FOB Taiwan 

2015 68' Aquamarine MY
Quality Build, Customize to your 
specs. Celebrating 25 years. From 
US$ 2,180,000 FOB Taiwan.

58' Fairline Squadron 
Two to choose from 2006 & 2002. 
Both extremely clean, well maintained 
and fully serviced. Call for details.

1988 55' Viking WA
4 Stateroom, Full Beam Aft Master, 
Unbelievable Interior Volume. Full size 
galley. Call for details.

AQUAMARINE YACHTS

Dealer for 

45' - 115'

Why hassle with the extra expenses of travel to the Bahamas? 
Experience the best of the Florida Keys right in beautiful Islamorada.

PLANTATION YACHT HARBOR

85 Slips all with pumpout
Can accommodate up to 100 ft. with 5 ft. draft
30-50-100 Amp Service
Fuel Dock with gas & diesel

New Bathrooms, Showers & Laundry 
Marina Located within Founders Park, a 42 acre park with pool,
tennis courts, sandy beach, playground, dog park and so much more.
Free limited WiFi & Cable television hook ups available for a fee.

305 852-2381 / Email: Marinainfo@islamorada.fl.us / Islamorada, Village of Islands, 87000 Overseas Highway, Islamorada, FL 33036

�RELAX-FISH-SWIM-PLAY-SHOP-EAT-EXERCISE



Save over $3 million on the 
purchase of this brand new yacht.

(954)563-5808  •  www.m onocleyachts.com  •  info@monocleyachts.com

See us at the

Palm Beach International

Boat Show, March 26-29

Yes, you deserve to be the proud owner of this brand new 2015 luxurious yacht. Monocle Fractional
Yachts has made it affordable, uncomplicated, exciting and hassle free. If you had any doubts about
becoming a yacht owner, rest assure NOW there are none. A 10% purchase in the M/Y Perfect Sense
is only $3,100 a month (P&I) which entitles  you 4 weeks of use every year. A professional crew of
three is included. 

80’ • 3 Stateroom • 3 crew
Total Purchase Price $350,000 • Annual Expenses $30,000

Specification

Total Purchase Price

Annual Operating Expenses

Crew

Destinations

Actual Annual Use

Pride of Ownership

Aggravation

Brand new 80’ 3SR

$3,500,000

$300,000

3

Florida/Bahamas/Caribbean

4 Weeks

All

All

Brand new 80’ 3SR

$350,000

$30,000

3

Florida/Bahamas/Caribbean

4 Weeks

All

NONE

Brand new 80’ 3SR

$3,100 per month

$2,500 per month

3

Florida/Bahamas/Caribbean

4 Weeks

All

NONE

Perfect Sense

Proof of the Monocle Advantage   Individual
Ownership

Monocle
10 %Ownership

Financing
Option



FLATS, REEF, GULFSTREAM

ALL IN ONE DAY.

Promo Code TA192

Add $4.95 for Shipping – #887870.
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SAVE

83%

· 16 Premium Hand-Rolled Cigars

· Bonus Cherrywood-finish Humidor
(Holds 20 Cigars)

· Ultra Reliable Butane Lighter

· A Guillotine Cigar Cutter

HOUSE
16 CIGAR
COMBO

Call 1-800-476-1848 or

thompsonspecia ls .com

Compare similar

at $

Order NowLimited Supply
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Custom Shapes & Sizes • Folds for Easy Installation
Sheets • Pads • Bed Spreads

FT. LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA IRVINE, CALIFORNIA 
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Fort Lauderdale, FL USA | contact: 1.954.496.8400
www.comfortcustombedding.com

Comfort Custom Mattresses 
& Marine Bedding Inc.

QUALITY, COMFORT, LUXURY, & SUPPORT 

QUICK TURNAROUND + WORLDWIDE SHIPPING

Coils, Premium Foam, Latex Foam, Memory Foam
Mattress Pads & Fitted Sheets

CUSTOM MATTRESSES FOR YACHTS & BOATS

Micro Maritime Art

Sophisticated one-of-a-kind pieces of maritime  

art for the discriminating collector.

www.micromaritimeart.com
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Visit us online for a fast quote
AmericanMarineInsurance.com

Or call 800-283-5646

Newport, Rhode Island
Bareboat & Captain 

Charters

(4) Beneteau 42’s,  Beneteau 46, 

Jeanneau 40,  439,  44 d/s,  49 d/s, 

(3) Jeanneau 54 d/s and 41’ F-P 

catamaran. Sail to Martha’s Vineyard, 

Nantucket, Cape Cod, Block Is., 

Cuttyhunk Is, Mystic, NYC & Boston.

MAY 1 - NOVEMBER 1

         (800) 661-4013 
www.bareboatsailing.com

NO MORE DIRTY WINDOWS

AfterBefore

The Venco Clear X “Window Polish & Stain Remover” Kit is 
an inexpensive and effective way to keep your windows looking 
clean and new. Rid your windows of impossible to remove 
watermarks, rust and mineral deposits. Even restore the shine 
to faded windows!
In this kit, you will also get our invisible “Clear Guard Glass 
Protector” polymer treatment, which protects windows from 
dirt and salt water, making cleaning much easier! 

Purchase Venco ClearX now...
@www.vencoclearx.com or call 1-888-650-2585

Auto - Home - Life
Recreational - Business
Multi-Policy Package Discounts

800-816-7714

"Discover the Difference"

www.insurancenavigators.com
kevin@insurancenavigators.com

Motoryacht - Sail - Sportfish - Pleasure/Charter - Extended Navigation

TANK TENDER
TM

Accurate, reliable, measurement  
of up to 10 tanks.  

Non-electric/easy installation

www.thetanktender.com

HART SYSTEMS
(253) 858-8481   Fax:(253)858-8486

THE ORIGINAL 
PRECISION

TANK 
MEASURING 

SYSTEM

CALLING  
ALL BOATS

www.caboats.com  

A marketplace of  

For-Sale-By-Owner  

Power, Sail and PWC  

No sales commissions. 

Buyers/Sellers.  

Call 1-800-546-8457
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ou know, I look forward to them 

about as much as Aunt Edith’s 

fruitcake. If you’re breathing and 

can smell the sea from your ZIP 

code, you likely received a few. I’m referring 

to heartfelt holiday messages like: “Holiday 

Special. High Performance Style and Luxu-

ry. 20 Percent Off ! Just $8 Million!” Ahh, so 

much promise, but it’s the 26th and Santa 

didn’t deliver. Oh dear! In our house I am 

Santa. Or is it the Grinch? 

I admit that this sort of holiday spirit 

sours me. I’m just not moved by season’s 

greetings with Santa struggling down a 

chimney with a sack full of megayachts 

trimmed in ribbon and bows. It’s not that 

my heart is a size too small. It’s my wallet 

that doesn’t measure up. I’ve been thinking 

about a new ride, but these dreams don’t fi t 

in my sock. This past autumn, before I’d di-

gested my last Turkey Day sandwich, I was 

ready to sled the entire mailbag to the top of 

Mount Crumpit and dump it.

Then something odd happened. It wasn’t 

singing Whos in Whoville that got the 

message right, but my kids, 

now adults. During the holi-

days, they shared their many 

memories of Christmases past. 

Anhinga, our 37 Bertram, had 

been our holiday home for 

most of the 22 years we owned 

her. Son Casey kicked things 

off  by reminding us of the year 

I miscalculated the conditions 

in Jupiter Inlet.

I had opted for the leftovers 

of a nor’easter off shore over 

the boredom of the ICW. By 

the third breaking sea, our 

plastic Christmas tree and a 

section of sofa with my wife, 

Nelia, aboard had passed 

through the salon door into 

the cockpit. When we reached 

Biscayne Bay, the bag stuff ed 

with gifts Santa had cleverly 

hidden in the chain locker 

looked like a beaten piñata. 

Son Jake recalled the year 

Santa and a bevy of eggnog- 

empowered elves visited 

the marina by pontoon boat. 

Santa spent the day at the bar 

sucking down brews. The jolly 

fellow became so naughty one 

of the elves dispatched him 

with a right hook. Jake spotted 

him jelly- belly up and noted 

that Santa must be a yachts-

man. He wore Top-Siders. 

What Nelia and I remem-

ber most about those holiday 

cruises is that boating was 

great for our family. The boat 

brought us closer —  literally. 

There was no room to sit 

around watching parades 

and reruns of holiday classics. 

We were making memories: 

spending time with friends 

dockside, swimming, snorkel-

ing or fi shing.  

Holiday or not, with friends, 

family or both, spending mil-

lions for a boat trimmed like a 

Fifth Avenue townhouse that 

cruises at turnpike speeds is 

a fi ne thing, but kids can do 

well with far less. A sales pal 

groused to me that too many 

buyers now think only of dec-

orating their dock and sell out 

before facing their fi rst yard 

visit. As the Grinch might 

point out, maybe boating’s not 

about proving you’ve scored. 

Maybe it’s about just a little 

bit more!  
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HOPE IN WHOVILLE
I’m thinking about what the Grinch got right! 

B y Ja y C oyle





Whisper quiet & ultra smooth, the brand

new Fleming 58 cruises Chesapeake Bay.

All Fleming Yachts, from 55 to 78 ft in length, are not just well-equipped, they’re 

best-equipped. Beneath their sleek & seaworthy exteriors lies a huge array of top-rated 

components, systems & equipment, all meticulously sourced & impeccably installed to provide 

owners with everything necessary for safe & luxurious family cruising, secure in the knowledge 

that their yacht is best-equipped to deal with all the pleasures & challenges of life at sea. 

View for yourself this impressive list at: www.flemingyachts.com/inclusive or scan the QR code 

Then ask yourself, is any other motor yacht as well-equipped as a new Fleming Yacht?

CATEGORY A

www.flemingyachts.com

If you like adventurous cruising,

it’s best to go well-equipped

Y ACH T SF L EM I N G 
t h e  u l t i m a t e  c r u i s i n g  y a c h t

Fleming Yachts, 1760 Monrovia Avenue, Suite A18, Costa Mesa, CA, 92627, USA. 

Tel. +1 949 645 1024.  Email: information@flemingyachts.com 


